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AGREEMENT 
in the form of an exchange of letters between the European Economic 
Communi ty and the People's Democratic Republic of Algeria fixing the addi­
tional amoun t to be deducted from the levy on imports into the Communi ty of 
untreated olive oil, originating in Algeria, for the period 1 November 1983 to 31 
October 1984 
Sir, 
Annex Β to the Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and the People's Democratic Republic of Algeria stipulates that for untreated olive oil 
falling within subheading 15.07 A I of the Common Customs Tariff the amount to be 
deducted from the amount of the levy in accordance with Article 16 (1) (b) of the Coope­
ration Agreement may, in order to take account of certain factors and of the situation on 
the olive oil market, be increased by an additional amount under the same conditions and 
arrangements as laid down for the application of the abovementioned provisions. 
I have the honour to inform you that, having regard to the criteria specified in the afore­
mentioned Annex, the Community will take the necessary steps to fix the additional 
amount at 12,09 ECU per 100 kilograms for the period 1 November 1983 to 31 October 
1984. 
I should be grateful if you would acknowledge receipt of this letter and confirm your 
Government's agreement to its content. 
Please accept. Sir, the assurance of my highest consideration. 
On behalf of the Council 
of the European Communities 
22 
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Letter No 2 
Sir, 
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today's date, which reads as 
follows : 
'Annex Β to the Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Commu­
nity and the People's Democratic Republic of Algeria stipulates that for untreated 
olive oil falling within subheading 15.07 A I of the Common Customs Tariff the 
amount to be deducted from the amount of the levy in accordance with Article 16 (1) 
(b) of the Cooperation Agreement may, in order to take account of certain factors and 
of the situation on the olive oil market, be increased by an additional amount under 
the same conditions and arrangements as laid down for the application of the 
abovementioned provisions. 
I have the honour to inform you that, having regard to the criteria specified in the 
aforementioned Annex, the Community will take the necessary steps to fix the addi· 
tional amount at 12,09 ECU per 100 kilograms for the period 1 November 1983 to 
31 October 1984. 
I should be grateful if you would acknowledge receipt of this letter and confirm your 
Government's agreement to its content' 
I am able to confirm the agreement of my Government to the foregoing. 
Please accept. Sir, the assurance of my highest consideration. 
For the Government 
of the People's Democratic Republic of Algeria 
GENERAL MATTERS 
2. Provisions within the Community relating 
to the Co-operation Agreement 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) N o 660/84 
of 13 March 1984 
on the conclusion of the Agreement in the form of an exchange of letters 
between the European Economic Communi ty and äie People's Democrat ic 
Republic of Algeria fixing the additional amount to be deducted from the levy 
on impor ts into the Communi ty of untreated olive oil, originating in Algeria, for 
the period 1 November 1983 to 31 October 1984 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the Cooperation Agreement between 
the European Economic Community and the People's 
Democratic Republic of Algeria ('}, which entered into 
force on 1 November 1978, and in particular to Annex 
Β thereof, 
Having regard to the recommendation from the 
Commission, 
Whereas it is necessary to approve the Agreement in 
the form of an exchange of letters between the Euro­
pean Economic Community and the People's 
Democratic Republic of Algeria fixing the additional 
amount to be deducted from the levy on imports into 
the Community of untreated olive oil, falling within 
subheading 15.07 A I of the Common Customs Tariff 
and originating in Algeria, for the period 1 November 
1983 to 31 October 1984, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
The Agreement in the form of an exchange of letters 
between the European Economic Community and the 
People's Democratic Republic of Algeria fixing the 
additional amount to be deducted from the levy on 
imports into the Community of untreated olive oil 
falling within subheading 15.07 A I of the Common 
Customs Tariff and originating in Algeria, for the 
period 1 November 1983 to 31 October 1984, is 
hereby approved on behalf of the Community. 
The text of the Agreement is attached to this 
Regulation. 
Article 2 
The President of the Council is hereby authorized to 
designate the person empowered to sign the Agree­
ment for the purpose of binding the Community. 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day 
following its publication in the Official Journal of the 
European Communities, 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 13 March 1984. 
For the Council 
The President 
C. CHEYSSON 
(') OJ No L 263, 27. 9. 1978. p. 2. 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) N o 52/84 
of 10 January 1984 
fixing the amount by which the variable component of the levy applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia must be reduced 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
1512/76 of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement 
in the form of an exchange of letters relating to Article 
22 of the Cooperation Agreement and Article 15 of 
the Interim Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Republic of Tunisia 
and concerning the import into the Community of 
bran and sharps originating in Tunisìa ('), and in parti­
cular the second subparagraph of paragraph 3 of the 
exchange of letters. 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
1518/76 of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement 
in the form of an exchange of letters relating to Article 
21 of the Cooperation Agreement and Article 14 of 
the Interim Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the People's Democratic 
Republic of Algeria and concerning the import into 
the Community of bran and sharps originating in 
Algeria (:), and Ín particular the second subparagraph 
of paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters. 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
1525/76 of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement 
in the form of an exchange of letters relating to Article 
23 of the Cooperation Agreement and Article 16 of 
the Interim Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Kingdom of Morocco 
and concerning the import into the Community 'of 
bran and sharps originating in Morocco ('). and in 
particular the second subparagraph of paragraph 3 of 
the exchange of letters. 
Whereas the Agreement in the form of an exchange of 
letters annexed to Regulations (EEC) No 1512/76, 
(EEC) No 1518/76 and (EEQ No 1525/76 provides 
that the variable component of the levy calculated in 
accordance with Article 2 of Council Regulation (EEC) 
No 2744/75 of 29 October 1975 on the import and 
export system for products processed from cereals and 
from rice {'), as last amended by Regulation (EEC) No 
414/83 0 , is to be reduced by an amount fixed by the 
Commission each quarter ; whereas this amount must 
be equal to 60 % of the average of the variable 
components of the levies in force during the three 
months preceding the month during which the 
amount is fixed ; 
Whereas the variable components applicable to the 
products falling within subheading 23.02 A II of the 
Common Customs Tariff during October, November 
and December 1983 have been taken into considera­
tion, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
The amount referred to in the second subparagraph of 
paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters forming the 
Agreement annexed to Regulations (EEC) No 1512/76, 
(EEQ No 1518/76 and (EEQ No 1525/76 to be 
deducted from the variable component applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Tunisia, Algeria and 
Morocco respectively, shall be as set out in the Annex 
hereto. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 February 
1984. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 10 January 1984. 
For the Commission 
Poul DALSAGER 
Member of the Commission 
(') OJ No L 169. 28. 6. 1976, p. 19. 
(') OJ No L 169, 28. 6. 1976, p. 37. 
(') OJ No L 169. 28. 6. 1976, p. 53. (*) OJ No L 281, I. II. 1975, p. 65 Π OJ No L 51, 24. 2. 1983, p. I. 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 663/84 
of 13 March 1984 
amending Regulations (EEC) N o 1514/76 and (EEC) N o 1521/76 on imports of 
olive oil originating in Algeria and Morocco (1983/84) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Articles 43 
and 113 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European 
Parliament (; ), 
Whereas Articles 17 and 16 of Annexes Β to the 
Cooperation Agreements between the European 
Economic Community and Morocco (*) and Algeria Ç) 
respectively stipulate that, if the country in question 
levies a special export charge on imports into the 
Community of olive oil falling within subheading 
15.07 A I of the Common Customs Tariff, the levy 
applicable to such oil is to be reduced by a fixed 
amount of 0,60 ECU per 100 kilograms and by an 
amount equal to the special charge, but not exceeding 
12,09 ECU per 100 kilograms in the case of reduction 
provided for in the aforementioned Articles and 12,09 
ECU per 100 kilograms in the case of the additional 
amount provided for in the aforementioned 
Annexes Β ; 
Whereas the aforementioned Agreements were 
implemented by Regulations (EEC) No 1514/76 0 and 
(EEC) No 1521/76(0, " last amended by Regulation 
(EEC) No 3488/82(0; 
Whereas the contracting parties have agreed, by 
exchanges of letters, to fix the additional amount at 
12,09 ECU per 100 kilograms for the period 
1 November 1983 to 31 October 1984; 
Whereas Regulations (EEC) No 1514/76 and (EEQ No 
1521/76 should accordingly be amended. 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article I 
Article 1 (1) of Regulations (EEC) No 1514/76 and 
(EEQ No 1521/76 are hereby replaced by the 
following : 
'(b) an amount equal to the special charge levied 
by Algeria and Morocco on exports of the said 
oil but not exceeding 12,09 ECU per 100 
kilograms, this amount being increased from 
1 November 1983 to 31 October 1984 by 
12,09 ECU per 100 kilograms.' 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day 
following its publication in the Official Journal of the 
European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 13 March 1984. 
For the Council 
The President 
C. CHEYSSON 
Η OJ No C 10, 16. 1. 1984, p. 274. 
0 OJ No L 141. 28. 5. 1976. p. 98. 
0 OJ No L 141. 28. 5. 1976, p. 2. 
(') OJ No L 169. 28. 6. 1976, p. 24. 
O OJ No L 169. 28. 6. 1976, p. 43. 
(*) OJ No L 372, 30. 12. 1982, p. 13. 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) N o 923/84 
of 3 April 1984 
fixing the amount by which the variable component of the levy applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia must be reduced 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
1512/76 of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement 
in the form of an exchange of letters relating to Article 
22 of the Cooperation Agreement and Article 15 of 
the Interim Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Republic of Tunisia 
and concerning the import into the Community of 
bran and sharps originating in Tunisia (!). and in parti­
cular the second subparagraph of paragraph 3 of the 
exchange of letters, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
1518/76 of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement 
in the form of an exchange of letters relating to Article 
21 of the Cooperation Agreement and Article 14 of 
the Interim Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the People's Democratic 
Republic of Algeria and concerning the import into 
the Community of bran and sharps originating in 
Algeria (;). and in particular the second subparagraph 
of paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
1525/76 of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement 
in the form of an exchange of letters relating to Article 
23 of the Cooperation Agreement and Article 16 of 
the Interim Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Kingdom of Morocco 
and concerning the import into the Community of 
bran and sharps originating in Morocco {'), and in 
particular the second subparagraph of paragraph 3 of 
the exchange of letters. 
Whereas the Agreement in the form of an exchange of 
letters annexed to Regulations (EEQ No 1512/76, 
(EEQ No 1518/76 and (EEQ No 1525/76 provides 
that the variable component of the levy calculated Ín 
accordance with Article 2 of Council Regulation (EEQ 
No 2744/75 of 29 October 1975 on the import and 
export system for products processed from cereals and 
from rice ('). as last amended by Regulation (EEQ No 
414/83(0, 's t 0 'H' reduced by an amount fixed by the 
Commission each quarter ; whereas this amount must 
be equal to 60 % of the average of the variable 
components of the levies in force during the three 
months preceding the month during which the 
amount is fixed ; 
Whereas the variable components applicable to the 
products falling within subheading 23.02 A II of the 
Common Customs Tariff during January, February 
and March 1984 have been taken into consideration, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
The amount referred to in the second subparagraph of 
paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters forming the 
Agreement annexed to Regulations (EEQ No 1512/76, 
(EEQ No 1518/76 and (EEQ No 1525/76 to be 
deducted from the variable component applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Tunisia, Algeria and 
Morocco respectively, shall be as set out in the Annex 
hereto. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 May 1984. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 3 April 1984. 
For the Commission 
Poul DALSAGER 
Member of the Commission 
(') OJ No L 169, 28. 6. 1976, p. 19. 
O OJ No L 169, 28. 6. 1976, p. 37. 
0 OJ No L 169, 28. 6. 1976, p. 53. 
Π OJ No L 281. 1. 11. 1975. p. 65. 
Η OJ No L 51, 24. 2. 1983, p. 1. 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 1905/84 
of 3 July 1984 
fixing the amount by which the variable component of the levy applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia must be reduced 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES. 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
1512/76 of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement 
in the form of an exchange of letters relating to Article 
22 of the Cooperation Agreement and Article 15 of 
the Interim Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Republic of Tunisia 
and concerning the import into the Community of 
bran and sharps originating in Tunisia ('). and in parti-
cular the second subparagraph of paragraph 3 of the 
exchange of letters. 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
1518/76 of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement 
in the form of an exchange of letters relating to Article 
21 of the Cooperation Agreement and Article 14 of 
the Interim Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the People's Democratic 
Republic of Algeria and concerning the import into 
the Community of bran and sharps originating in 
Algeria (:), and in particular the second subparagraph 
of paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEQ No 
1525/76 of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement 
in the form of an exchange of letters relating to Article 
23 of the Cooperation Agreement and Article 16 of 
the Interim Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Kingdom of Morocco 
and concerning the import into the Community of 
bran and sharps originating in Morocco ('). and in 
particular the second subparagraph of paragraph 3 of 
the exchange of letters. 
Whereas the Agreement in the form of an exchange of 
letters annexed to Regulations (EEC) No 1512/76, 
(EEC) No 1518/76 and (EEC) No 1525/76 provides 
that the variable component of the levy calculated in 
accordance with Article 2 of Council Regulation (EEC) 
No 2744/75 of 29 October 1975 on the import and 
export system for products processed from cereals and 
from rice (*), as last amended by Regulation (EEQ No 
1027/84 (*), is to be reduced by an amount fixed by the 
Commission each quarter; whereas this amount must 
be equal to 60 % of the average of the variable 
components of the levies in force during the three 
months preceding the month during which the 
amount is fixed ; 
Whereas the variable components applicable to the 
products falling within subheading 23.02 A II of the 
Common Customs Tariff during April, May and June 
1984 have been taken into consideration, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
The amount referred to in the second subparagraph of 
paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters forming the 
Agreement annexed to Regulations (EEC) No 1512/76, 
(EEC) No 1518/76 and (EEC) No 1525/76 to be 
deducted from the variable component applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Tunisia, Algeria and 
Morocco respectively, shall be as set out in the Annex 
hereto. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 August 
1984. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable Ín all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 3 July 1984. 
For the Commission 
Poul DALSAGER 
Member of the Commission 
{') OJ No L 169. 28. 6. 1976, p. 19. 
H OJ No L 169, 28. 6. 1976, p. 37. 
0 OJ No L 169. 28. 6. 1976, p. 53. 
(*) OJ No L 281, 1. 11. 1975. p. 65. 
O OJ No L 107, 19. 4. 1984, p. 15. 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) N o 2798/84 
of 3 October 1984 
fixing the amount by which the variable component of the levy applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia must be reduced 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
1512/76 of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement 
in the form of an exchange of letters relating to Article 
22 of the Cooperation Agreement and Article 15 of 
the Interim Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Republic of Tunisia 
and concerning the import into the Community of 
bran and sharps originating in Tunisia ('). and in parti­
cular the second subparagraph of paragraph 3 of the 
exchange of letters, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEQ No 
1518/76 of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement 
in the form of an exchange of letters relating to Article 
21 of the Cooperation Agreement and Article 14 of 
the Interim Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the People's Democratic 
Republic of Algeria and concerning the import into 
the Community of bran and sharps originating in 
Algeria (:), and in particular the second subparagraph 
of paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters. 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEQ No 
1525/76"of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement 
in the form of an exchange of letters relating to Article 
23 of the Cooperation Agreement and Article 16 of 
the Interim Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Kingdom of Morocco 
and concerning the impon into the Community of 
bran and sharps originating in Morocco ('). and in 
particular the second subparagraph of paragraph 3 of 
the exchange of letters. 
Whereas the Agreement in the form of an exchange of 
letters annexed to Regulations (EEC) No 1512/76, 
(EEC) No 1518/76 and (EEQ No 1525/76 provides 
that the variable component of the levy calculated in 
accordance with Article 2 of Council Regulation (EEC) 
No 2744/75 of 29 October 1975 on the import and 
export system for products processed from cereals and 
from rice (*), as last amended by Regulation (EEC) No 
1027/84 (*), is to be reduced by an amount fixed by the 
Commission each quarter; whereas this amount must 
be equal to 60 % of the average of the variable 
components of the levies in force during the three 
months preceding the month during which the 
amount is fixed ; 
Whereas the variable components applicable to the 
products falling within subheading 23.02 A II of the 
Common Customs Tariff during July, August and 
September 1984 have been taken into consideration, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
The amount referred to in the second subparagraph of 
paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters forming the 
Agreement annexed to Regulations (EEQ No 1512/76, 
(EEC) No 1518/76 and (EEC) No 1525/76 to be 
deducted from the variable component applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Tunisia, Algeria and 
Morocco respectively, shall be as set out in the Annex 
hereto. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 November 
1984. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 3 October 1984. 
For the Commission 
Poul DALSAGER 
Member of the Commission 
V) OJ No L 169. 28. 6. 1976, p. 19. 
P) OJ No L 169. 28. 6. 1976, p. 37. 
0 OJ No L 169, 28. 6. 1976. p. 53. 
Π OJ No L 281, 1. 11. 1975. p. 65. 
H OJ No L 107, 19. 4. 1984, p. 15. 
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to the Commission Regulation of 3 October 1984 fixing the amount by which the variable 
component of the levy applicable to bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and 
Tunisia must be reduced 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 3296/84 
of 22 November 1984 
on the treatment applicable to imports of wine originating in Algeria 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 113 
thereof. 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas Article 20 of the Cooperation Agreement 
between the European Economic Community and the 
People's Democratic Republic of Algeria ( ' ). signed on 
26 April 1976, established the treatment applicable 
until 30 June 1981 to imports of wine originating in 
Algeria ; 
Whereas, as a transitional measure, this treatment was 
last extended until 31 December 1984 by Regulation 
(EEQ No 3325/83 0 ; 
Whereas, as an interim measure, the validity of the 
provisions applicable on 30 June 1981 to imports of 
wine originating in Algeria should again be uni-
laterally extended. 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
The import treatment applicable on 30 June 1981 to 
wine originating in Algeria, pursuant to Article 20 of 
the Cooperation Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the People's Democratic 
Republic of Algeria, shall be maintained until 31 
December 1985. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day 
following its publication in the Official Journal of the 
European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
Sutes. 
Done at Brussels, 22 November 1984. 
For the Council 
The President 
J. BRUTON 
{') OJ No L 261. 27. 9. 1978, p. 2. 
H OJ No L 330. 26. 11. 1983. p. 1. 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 3297/84 
of 22 November 1984 
opening, allocating and providing for the administration of a Communi ty tariff 
quota for certain wines falling within subheading ex 22.05 C of the Common 
Customs Tariff and originating in Algeria (1985) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas the Cooperation Agreement between the 
European Economic Community and the People's 
Democratic Republic of Algeria (') provides in Article 
20 for preferential treatment for the importation of 
certain wines having a designation of origin and 
falling within subheading ex 22.05 C of the Common 
Customs Tariff ; whereas the application of this treat­
ment is limited until 30 June 1981 ; 
Whereas Council Regulation (EEQ No 3296/84 (*) 
provides for the treatment which the Community has 
applied until· 31 December 1984 to be extended until 
31 December 1985; whereas this treatment provides 
that certain wines having a designation of origin, 
falling within subheading ex 22.05 C of the Common 
Customs Tariff and originating in' Algeria shall be 
exempt from customs duties on importation into the 
Community within the limits of a Community tariff 
quota of 450 000 hectolitres ; whereas the wines must 
be put up in containers holding a maximum of two 
litres ; whereas these wines must be accompanied by a 
certificate of designation of origin in accordance with 
the model given in Annex D to the Agreement ; 
whereas the Community tariff quota in question 
should therefore be opened for the'period 1 January to 
31 December 1985; 
Whereas the wines in question are subject to compli­
ance with the free­at­fro n ti e r reference price ; whereas, 
in order that such wines may benefit from this tariff 
quota. Article 18 of Regulation (EEQ No 337/79 (*), as 
last amended by Regulation (EEC) No 1208/84 (4), 
must be complied with ; 
Whereas it is in particular necessary to ensure equal 
and uninterrupted access for all Community importers 
(■) OJ No L 263, 28. 9. 1978. p. 2. 
(■) See page 1 of this Official Journal. 
{') OJ No L 54, 5. 3. 1979, p. I. 
(*} OJ No L 115. I. 5. 1984, p. 77. 
to the above men ti o ned quota, and uninterrupted 
application of the rates laid down for this quota to all 
imports of the products concerned into the Member 
States until the quota has been used up ; whereas, 
having regard to the above principles, the Community 
nature of the quota can be respected by allocating the 
Community tariff quota among the Member States ; 
whereas, in order to reflect most accurately the actual 
development of the market in the products in ques­
tion, such allocation should be in proportion to the 
requirements of the Member States, assessed by 
reference to both the statistics relating to imports of 
the said products from Algeria over a representative 
reference period and the economic outlook for the 
quota period concerned ; 
Whereas in this case, however, neither Community 
nor national statistics showing the breakdown for each 
of the types of wines Ín question are available and no 
reliable estimates of future imports can be made ; 
whereas in these circumstances the quota volumes 
should be allocated in initial shares, taking into 
account demand for these wines on the markets of the 
various Member States ; 
Whereas, to take into account import trends for the 
products concerned in the various Member States, the 
quota amount should be divided into two instalments, 
the first being allocated among the Member States and 
the second held as a reserve intended to cover at a 
later date the requirements of Member States who have 
used up their initial share ; whereas, in order to 
guarantee some degree of security to importers in each 
Member State, the first instalment of the Community 
quota should be fixed at a level which could, in the 
present circumstances, be 50 % of the quota volume ; 
Whereas the initial shares of the Member States may 
be used up at different rates ; whereas, in order to take 
this into account and to avoid a break in continuity, 
any Member State which has used up almost all of its 
initial share should draw an additional share from the 
reserve ; whereas this should be done by each Member 
State each time one of its additional shares is almost 
used up, and so on as many times as the reserve 
allows ; whereas the initial and additional shares must 
be valid until the end of the quota period ; whereas 
this form of administration requires close collaboration 
between the Member States and the Commission, and 
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the Commission must be in a position to follow the 
extent to which the quota volume has been used up 
and inform the Member States thereof ; 
Whereas, if at a given date in the quota period a 
substantial quantity of its initial share remains unused 
in any Member State, it is essential that it should 
return a significant proportion thereof to the reserve, 
to prevent part of the Community quota remaining 
unused in one Member State when it could be used in 
others ; 
Whereas, since the Kingdom of Belgium, the 
Kingdom of the Netherlands and the Grand Duchy of 
Luxembourg are united within and jointly represented 
by the Benelux Economic Union, all transactions 
concerning the administration of the shares allocated 
to that economic union may be carried out by any one 
of its members. 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
1. From 1 January to 31 December 1985, a 
Community tariff quota of 450 000 hectolitres shall be 
opened for the following products originating in 
Algeria : 
CCT 
li c a d in ρ No 
22.05 
Description 
Wine oí fresh grapes ; grape must with 
fermentation arrested by the addition of 
alcohol : 
C. Other: 
— Wines entitled to one of the fol­
lowing designations of origin : 
Ain Bessern­Bouira, Medea, Coteaux 
du Zacear, Dahia. Coteaux de 
Mascara, Monts du Tessalah, 
Coteaux de Tlemcen, of an actual 
alcoholic strength by volume not 
exceeding 15% vol. in containers 
holding two litres or less 
Within the limits of these tariff quotas, the Hellenic 
Republic shall apply duties calculated in accordance 
with the relevant provisions in the 1979 Act of Acces­
sion and Regulation (EEC) No 3406/82 ('). 
3. The wines in question are subject to compliance 
with the free­at­frontier reference price. 
The wines in question shall benefit from this tariff 
quota on condition that Article 18 of Regulation (EEC) 
No 337/79 shall be complied with. 
4. Each of these wines, when imported, shall be 
accompanied by a certificate of designation of origin, 
issued by the relevant Algerian authority, in accord­
ance with the model annexed to this Regulation. 
Article 2 
1. The Community tariff quota referred to in 
Article 1 shall be divided into two instalments. 
2. A first instalment of the quota shall be allocated 
among the Member States ; the shares, which subject 
to Article 5 shall be valid up to 31 December 1985, 
shall be as follows : 
Benelux 
Denmark 
Germany 
Greece 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
United Kingdom 
(hectolitres) 
37 350 
22 500 
48 000 
2 000 
45 000 
15 300 
22 500 
37 350 
2. Within this tariff quota the Common Customs 
Tariff duties applicable to these wines shall be totally 
suspended. 
3. The second instalment amounting to 220 000 
hectolitres shall constitute the reserve. 
Article 3 
1. If 9 0 % or more of one'of a Member State's 
initial share, as specified in Article 2 (2), or of that 
share less the portion returned to the reserve where 
Article 5 has been applied, has been used up, that 
Member State shall, without delay, by notifying the 
Commission, draw a second share equal to 15 % of its 
initial share, rounded up where necessary to the next 
whole number, in so far as the amount in the reserve 
allows. 
2. If, after its initial share has been used up, 90 % 
or more of the second share drawn by a Member State 
has been used up, that Member State shall, in accord­
ance with the conditions laid down in paragraph 1, 
draw a third share equal to 7,5 % of its initial share. 
3. If, after its second share has been used up, 90 % 
or more of the third share drawn by a Member State 
has been used up, that Member State shall, in accord­
ance with the conditions laid down in paragraph 1. 
draw a fourth share equal to the third. 
This process shall continue to apply until the reserve 
is used up. 
(') OJ No L 364, 23. 12. 1982. p. 1. 
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4. Notwithstanding paragraphs 1, 2 and 3, Member 
States may draw smaller shares than those fixed in 
these paragraphs if there is reason to believe that those 
fixed might not be used up. They shall inform the 
Commission of their grounds for applying this 
paragraph. 
Article 4 
The additional share drawn pursuant to Article 3 shall 
be valid until 31 December 1985. 
Article 5 
Member States shall return to the reserve, not later 
than 1 October 1985, the unused portion of their 
initial shares which on 15 September 1985 is in excess 
of 20 % of the initial amount. They may return a 
greater quantity if there are grounds for believing that 
this quantity might not be used in full. 
Member States shall notify the Commission, not later 
than 1 October 1985, of the total imports of the 
products concerned effected under the Community 
quotas up to and including 15 September 1985 and, 
where appropriate, the proportion of their initial share 
that they are returning to the reserve. 
Article 6 
The Commission shall keep an account of the shares 
opened by Member States pursuant to Articles 2 and 3 
and, as soon as it has been notified, shall inform each 
Member State of the extent to which the reserve has 
been used up. 
It shall notify the Member States, not later than 5 
October 1985, of the state of the reserve after quanti-
ties have been returned thereto pursuant to Article 5. 
It shall ensure that the drawing which uses up the 
reserve is limited to the balance available and, to this 
end, shall specify the amount thereof to the Member 
State making the final drawing. 
Article 7 
1. Member States shall take all measures necessary 
to ensure that additional shares drawn pursuant to 
Article 3 are opened in such a way that imports may 
be charged without interruption against their aggregate 
shares in the Community quota. 
2. Member States shall ensure that importers of the 
products have free access to the shares allocated to 
them. 
3. The Member States shall charge the imports of 
the products concerned against their shares as and 
when the products are entered with customs authori-
ties for free circulation. 
4. The extent to which a Member State has used up 
its shares shall be determined on the basis of the 
imports charged in accordance with paragraph 3. 
Article 8 
At the request of the Commission, Member States 
shall inform it of imports actually charged against 
their shares. 
Article 9 
The Member States and the Commission shall collab-
orate closely in order to ensure that this Regulation is 
observed. 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 
1985. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 22 November 1984. 
For the Council 
The President 
J. BRUTON 
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J I- Eksoort · ' - Ausführe' - Exporter - Exporta 
teu' - Esportatore - Exporteur - Εξαγωγέας 
4 V - ) ' ϋ — j * J I - Modtage« - Empfänger ­ Consigne« ­
Destinata·'« ­ Destinatario ­ Geadresseerde ­ Παραλή-
6 » J A - J ' d - l r— ) - Transportmiddel - Beförderungsmittel 
­ Means of transport ­ Moven de transport ­ Mer io d< 
('asporto ­ Vervoermiddel­ Μεταφορικό μέσο 
t J* * ' ι ^ & - Losnmgssted - Entladungen. - Place 
of unloading - Lieu de déchargement - luogo di sbarco -
Plaats van lossmg _ Τόπος «φορτώσεως 
2 f*™'«/-' Nummer - Numme' ■ 
Number Numéro - Numero -
Nummer - Αριθμός 
00000 
3 (Name of authority guaranteeing the 
designation of origin) 
CERTIFIKAT FOK OPRINDELSEtWTEONELSE 
BESCHEINIGUNG DER URSPRUNOMEZEICHNUNG 
CERTIFICATE OF DESIGNATION OF ORIGIN 
CERTIFICAT Ρ'APPELLATION D'ORIGINE 
CERTIFICATO DI DENOMINAZIONE DI ORMINE 
CERTIFICAAT V AN BENAMING V AN OORSPRONG 
ΠΙΙΤΟΠΟΙΗΤΙΚΟ ΟΝΟΜΑΙΙΑΙ ΠΡΟΕΛΕΥΙΕΛΙ 
7 (Designation of origin) 
Mærker og numre, kollienes antal og art 
Zeichen und Nummern. Anzahl und Art der Packstücke 
Marks and numbers, number and kmd o* packages 
Marques et numéros, nombre et nature des colis 
Marca e numero, quantità e natura dei colli 
Merken en nummers, aantal en soort der colli 
Γήρατα και αριθμοί, αριθμός και οοος των αιμάτων 
10 f U J ' WjjJ 
ßrunovaeqt 
Rohgewicht 
Gross weight 
Poids b'ut 
Peso lo'do 
Bfuioqew.cht 
MnKTO 6ΰρος 
L'Io' 
L.tei 
Litres 
Litres 
12 ( *—*χ^*0 L ï *— 1^­fJ ­ Liter (t bogstaver) ­ Liter |m Buchstaben, ­ Litres (m words! ­ Litres len lettres! ­ LM 
Liter WOUJII1_ ÆTDQ (ολενοαιτωΟ Λίτρα (ολογράφ ς) 
13 * - L - < / * J ' a ^ n - y j ' *j*-~ L - Påtegning (re udstedende organ ­ Bescheinigung der erteilenden SleUe ­ Certificate of thp issuing authority ­ visa de t'orqanisme Émetteur ­ Visto dell'organismo eminente ­ Visui 
Θεώρηση Εκδϋοντος οργασμού 
nstantie van atgitie-
J J j l*-»J * *j+¿ t ­ Toldstedets attest ­ Sichrvemiertt der 
Zollstelle ­ Customs stamp ­ Visa de la douane ­ Visto della 
dogana ­ Visum van de douane ­ Θεώρηση τελωνείου 
(Oveisetttelse se nr 15 — Übersetzung s<ehe Nr 15 — see 
the translation under No 15 — Voir traduction au n· 15 — 
Vedi traduzione al n 15 — Zie voor vertaling nr 15 — Βλε­
ne μετάφραση στον apiS i5t 
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15 Det bekræftes, at vinen, der er nævnt Ì dette certifikat, er fremstillet i området og ¡feige algerisk lovgivning 
er berettiget til oprindelsesbetegnelsen: ■ · , 
Alkohol tilset denne vin er alkohol fremstillet af vin. 
Wir bestätigen, daß der in dieser Bescheinigung bezeichnete Wein im Bezirk gewonnen wurde und ihm 
nach algerischem Gesetz die Ursprungsbezeichnung " zuerkennt wird. 
Der diesem Wein zugefugte Alkohol ist aus Wein gewonnener Alkohol. 
We hereby certify that the wine described in this certificate is wine produced within the wine district of 
and is considered by Algerian legislation as entitled to the designation of origin ' 
The alcohol added to this wine is alcohol of vinous origin. 
Nous certifions que le vin décrit dans ce certificat a et e produit dans le zone de et est reconnu, suivent la 
loi algérienne, comme ayant droit a la dénomination d'origine ι » 
L'alcool ajouté è ce vin est de l'alcool d'origine vinique. 
Si certifica che il vino descritto nel presente certificato è un vino prodotto nella zona di ed è riconosciuto, 
secondo la legge algerina, come avente diritto alla denominazione di origine c ι. 
L'alcole aggiunto a questo vino e alcole di origine vínica. 
Wij verklaren dat de in dit certificaat omschreven wijn is vervaardigd in het wijndistrict van en det volgens 
de Algerijnse wetgeving de benaming van oorsprong " erkend wordt. 
De aan deze wijn toegevoegde alcohol is alcohol, uit wijn gewonnen. 
Πιστοποιούμε ότι o οίνος ο περιγραφόμενος σ' αυτό το πιστοποιητικό παρήχθη στη ζώνη και αναγνωρίζεται. 
σύμφωνα με τη νομοθεσία της Αλγερίας, ότι δικαιούται της ονομασίας προελεύσεως ■ -, 
H αλκοόλη που έχει προστεθεί σ' αυτόν τον οίνο είναι οινικής προελεύσεως. 
•j . ι <T-J 1 *J) u j I yjm xjj¿· I v_ L· L^J 4j U J 1 « . i , . , h r » g 
(') Rubrik forbeholdt eksportlandets andre ingivelser. 
[') Diese Nummer ist weiteren Angaben des Ausfuhrlandes vorbehalten 
(') Space reserved for additional details given in the exporting country 
(') Case réservée pour d'autres indications du pays exportateur 
('] Spano riservato per altro indicar>oni del paese esportatore 
( ! Ruimte bestemd voor andere gegevens van het land van uitvoer 
l'I Χώρος που προορίζεται για άλλες ενδείξεις της χώρας εξαγωγής 

Co-operation EEC-EGYPT 
The Compilation of Texts pertaining to "Co-operation 
between the European Economic Community and the Arab Republic 
of Egypt" contains all the acts adopted by the various 
Co-operation Institutions pursuant to the Agreement signed 
at Brussels on 18 January 1977 as well as the acts adopted 
by the EEC concerning Egypt. 
PROVISIONS WITHIN THE EEC 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 50/84 
of 10 January 1984 
fixing the amount by which the levy on imports of rice from the Arab Republic 
of Egypt must be reduced 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
1418/76 of 21 June 1976 on the common organization 
of the market in rice ('), as last amended by Regulation 
(EEQ No 1566/83 Ò, and in particular Article 11 
thereof. 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
1250/77 of 17 May 1977 on imports of rice from the 
Arab Republic of Egypt (J), and in particular Article 1 
thereof. 
Whereas Regulation (EEC) No 1250/77 provides that 
the levy calculated in accordance with Article 11 of 
Regulation (EEQ No 1418/76 is to be reduced by an 
amount.to be fixed by the Commission each quarter; 
whereas this amount must be equal to 25 % of the 
average of the levies applied during a reference 
period ; 
Whereas, under Commission Regulation (EEC) No 
2942/73 of 30 October 1973 laying down detailed 
rules for the application of Regulation (EEC) No 
2412/73 (*), as amended by Regulation (EEC) No 
3480/80 f1), the reference period is to be the quarter 
preceding the month in which the amount is fixed ; 
Whereas the levies to be taken into consideration are 
therefore those applicable during October, November 
and December 1983, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
The amount referred to in Article 1 of Regulation 
(EEC) No 1250/77 by which the levy on imports of 
rice originating in and coming from the Arab Repub-
lic of Egypt is to be reduced shall be as shown in the 
Annex hereto. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 February 
1984. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 10 January 1984. 
For the Commission 
Poul DALSAGER 
Member of the Commission 
(') OJ No L 166, 25. 6. 1976, p. I. 
O OJ No L 163. 22. 6. 1983, p. 5. 
(') OJ No L 146. 14. 6. 1977, p. 9. 
(*) OJ No L 302, 31. 10. 1973, p. 1. 
O OJ No L 363. 31. 12. 1980, p. 84 
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to the Commission Regulation of 10 January 1984 fixing the amount by which the levy on 
imports of rice from the Arab Republic of Egypt must be reduced 
(ECV/tonnt) 
ccr 
heading 
No 
ex 10.06 
Description 
Rice: 
B. Other: 
I. Paddy rice ; husked rice : 
a) Paddy rice : 
1. Round grain 
2. Long grain 
b) Husked rice : 
1. Round grain 
2. Long grain 
I I . Semi-milled or wholly milled rice : 
a) Semi-milled rice : 
1. Round grain 
2. Long grain 
b) Wholly milled rice : 
1. Round grain 
2. Long grain 
I I I . Broken rice 
Amount! 
to be 
deducted 
40,70 
3939 
50,87 
49,24 
82,07 
99,00 
87,40 
106.1 i 
13,73 
5 1 
Official Journal of the European Communities No L 8/7 
COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 51/84 
of 10 January 1984 
fixing the amount by which the variable component of the levy applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Egypt mus t be reduced 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
1030/77 of 17 May 1977 concluding the Interim 
Agreement between the European Economic Commu-
nity and the Arab Republic of Egypt ('), and in 
particular the second subparagraph of paragraph 3 of 
the exchange of letters relating to Article 13 of the 
Agreement, 
Whereas the exchange of letters covered by Regulation 
(EEQ No 1030/77 provides that the variable com-
ponent of the levy calculated in accordance with 
Article 2 of Council Regulation (EEQ No 2744/75 of 
29 October 1975 on the import and export system for 
products processed from cereals and ricei,1), as last 
amended by Regulation (EEC) No 414/83 ft is to be 
reduced by an amount fixed by the Commission each 
quarter ; whereas this amount must be equal to 60 % 
of the average of the levies in force during the three 
months preceding the month during which the 
amount is fixed ; 
Whereas the variable components applicable during 
October, November and December 1983 to the 
products falling within subheading 23.02 A of the 
Common Customs Tariff are to be taken into 
consideration, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
The amounts referred to in the second subparagraph 
of paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters covered by 
Regulation (EEC) No 1030/77 to be deducted from the 
variable component applicable to bran and sharps 
originating in Egypt shall be as shown in the Annex 
hereto. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 February 
1984. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 10 January 1984. 
For the Commission 
Poul DALSAGER 
Member of the Commission 
(') OJ No L 126. 23. 5. 1977. p. I. 
O OJ No L 281. 1. II. 1975, p. 65. 
(') OJ No L 51. 24. 2. 1983, p. 1. 
ANNEX 
CCT heading No 
23.02 A 1 a) 
23.02 A 1 b) 
23.02 A II a) 
23.02 A II b) 
ECU/tonne 
20.84 
40,55 
20,84 
40,55 
52 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) N o 921/84 
of 3 April 1984 
fixing the amount by which the levy on imports of rice from the Arab Republic 
of Egypt must be reduced 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES. 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEQ No 
1418/76 of 21 June 1976 on che common organization 
of the market in rice ('■), as last amended by Regulation 
(EEQ No 1566/83(7), a n d ' n particular Article II 
thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
1250/77 of 17 May 1977 on imports of rice from the 
Arab Republic of Egypt ('), and in particular Article 1 
thereof, 
Whereas Regulation (EEC) No 1250/77 provides that 
the levy calculated in accordance with Article 11 of 
Regulation (EEC) No 1418/76 is to be reduced by an 
amount to be fixed by the Commission each quarter ; 
whereas this amount must be equal to 25 % of the 
average of the levies applied during a reference 
period ; 
Whereas, under Commission Regulation (EEQ No 
2942/73 of 30 October 1973 laying down detailed 
rules for the application of Regulation (EEQ No 
2412/73 (*), as amended by Regulation (EEC) No 
3480/80 O, the reference period is to be the quarter 
preceding the month in which the amount is fixed ; 
Whereas the levies to be taken into consideration are 
therefore those applicable during January, February 
and March 1984, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
The amount referred to in Article I of Regulation 
(EEC) No 1250/77 by which the levy on imports of 
rice originating in and coming from the Arab Repub­
lic of Egypt is to be reduced shall be as shown in the 
Annex hereto. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 May 1984. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 3 April 1984. 
For the Commission 
Poul DALSAGER 
Member of the Commission 
(') OJ No L 166. 25. 6. 1976. p. 1. 
O OJ No L 163. 22. 6. 1983. p. 5. 
0 OJ No L 146. 14. 6. 1977, p. 9. 
(*) OJ No L 302, 31. 10. 1973, p. I. 
O OJ No L 363, 31. 12. 1980, p. 84. 
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to the Commission Regulation of 3 April 1984 fixing the amount by which the levy on 
imports of rice from the Arab Republic of Egypt must be reduced 
(ECU/toam) 
CCT 
heading 
No 
ex 10.06 
Description 
Rice: 
B. Other : 
I. Paddy rice ; husked rice : 
a) Paddy rice : 
1. Round grain 
2. Long grain 
b) Husked rice : 
1. Round grain 
2. Long grain 
II. Semi-milled or wholly milled rice : 
a) Semi-milled rice : 
1. Round grain 
2. Long grain 
b) Wholly milled rice : 
1. Round grain 
2. Long grain 
III. Broken rice 
Amount* 
to be 
deducted 
39,06 
45,65 
48,82 
57,06 
7933 
-110,88 
84,48 
118,86 
14,10 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 922/84 
of 3 April 1984 
fixing the amount by which the variable component of the levy applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Egypt must be reduced 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES. 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEQ No 
1030/77 of 17 May 1977 concluding the Interim 
Agreement between the European Economic Commu-
nity and the Arab Republic of Egypt ('), and in 
particular the second subparagraph of paragraph 3 of 
the exchange of letters relating to Article 13 of the 
Agreement, 
Whereas the exchange of letters covered by Regulation 
(EEQ No 1030/77 provides that the variable com-
ponent of the levy calculated in accordance with 
Article 2 of Council Regulation (EEQ No 2744/75 of 
29 October 1975 on the import and export system for 
products processed from cereals and rice (;), as last 
amended by Regulation (EEQ No 414/83 Ò, is to be 
reduced by an amount fixed by the Commission each 
quarter ; whereas this amount must be equal to 60 % 
of the average of the levies in force during the three 
months preceding the month during which the 
amount is fixed ; 
Whereas the variable components applicable during 
January, February and March 1984 to the products 
falling within subheading 23.02 A of the Common 
Customs Tariff are to be taken into consideration, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
The amounts referred to in the second subparagraph 
of paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters covered by 
Regulation (EEQ No 1030/77 to be deducted from the 
variable component applicable to bran and sharps 
originating in Egypt shall be as shown in the Annex 
hereto. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 May 1984. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 3 April 1984. 
For the Commission 
Poul DALSAGER 
Member of the Commission 
(') OJ No L 126, 23. 5. 1977, p. 1. 
Ï1) OJ No L 281, 1. 11. 1975, p. 65. 
{') OJ No L 51, 24. 2. 1983, p. 1. 
ANNEX 
CCT heading No 
23.02 A I a) 
23.02 A I b) 
23.02 A II a) 
23.02 A II b) 
ECU/ionne 
22^0 
44,96 
22.90 
44,96 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 1903/84 
of 3 July 1984 
fixing the amoun t by which the levy on imports of rice from the Arab Republic 
of Egypt must be reduced 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEQ No 
1418/76 of 21 June 1976 on the common organization 
of the market in rice ('), as last amended by Regulation 
(EEC) No 174/84 f1), and in particular Article 11 
thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEQ No 
1250/77 of 17 May 1977 on imports of rice from the 
Arab Republic of Egypt (*), and in particular Article 1 
thereof. 
Whereas Regulation (EEQ No 1250/77 provides that 
the levy calculated in accordance with Article 11 of 
'Regulation (EEC) No 1418/76 is to be reduced by an 
amount to be fixed by the Commission each quarter ; 
whereas this amount must be equal to 25 % of the 
average of the levies applied during a reference 
period ; 
Whereas, under Commission Regulation (EEQ No 
2942/73 of 30 October 1973 laying down detailed 
rules for the application of Regulation (EEQ No 
2412/73 (% as amended by Regulation (EEQ No 
3480/80 (*), the reference period is to be the quarter 
preceding the month in which the amount is fixed ; 
Whereas the levies to be taken into consideration are 
therefore those applicable during April, May and June 
1984, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
The amount referred to in Article 1 of Regulation 
(EEQ No 1250/77 by which the levy on imports of 
rice originating in and coming from the Arab Repub­
lic of Egypt is to be reduced shall be as shown in the 
Annex hereto. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 August 
1984. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 3 July 1984. 
For the Commission 
Poul DALSAGER 
Member of the Commission 
0 OJ No L 166, 25. 6. 1976, p. I. 
O OJ No L 21, 26. I. 1984. p. 1. 
(') OJ No L 146, 14. 6. 1977, p. 9. 
Π OJ No L 302, 31. 10. 1973, p. 1. 
(0 OJ No L 363, 31. 12. 1980, p. 84. 
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to the Commission Regulation of 3 July 1984 fixing the amount by which the levy on 
imports of rice from the Arab Republic of Egypt must be reduced 
CCT 
heading 
No 
ex 10.06 
Description 
Rice: 
B. O t h e r : 
I. Paddy rice ; husked rice : 
a) Paddy rice : 
1. Round grain 
2. Long grain 
b) Husked rice : 
1. Round grain 
2. Long grain 
II. Semi-milled or wholly milled rice : 
a) Semi-milled rice : 
1. Round grain 
1. Long grain 
b) Wholly milled rice : 
1. Round grain 
2. Long grain 
III. Broken rice 
Amounts 
to be 
deducted 
32^3 
47.99 
41,16 
59.98 
69,27 
113,99 
73,77 
122¿0 
12,97 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) N o 1904/84 
of 3 July 1984 
fixing the amount by which the variable component of the levy applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Egypt must be reduced 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
1030/77 of 17 May 1977 concluding the Interim 
Agreement between the European Economic Commu-
nity and the Arab Republic of Egypt ('), and in 
particular the second subparagraph of paragraph 3 of 
the exchange of letters relating to Article 13 of the 
Agreement, 
Whereas the exchange of letters covered by Regulation 
(EEQ No 1030/77 provides that the variable com-
ponent of the levy calculated in accordance with 
Article 2 of Council Regulation (EEQ No 2744/75 of 
29 October 1975 on the import and export system for 
products processed from cereals and rice (;), as last 
amended by Regulation (EEQ No 1027/84 fl, is to be 
reduced by an amount fixed by the Commission each 
quarter ; whereas this amount must be equal to 60 % 
of the average of the levies in force during the three 
months preceding the month during which the 
amount is fixed ; 
Whereas the variable components applicable during 
April, May and June 1984 to the products falling 
within subheading 23.02 A of the Common Customs 
Tariff are to be taken into consideration, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
The amounts referred to in the second subparagraph 
of paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters covered by 
Regulation (EEQ No 1030/77 to be deducted from the 
variable component applicable to bran and sharps 
originating in Egypt shall be as shown in the Annex 
hereto. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 August 
1984. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 3 July 1984. 
For the Commission 
Poul DALSAGER 
Member of the Commission 
(') OJ No L 126, 23. 5. 1977, p. 1. 
O OJ No L 281, 1. 11. 1975, p. 65. 
0 OJ No L 107, 19. 4. 1984. p. 15. 
ANNEX 
CCT heading No 
23.02 A I a) 
23.02 A I b) 
23.02 A II a) 
23.02 A II b) 
ECU/lonne 
24,67 
48,76 
24,67 
48.76 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 2796/84 
of 3 October 1984 
fixing the amount by which the levy on imports of rice from the Arab Republic 
of Egypt must be reduced 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEQ No 
1418/76 of 21 June 1976 on the common organization 
of the market in rice (;), as last amended by Regulation 
(EEQ No 1025/84 0 , a n c l i n particular Article 11 
thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEQ No 
1250/77 of 17 May 1977 on imports of rice from the 
Arab Republic of Egypt ('), and in particular Article 1 
thereof. 
Whereas Regulation (EEC) No 1250/77 provides that 
the levy calculated in accordance with Article 11 of 
Regulation (EEQ No 1418/76 is to be reduced by an 
amount to be fixed by the Commission each quarter ; 
whereas this amount mus: be equal to 25 % of the 
average of the levies applied during a reference 
period ; 
Whereas, under Commission Regulation (EEC) No 
2942/73 of 30 October 1973 laying down detailed 
rules for the application of Regulation (EEQ No 
2412/73 (4L as amended by Regulation (EEQ No 
3480/80 (/), the reference period is to be the quarter 
preceding the month in which the amount is fixed ; 
Whereas the levies to be taken into consideration are 
therefore those applicable during July, August and 
September 1984, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article I 
The amount referred to in Article 1 of Regulation 
(EEQ No 1250/77 by which the levy on imports of 
rice originating in and coming from the Arab Repub­
lic of Egypt is to be reduced shall be as shown in the 
Annex hereto. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 November 
1984. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
Sutes. 
Done at Brussels, 3 October 1984. 
For the Commission 
Poul DALSAGER 
Member of the Commission 
(') OJ No L 166, 25. 6. 1976, p. 1. 
(*) OJ No L 107, 19. 4. 1984, p. 13. 
C) OJ No L 146, 14. 6. 1977, p. 9. 
Π OJ No L 302, 31. 10. 1973. p. 1. 
Π OJ No L 363, 31. 12. 1980. p. 84. 
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to die Commission Regulation of 3 October 1984 fixing the amount by which the levy on 
imports of rice from the Arab Republic of Egypt must be reduced 
ccr 
heading 
No 
ex 10.06 
Description 
Rice: 
B. Other : 
L Paddy rice ; husked rice : 
a) Paddy rice : 
1. Round grain 
2. Long grain 
b) Husked rice : 
1. Round grain 
2. Long grain 
II. Semi-milled or wholly milled rice : 
a) Semi-milled rice : 
1. Round grain 
2. Long grain 
b) Wholly milled rice : 
I. Round grain 
2. Long grain 
III. Broken rice 
(ECU/lonnr) 
Amounts 
to be 
deducted 
29,45 
39,60 
36,82 
49^1 
63,70 
104,18 
67,84 
111,69 
10,11 
60 ­
Official Journal of the European Communities No L 263/25 
COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 2797/84 
of 3 October 1984 
fixing the amoun t by which the variable component of the levy applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Egypt mus t be reduced 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEQ No 
1030/77 of 17 May 1977 concluding the Interim 
Agreement between the European Economic Commu­
nity and the Arab Republic of Egypt ('), and in 
particular the second subparagraph of paragraph 3 of 
the exchange of letters relating to Article 13 of the 
Agreement, 
Whereas the exchange of letters covered by Regulation 
(EEQ No 1030/77 provides that the variable com­
ponent of the levy calculated in accordance with 
Article 2 of Council Regulation (EEC) No 2744/75 of 
29 October 1975 on the import and export system for 
products processed from cereals ­and rice (:), as last 
amended by Regulation (EEQ No 1027/84 (l), is to be 
reduced by an amount fixed by the Commission each 
quarter ; whereas this amount must be equal to 60 % 
of the average of the levies in force during the three 
months preceding the month during which the 
amount is fixed ; 
Whereas the variable components applicable during 
July, August and September 1984 to the products 
falling within subheading 23.02 A of the Common 
Customs Tariff are to be taken into consideration, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
The amounts referred to in the second subparagraph 
of paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters covered by 
Regulation (EEQ No 1030/77 to be deducted from the 
variable component applicable to bran and sharps 
originating in Egypt shall be as shown in the Annex 
hereto. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 November 
1984. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable Ín all Member 
Sutes. 
Done at Brussels, 3 October 1984. 
For the Commission 
Poul DALSAGER 
Member of the Commission 
(') OJ No L 126, 23. 5. 1977, C) OJ No L 281, I. 11. 1975, Π OJ No L 107, 19. 4. 1964, 
p. I. 
p. 15. 
CCT heading No 
23.02 A I a) 
23.02 A I b) 
23.02 A II a) 
23.02 A I I b) 
21.4J 
41,84 
2 I.­14 
41,84 
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No L 331/20 Official Journal of the European Communities 
COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) N o 3552/84 
of 17 December 1984 
extending the periods of validity of Regulations (EEC) No 3044/79, (EEC) No 
3045/79, (EEC) N o 3046/79, (EEC) No 1782/80 and (EEC) N o 2295/82 on C o m m u ­
nity surveillance of imports of certain textile products originating respectively in 
Malta, Spain, Portugal, Egypt and Turkey 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEQ No 288/82 
of 5 February 1982 on common rules for imports ('), 
and in particular Article 10 thereof, 
Having regard to the opinion of the Advisory 
Committee set up by Article 5 of that Regulation, 
Whereas Commission Regulation (EEC) No 
2819/79 (*), the period of validity of which was last 
extended by Regulation (EEC) No 3551/84 (J), makes 
imports of certain textile products originating in 
ceruin non-member countries subject to Community 
surveillance ; 
Whereas, by Regulations (EEQ No 3044/79 ('), (EEC) 
No 3045/79(0, (EEQ No 3046/79 fl, (EEQ No 
1782/80 0 and (EEQ No 2295/82 ("), as last amended 
by Regulation (EEQ No 3581/82 0 , th« Commission 
esublished Community surveillance of imports of 
certain textile products originating respectively in 
Malta, Spain, Portugal, Egypt and Turkey ; whereas 
those Regulations expire on 31 December 1984, as 
regards Regulation (EEQ No 3581/83 (l0); 
Whereas the reasons that justified the introduction of 
the above Regulations are still valid ; whereas the said 
Regulations should therefore be extended for an addi­
tional period, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
Community surveillance of imports of certain textile 
products originating in Malta, Spain, Portugal, Egypt 
and Turkey, esublished respectively by Regulations 
(EEC) No 3044/79, (EEC) No 3045/79, (EEC) No 
3046/79, (EEC) No 1782/80 and (EEC) No 2295/82, is 
hereby extended until 31 December 1985. 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 
1985. 
It shall apply until 31 December 1985. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
Sutes. 
Done at Brussels, 17 December 1984. 
For the Commission 
Wilhelm HAFERKAMP 
Vice-President 
(') OJ No L 35. 9. 2. 1982, p. 1. 
0 OJ No L 320, 15. 12. 1979. p. 9. 
(') See page 14 of this Official Journal. 
(*) OJ No L 343, 31. 12. 1979, p. 8. 
O OJ No L 343. 31. 12. 1979. p. 11. 
(*) OJ No L 343, 31. 12. 1979. p. 12. 
0 OJ No L 174, 9. 7. 1980. p. 16. 
(·) OJ No L 245, 20. 8. 1982, p. 25. 
Π OJ No L 373, 31. 12. 1982, p. 64. 
Π OJ No L 356, 20. 12. 1983. p. 17. 

Co-operation EEC-ISRAEL 
The Compilation of Texts pertaining to "Co-operation 
between the European Economic Community and the State of 
Israel" contains all the acts adopted by the various 
Co-operation Institutions pursuant to the Agreement signed 
at Brussels on 11 May 1975 as well as the acts adopted 
by the EEC concerning Israel. 
GENERAL MATTERS 
1. Co-operation Agreement and related texts 
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THIRD ADDITIONAL PROTOCOL 
to the Agreement between the European Economic Community and the State of 
Israel 
THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY, 
of the one part, and 
THE STATE OF ISRAEL, 
of the other pan, 
HAVING REG.ARD to Article 22 (2) of the Agreement between the European Economic Communiry 
and the Sute of Israel, 
ANXIOUS to ensure the harmonious development of their trade and m particular to take measures 
which could help to reduce the Sute of Israel's trade deficit with the Community, 
WHEREAS the Sute of Israel should have the option, for a further period of two years, of taking the 
protective measures essential to its industrialization and development, under the conditions laid down 
in Article 3 of Protocol 2 to the Agreement, as amended by the Second Additional Protocol to the 
Agreement signed on 18 March 1981 ; 
WHEREAS there should be a two-year delay in implementing the prohibition conuined in Article 
30 of Protocol 3 to the Agreement, as amended by Decision No 1/83 of the EEC-Israel Cooperation 
Council, on drawback or remission ol any kind being granted in respect of customs duties on 
non-originating products used in the manufacture of originating products, so that this rule does not 
have economic consequences damaging to preferential trade. 
HAVE DECIDED TO CONCLUDE THIS PROTOCOL : 
Article 1 
The uble in Article 1 (2) of Protocol 2 to the Agreement is hereby replaced by the 
following : 
Timetable Ratt of reduction 
— from 1 July 1977 5 % 
— from 1 July 1978 2 0 % 
— from 1 July 1981 3 0 % 
— from I January 1983 50 % 
— from 1 January 1987 80 % 
— from 1 January 1989 100 %'. 
In Article 3 (I) of Protocol 2 to the Agreement, '31 December 1985* is hereby replaced by 
'31 December 1987'. 
Article 3 
In Article 30 of Protocol 3 to the Agreement, paragraph 1 is hereby replaced by the 
following : 
Ί . As from 1 January 1988 no drawback or remission of any kind may be granted 
from customs duties in the Communiry or in Israel in respect of products referred to 
in Article 1 of Protocols 1 and 2 and used in manufacture which do not originate in 
the Community or Israel.' 
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Article 4 
This Protocol shall form an integral part of the Agreement 
Article 5 
This Protocol is drawn up in duplicate in the Danish, Dutch, English, French, German, 
Greek, lulian and Hebrew languages, each text being fully authentic. 
This Protocol shall be approved by the Contracting Parties in accordance with their own 
procedures. 
It shall enter into force on the first day of the first month following the date on which the 
Contracting Parties notify each other that the necessary procedures have been carried out. 
GENERAL MATTERS 
2. Provisions within the Community relating to 
the Co-operation Agreement 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 220/84 
of 26 January 1984 
on the application of Decision No 2/83 of the EEC­Israel Cooperation Council 
again amending Articles 6 and 17 of the Protocol concerning the definition of 
the concept of 'originating products ' and methods of administrative cooperation 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES. 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 113 
thereof. 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas the Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the State of Israel (') was 
signed on II May 1975 and entered into force on 1 
July 1975; 
Whereas under Article 25 of the Protocol concerning 
the definition of the concept of 'originating products' 
and methods of administrative cooperation, which is 
an integral part of the Agreement, the Cooperation 
Council adopted Decision No 2/83 again amending 
Articles 6 and 17 ; 
Whereas it is necessary to apply this Decision in the 
Community, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article I 
Decision No 2/83 of the EEC­Israel Cooperation 
Council shall be applicable in the Community. 
The text of the Decision ¡s attached to this Regulation. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day 
following its publication in the Official Journal of the 
European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
Sutes. 
Done at Brussels, 26 January 1984. 
For the Council 
The President 
L. FABIUS 
(■) OJ No L 136. 28. 5. 1975, p. 3. 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 3565/84 
of 18 December 1984 
concerning the conclusion of the Third Additional Protocol to the Agreement 
between the European Economic Community and the State of Israel 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas the Third Additional Protocol to the Agree-
ment between the European Economic Community 
and the State of Israel should be approved, 
State of Israel is hereby approved on behalf of the 
Community. 
The text of the Protocol is attached to this Regulation. 
Article 2 
The President of the Council shall give the notifica-
tion provided for in Article 5 of the Third Additional 
Protocol ('). 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
The Third Additional Protocol to the Agreement 
between the European Economic Community and the 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day 
following its publication in the Official Journal of the 
European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
Sutes. 
Done at Brussels, 18 December 1984. 
For the Council 
The President 
P. BARRY 
(') The date of entry into force of the Third Additional Proto-
col will be published in the Official Journal of the Euro-
pean Communities by the General Secretariat of the 
Council. 
DECISIONS OF THE CO-OPERATION COUNCIL 
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DECISION No 2/83 OF THE COOPERATION COUNCIL 
of 14 December 1983 
again amending Articles 6 and 17 of the Protocol concerning the definition of 
the concept of 'originating products' and methods of administrative cooperation 
THE COOPERATION COUNCIL, 
Having regard to the Agreement between the Euro-
pean Economic Community and the Sute of Israel, 
signed in Brussels on 11 May 1975, 
Having regard to the Protocol concerning the defini-
tion of the concept of Originating products' and 
methods of administrative cooperation, hereinafter 
called the 'Protocol', and in particular Article 25 
thereof, 
HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS : 
Article I 
The Protocol is hereby amended as follows : 
1. In the second subparagraph of Article 6 (1), 'I 620 
ECU' is replaced by '2 000 ECU*. 
2. In Article 17 (2) '105 ECU' is replaced by '140 
ECU' and '325 ECU' by '400 ECU'. 
Whereas the equivalent value of the European unit of 
account in certain national currencies on 1 October 
1982 was less than the corresponding value on I 
October 1980; whereas the automatic change in the 
base date laid down in Decision No 1/81 of the 
Cooperation Council would, in the case of conversion 
into the national currencies concerned, have the effect 
of reducing the limits which permit the presenution 
of simplified documentary evidence ; whereas, in order 
to avoid this effect, it is necessary to increase such 
limits expressed in European units of account. 
This Decision shall enter into force on 1 February 
1984. 
Done at Brussels, 14 December 1983. 
For the Cooperation Council 
The President 
G. VARFIS 

PROVISIONS WITHIN THE EEC 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 3216/84 
of 6 November 1984 
opening, allocating and providing for the administration of a Community tariff quota for 
apricot pulp falling within subheading ex 20.06 Β II c) 1 aa) of the Common Customs Tariff 
and originating in Israel (1985) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, total imports of the product in question originating in 
Israel: 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas the Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the State of Israeli1), 
provides for the opening by the Community of an 
annual Communiry tariff quota of 150 tonnes of apricot 
pulp falling within subheading ex 20.06 Β II c) 1 aa) of 
the Common Customs Tariff and originating in Israel; 
whereas the customs duties applicable to the quota arc 
equal to 70 % of the customs duties actually applied to 
non­member countries; whereas the Community tariff 
quota in question should therefore be opened for 
1985; 
Whereas it is in particular necessary to ensure for all 
Community importers equal and uninterrupted access 
to the abovementioned quota and uninterrupted 
application of the rate laid down for that quota to all 
imports of the products concerned into all Member 
States until the quota has been used up; whereas, having 
regard to the above principles, the Community nature 
of the quota can be respected by allocating the 
Community tariff quota among the Member States; 
whereas, in order to reflect as accurately as possible the 
true trend of the market in the products in question, 
such allocation should be in proportion to the 
requirements of the Member States, calculated by 
reference to the statistics for imports from Israel over a 
representative reference period and also to the economic 
outlook for the quota period in question; 
Whereas, during the last three years for which statistics 
are available, the corresponding imports by each of the 
Member States represent the following percentages of 
Member Stat« 
Benelux 
Denmark 
Germany 
Greece 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
United Kingdom 
1981 
— ·— — — — — — 
19S2 
37 
— 63 
— — — — — 
1983 
100 
— — — — — — — 
Whereas these data cannot be considered as 
representative to serve as a basis for allocation of the 
quota volume among the Member States; whereas it is 
difficult to estimate imports by Member States for 1985 
because of the absence of any pattern in previous years; 
whereas, to allocate the quota volume on a fair basis, 
the approximate percentages of initial quota shares may 
be fixed as follows: 
Benelux 
Denmark 
Germany 
Greece 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
United Kingdom 
74,H 
1.7 
1,7 
1,7 
1,7 
1,7 
1.7 
15,0 
(■) OJ No L 136, 28.5. 1975, p. 3. 
Whereas, in order to take into account import trends 
for the products concerned in the various Member 
States, the quota amount should be divided into two 
instalments, the first being shared among the Member 
States and the second constituting a reserve to cover at a 
later date the requirements of the Member States which 
have used up their initial quota shares; whereas, in 
order to give importers in each Member State a certain 
degree of security, the first instalment of the 
Community quota should under the circumstances be 
fixed at 80 % of the quota volume; 
Whereas the Member States* initial shares may be used 
up at different times; whereas, in order to take this fact 
into account and avoid any break in continuity, any 
Member State which has almost used up its initial quota 
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share should draw an additional share from the reserve; 
whereas this must be done by such Member State as 
when each of its additional shares is almost used up, 
and repeated as many times as the reserve allows; 
whereas the initial and additional share must be valid 
until the end of the quota period; whereas this method 
of administration requires close cooperation between 
the Member States and the Commission, and the latter 
must be in a position to monitor the extent to which the 
quota volume has been used up and to inform the 
Member States thereof; 
Whereas if, at a given date in the quota period, a 
substantial quantity remains unused in any Member 
State, it is essential that that Member State should 
return a significant proportion to the reserve to prevent 
a part of any tariff quota from remaining unused in one 
Member State when it could be used in others; 
Whereas, since the Kingdom of Belgium, the Kingdom 
of the Netherlands and the Grand Duchy of 
Luxembourg are united within and jointly represented 
by the Benelux Economic Union, any operation relating 
to the administration of the quota shares allocated to 
that economic union may be carried out by any of its 
members, 
shares which, subject to Article 5, shall be valid until 
31 December 1985 shall be as follows: 
Benelux 
Denmark 
Germany 
Greece 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
United Kingdom 
(tonnes) 
90 : 
2 : 
2 
2 
2 
IS 
2. The second instalment amounting to 30 tonnes shall 
constitute the reserve. 
Article 3 
1. If 90 % or more of a Member State's initial share as 
specified in Article 2 (1), or 90 % of that share minus 
the portion returned to the reserve where Article 5 has 
been applied, has been used up, then, to the extent 
permitted by the amount of the reserve, that Member 
State shall forthwith, by notifying the Commission, 
draw a second share equal to 15 % of its initial share, 
rounded up where necessary to the next unit. 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1. From 1 January to 31 December 1985, a 
Community tariff quota of 150 tonnes shall be opened 
in the Community for apricot pulp falling within 
subheading ex 20.06 Β II c) I aa) of the Common 
Customs Tariff and originating in Israel. 
2. Within the limits of this tariff quota the Common 
Customs Tariff duty applicable to these products shall 
be suspended at a rate of 11,9 %. 
2. If, after its initial share has been used up, 90 % or 
more of the second share drawn by a Member State has 
been used up, then, to the extent permitted by the 
amount of the reserve, that Member State shall, in 
accordance with the conditions laid down in para­
graph 1, draw a third share equal to 7,5 % of its initial 
share, rounded up where necessary to the next unit. 
3. If, after its second share has been used up, 90 % or 
more of the third share drawn by a Member State has 
been used up, that Member State shall, in accordance 
with the conditions laid down in paragraph 1, draw a 
fourth share equal to the third. 
Within the limits of this tariff quota, Greece shall apply 
duties calculated in accordance with the relevant 
provisions in the 1979 Aa of Accession and in 
Regulation (EEC) No 637/81 ('). 
Article 2 
1. A first instalment amounting to 120 tonnes of the 
Community tariff quota referred to in Article 1 shall be 
allocated among the Member States; the respective 
This process shall continue until the reserve is used 
up. 
4. By way of derogation from paragraphs 1, 2 and 3, a 
Member State may draw shares smaller than those fixed 
in those paragraph if there are grounds for believing 
that they might not be used up. It shall inform the 
Commission of its reasons for applying this paragraph. 
Article A 
('ï OJ NoL70. 16. 3. 1981, p. 1. 
The additional shares drawn pursuant to Article 3 shall 
be valid until 31 December 1985. 
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Article S 
The Member States shall return to the reserve, not later 
than 1 October 1985, such unused portion of their 
initial share as, on 15 September 1985, is in excess of 
20 % of the initial volume. They may return a larger 
quantity if there are grounds for believing that this 
quantity may not be used. 
The Member States shall notify the Commission, not 
later than 1 October 1985, of the total quantities of the 
products in question imported up to 15 September 1985 
and charged against the tariff quota and of any quantity 
of the initial shares returned to the reserve. 
Article 6 
pursuant to Article 3 are opened in such a way that 
imports may be charged without interruption against 
their accumulated shares of the tariff quota. 
2. The Member States shall ensure that importers of 
the products in question have free access to the shares 
allocated to them. 
3. The Member States shall charge the imports of the 
products concerned against their shares as and when the 
products are entered with customs authorities for free 
circulation. 
4. The extent to which a Member State has used up its 
share shall be determined on the basis of the imports 
charged in accordance with paragraph 3. 
The Commission shall keep an account of the shares 
opened by the Member States pursuant to Articles 2 
and 3 and, as soon as it is notified, shall inform each 
Member State of the extent to which the reserve has 
been used up. 
It shall inform the Member States, not later than 
5 October 1985 of the amount in the reserve after 
quantities have been returned thereto pursuant to 
Article 5. 
Article 8 
At the Commission's request the Member States shall 
inform it of imports actually charged against their 
shares. 
Article 9 
It shall ensure that the drawing which exhausts the 
reserve does not exceed the balance available and, to 
this end, notify the amount of the balance to the 
Member State making the last drawing. 
The Member States and the Commission shall 
cooperate closely to ensure that this Regulation is 
complied with. 
Article 7 Article 10 
1. The Member States shall take all measures 
necessary to ensure that additional shares drawn 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 
1985. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 6 November 1984. 
For the Council 
The President 
J. O'KEEFFE 

Co-operation EEC-JORDAN 
The Compilation of Texts pertaining to "Co-operation 
between the European Economic Community and the Hashemite 
Kingdom of Jordan" contains all the acts adopted by the 
various Co-operation Institutions pursuant to the Agreement 
signed at Brussels on 18 January 1977 as well as the acts 
adopted by the EEC concerning Jordan. 
DECISIONS OF THE CO-OPERATION COUNCIL 
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DECISION No 1/84 
OF THE EEC-JORDAN CO-OPERATION COUNCIL 
of 23. X, 1984 
laying down the Rules of Procedure of the Co-operation Council 
set up under the Co-operation Agreement 
between the European Economic Community and 
the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan 
THE CO-OPERATION COUNCIL, 
Having regard to the Co-operation Agreement between the 
European Economic Community and the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, 
and in particular Articles J>U and 37 thereof, 
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HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
The office of President of the Co-operation Council shall be 
held alternately as follows: 
- from 1 April to 30 September by a member of the Jordanian 
Government, 
- from 1 October to 31 March, by a member of the Council of the 
European Communities. 
Article 2 
After obtaining the agreement of both parties, the President 
of the Co-operation Council shall determine the date and place for 
the meetings of the Co-operation Council. 
Article 3 
1. The members of the Co-operation Council may be accompanied 
by officials to assist them. The proposed composition of each 
delegation shall be communicated to the President before each 
meeting. 
2. A representative of the European Investment Bank shall 
attend the meetings of the Co-operation Council when matters 
which concern the Bank appear on the agenda. 
39 
Artide 4 
Where the members of the Co-operation Council are represented, 
the representatives shall exercise all the rights of the members. 
Article 5 
Unless otherwise decided, meetings of the Co-operation Council 
shall not be public. Entry to meetings of the Co-operation Council 
shall be subject to the showing of a pass. 
Article 6 
The Co-operation Council may validly decide on a matter 
outside the meetings by the written procedure where both parties 
are in agreement. 
Article 7 
All communications from the President provided for in these 
Rules of Procedure shall be forwarded on the one hand to the 
members of the Council of the European Communities, to the General 
Secretariat thereof and to the Secretariat-General of the Commission 
and on the other hand to the Mission of Jordan to the European 
Communi ties. 
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Article 8 
1. The President shall draw up the provisional agenda for 
each meeting. It shall be forwarded to the recipients referred 
to in Article 7 not less than twenty-one days before the beginning 
of the meeting. 
The provisional agenda shall consist of those items in 
respect of which the request for inclusion has reached the 
President not less than twenty-eight days before the beginning 
of the meeting. 
The only items which may appear on the provisional agenda 
shall be those in respect of which the relevant documentation 
has been forwarded to the recipients referred to in Article 7 
not later than the date of dispatch of this agenda. 
The agenda shall be adopted by the Co-operation Council 
at the beginning of each meeting. Where both parties agree, 
items which do not appear on the provisional agenda may be 
included. 
2. The President may, in agreement with the two parties, 
shorten the time limits laid down in paragraph 1 to take account 
of the requirements of a particular case. 
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Artide 9 
Minutes shall be kept of each meeting, including in particular 
- on the basis of the President's summing up of the proceedings -
a summary of the conclusions adopted by the Co-operation Council. 
After being approved by the Co-operation Council, the minutes 
shall be signed by the President-in-Office and by the 
co-secretaries of the Co-operation Council and kept in its archives. 
A copy of the minutes shall be forwarded to the recipients referred 
to in Article 7. 
Article 10 
The official languages of the Co-operation Council shall be 
Danish, Dutch, English, French, German, Greek, Italian and Arabic. 
Unless otherwise decided, the Co-operation Council shall base 
its deliberations on documentation prepared in these eight 
languages. 
Article 11 
Acts adopted by the Co-operation Council shall be signed by 
the President. 
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Artide 12 
Decisions, resolutions, recommendations and opinions of the 
Co-operation Council within the meaning of Article 34 of the 
Agreement shall be entitled "Decision", "Resolution", "Recommendation", 
or "Opinion" respectively, followed by a serial number and a 
description of their subject. 
Article 13 
Decisions, resolutions, recommendations and opinions of the 
Co-operation Council within the meaning of Article 34 of the 
Agreement shall be divided into Articles. 
These acts shall end with the formula "Done at , 
. . ._ ", the date to be inserted being that on which they 
are adopted by the Co-operation Council. 
They shall be forwarded to the recipients referred to in 
Article 7. 
Article 14 
A Co-operation Committee shall be set up responsible for 
assisting the Co-operation Council in the performance of its duties, 
for preparing its deliberations, for studying any matter which the 
Co-operation Council has entrusted it to examine and, in general, 
for ensuring the continuity of co-operation required for the proper 
functioning of the Co-operation Agreement. 
The Co-operation Committee shall be made up of representatives 
of the members of the Co-operation Council. 
9 3 
The offices of chairman and secretary of the Co-operation 
Committee shall be held under the same conditions as those 
applicable in the Co-operation Council and shall alternate in the 
same way. 
Article 15 
The secretariat duties shall be carried out jointly by a 
member of the staff of the General Secretariat of the Council of 
the European Communities and an official of the Jordanian Government. 
Article 16 
1. A Customs Co-operation Committee shall be set up responsible 
for ensuring administrative co-operation with a view to the 
correct and uniform application of the customs provisions of 
the Agreement and for any other task in the customs field which 
the Co-operation Committee might entrust to it. 
2. The Co-operation Committee shall be composed on the one hand 
of customs experts of the Member States and of officials of the 
departments of the Commission of the European Communities who 
are responsible for customs questions and, on the other hand, of 
customs experts from Jordan. It shall be chaired alternately 
by a representative of the Commission of the European Communities 
and by a representative of Jordan in accordance with the same 
rules as those applied by the Co-operation Council. 
3. The Customs Co-operation Committee shall keep the 
Co-operation Committee regularly informed of its work and shall 
submit its agenda prior to its meetings. Such information and 
communications shall be transmitted via the Secretariat of the 
Co-operation Council. Wherever a question relating to the 
application of the Agreement is raised, the Customs Co-operation 
Committee must refer the matter to the Co-operation Committee. 
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Article 17 
The Community and Jordan shall be responsible for such 
expenditure as they shall incur by reason of their participation in 
the meetings of the Co-operation Council and of its Committees and 
working parties, both with regard to staff, travel and subsistence 
expenditure and to postal and telecommunications expenditure. 
Expenditure in connection with interpreting at meetings, 
translation and reproduction of documents shall be borne by the 
Community, with the exception of expenditure in connection with 
interpreting or translation into or from Arabic, which shall be 
borne by Jordan. 
Expenditure relating to the material organization of meetings 
shall be borne by the Community. 
Article 18 
Without prejudice to such other provisions as may apply, the 
deliberations of the Co-operation Council shall be covered by the 
obligation of professional secrecy. 
Article 19 
Correspondence intended for the Co-operation Council shall be 
sent to its President at the address of the General Secretariat 
of the Council of the European Communities. 
Article 20 
1. For the purposes of the consultations provided for in the. 
. Agreement, the Contracting Parties shall notify one another of 
the measures they propose to take in the cases provided for in 
the Agreement. 
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2. The Contracting Parties may request consultation at any 
time from the date of notification. This shall take place as 
soon as possible and not later than twenty-one days from the 
date of request. 
3. Should consultation give rise to a differing assessment of 
the extent of the measures proposed or taken in an emergency, 
the Contracting Party concerned shall reconsider those measures. 
4. Consultations shall take place according to the form most 
appropriate for the matter involved. 
The competent body may be the Co-operation Council or the 
Co-operation Committee. 
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Udfærdiget i 
Geschehen zu 
"Εγινε στ C c 
Done at 
Fait à Luxembourg, le 23 octobre 1984. 
Fatto a 
Gedaan te 
På Samarbejdsrådets vegne 
Im Namen des Rates für Zusammenarbeit 
Γιά τό Συμβούλιο Συνεργασίας 
For the Co-operation Council 
• Par le Conseil de coopération 
Per il Consiglio di cooperazione 
Voor de Samenwerkingsraad 
Formand 
Der Präsident 
Ό πρόεδρος 
The President 
Le président 
Il Presidente 
De Voorzitter 
Sekretærerne 
Die Sekretäre 
Ol Γραμματείς 
The Secretaries 
Les Secrétaires 
I Segretari 
De Secretarissen 
Peter 3ARHY 
E. CHIOCCIOLI L.A. Al-KHATEEB 
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DECISION No 2/84 
OF THE EEC-JORDAN CO-OPERATION COUNCIL 
of 23. X, 1984 
amending the Protocol on the definition of the concept of 
originating products and methods of administrative co-operation 
to the Co-operation Agreement between the 
European Economic Community and the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan 
THE CO-OPERATION COUNCIL, 
Having regard to the Co-operation Agreement between the 
European Economic Community and the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan 
and in particular Title I thereof, 
Having regard to the Protocol on the definition of the concept 
of originating products and methods of administrative co-
operation, hereafter referred to as the "Protocol", and in 
particular Article 25 thereof, 
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Whereas it is necessary to replace the Lists A and Β contained in 
Annexes II and III to the Protocol and to introduce a specific 
rule on sets as a result of the changes made to the Customs 
Co-operation Council Nomenclature which entered into force on 
1 January 1978, 
HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
Annexes II and III to the Protocol shall be replaced by those 
to this Decision. 
Article 2 
Sets, as defined in General Rule 3 of the Customs Co-operation 
Council Nomenclature, shall be regarded as originating when all 
component articles are originating products. Nevertheless, when a 
set is composed of originating and non-originating articles, the 
set as a whole shall be regarded as originating provided that the 
value of the non-originating articles does not exceed 15% of the 
total value of the set. 
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Udfærdiget i 
Geschehen zu 
"Εγινε στίς 
Done at 
Fait à Luxembourg, le 23 octobre 1984. 
Fatto a 
Gedaan te 
På Samarbejdsrådets vegne 
Lm Namen des Rates für Zusammenarbeit 
Για τό Συμβούλιο Συνεργασίας 
For the Co-operation Council 
Par le Conseil de coopération 
Per il Consiglio di cooperazione 
Voor de Samenwerkingsraad 
Formand 
Der Präsident 
Ό πρόεδρος 
The President 
Le président 
Il Presidente 
De Voorzitter 
Sekretærerne 
Die Sekretäre 
Oi Γραμματείς Peter 3ÆRHY 
The Secretaries 
Les Secrétaires 
I Segretari 
De Secretarissen 
E. CHIOCCIOLI L.A. AI-KHATKEB 
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LIST A 
Lin of working or 
the tama of 
operation· which fasajk ta * change oí tariff budin«. « 
κι ihr prodeca undergoing w h operations, or c 
only mOfccx to ceram concboocts 
CCT 
Ne 
02 .0» 
03 .02 
0 4 . 0 2 
04 .03 
04.04 
07 .02 
07 .03 
07 .04 
OK. 10 
OS. I l 
«­. 
D t f w f — 
Meat i n d edible m a t o tf i l i [except 
poultry liver), salted, m brine, dned 
or smoked 
Fish, dned, salted or ta brine­, 
smoked Bsb. whether or not cooked 
before or dunne th« smoking process 
M i l k and atam, preserved, ooncen· 
trated or sweetened 
Burrer 
Cheese i n d curd 
Vegetables (whether or nor cooked). 
preserved by freezing 
Vegetables provisionally preserved m 
brine, in sulphur water or in other 
preservative solution», but nor spec­
ially prepared for immediate con­
sumption 
Dned . dehydrated or evaporated 
vegetables. whole, cut, sliced, broken 
or m powder, but not further pre­
pared 
Fruir (whether or not cooked), pre· 
served by freezing, not containing, 
iddcd sugar 
Fruit provisionally preserved (for 
example by sulphur dioxide gas, m 
brine, in sulphur warer or m other 
preservanve solutions/, but unsuit­
able m that state for immediate 
consumption 
wart i f of »>t» i i im rtaa .wo *o< lanfrr 
Salting, piacine, in bnnc. drying or 
smoking of meat and alible meat 
and edible meat offals of heading 
N o · 02 .01 and 02 .04 
Dry ing, saitrng, p isang in brine; 
smoking of ash. whether cooked or 
noe 
Preserving, concentratine, or adding 
sugar to milk or cream of heading 
Mo 0 4 . 0 1 
Manufacture from imlk or crram 
Manufacture from products of head­
ing No» 04 .01 to 04 .03 
Freezing of vegetables 
Placing in brme or in other solutions 
of vegetables of heading N o 07.01 
Drying, dehydration, evapora non, 
cutting, grinding, powdenng of veg­
etables of heading Nos 07 .01 to 
07.03 
Freezing of fruit 
Placing in bnnc or in other soluaons 
ut fruit of heading N o t 0 | . 0 1 to 
0 Í . W 
V^mpmmm*mm^»m 
ihr Ukmwtm ­ » ■ * " p " w ■» ­
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1Ί*ν*Η<τ nr JTh-Γ.Λίπι [hei . ΦοΛι·| or m,nm 
rh* intln—>m nio 
Fruit, ancd. other than that falline 
w,mtn heading Nos OK.Út to 08.05 
Cereal zroars and cereal meal; nther 
worked cr rul trams (fur example, 
roiled, flaked, po 1rs hed, pearled or 
kibbled, but not furrher prepared), 
excepr nee falling within heading No 
lO.Ofj; term or' cereals, «hole, roiled, 
flaked or ground 
Flour uf the dried leguminous veg­
etables falling *irhm heading No 
07.05 uc of the fruits falling ­.uhm 
any Heading in Chapter 8; flour and 
Tseal of sago and of roots and rubers 
tailing within heading No 07.06 
M.0i ι Flour, meal and flakes of η 
ï l.ilH ! Starches; inulin 
'ffhear gluten, whether or not dned 
Lard, other pig iat and poultry far, 
rendered or solv en t­ex ff a ci ed 
Fan ul bovine carde, sheep or goats. 
unrenderrd; rendered or soivent­ex­
:racied fats (including 'premier ¡us) 
obtained from those unrendered fats 
Fan and oils. ,.f ι 
mammals, whether r 
Other animal oils and fan (including 
near ï­foot oil and lats from bones or 
* aste ι 
Drying of fruit 
Manu facture from cereais 
Manufacture from cereals 
Manufacture from dried iegummous 
vegetables oí heading No 07.05. 
products of heading No 07.Oft or oi 
fruit of Chapter S 
Manufacture from potatoci 
Manufacture from cereal» 
Manufacture from cereals of Chapter 
10, or from pocames or other pro­
ducts of Chapter 7 
Manufacture from wheat or wheat 
flours 
Manufacture from products of head­
ing No 02.05 
Manufacture Irum products ■< head­
ing Nos 02.01 and 02.06 
Manufatti 
Manufacture from products Ot 
Oiipter 2 
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Νβ 
ex 15.07 
la.lt I 
16.02 
14.04 
16.05 
ex | 7 . 0 ! 
ex 17.02 
ex 17.U2 
ex 1 * i l l 
17.04 
1S tjf, 
ex 1 « . 0 : 
D r u n r " " 
Fixed vegetable Otis, fluid or solid, 
crude, refined or punned, but not 
inducting ^hinawood oil. myrtle­
wax, tapan wax or osi of rung nuts, 
oleococea seeds or oirsuca seeds; also 
not including oils of a kmd used m 
itMsduorry or mecnanicai appliances 
or for industrial purposes orher than 
rhe maamfacnire of reSMe product«. 
Sausages j n d the like, of meat, meat 
offal or animal blood 
Orher prepared or preserved mear or 
meat off») 
Prepared or preserved nsh, includine 
caviar and caviar substitutes 
Crustaceans and molluscs, prepared 
or preserved 
Beet sugar and cane sugar, m solid 
[nrm. flavoured or coloured 
Other sugars, in solid form, 
flavoured or coloured 
Other sugan., in solid fono, not 
flavoured or coloured; sugar syrup», 
nor flavoured or coloured: snificiai 
honey, whether or not mixed with 
natural honey­, caramel 
Molasses, flavoured or coloured 
Sugar confectionery, not containing 
cocoa 
( hoco lu i r ami othrr fund prep­
a ra n o m tomaimtig encoa 
Mal t extraer 
... 
(kW MM« OJ oni iMIUi p w < W l 
Manufacture from products Ot 
Chapters 7 and 12 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 2 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 2 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 3 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter J 
Manufacture from orher products of 
Chapter 17 the value of which ex­
ceeds 30*% of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture from other products of 
Chapter 17 the value of which ex­
ceeds 3 0 % ett rhe value of the 
finished produci 
Manufacture from any produci 
Manufacture from other products of 
Chapter 17 the value of which ex­
ceeds .10% of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture from other products of 
Chapter 17 rhe value of which ex­
ceeds 3 0 % of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture from products of 
Chanter 1 " the »aloe of which ex­
credi 3 0 " . of the valur of ι he 
finished product 
Manufacture from products of head­
in j N o 11.07 
*ortiir» ,w fnt irwo« 'hal .mum ito 
t to 'i.<L>— ··*% .imBiHim jr. ΚΗΠ 
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Preparannns of flour, meai, starch or 
malt extrae oí a kind used as infant 
food or for dietetic or cult narv pur­
poses, containing lei* than JO""­ by 
«/eight of cocoa 
Macinini, ip.iphc' 
r­roducn 
Ι τ nd sago; tapitxa and sago 
^umnrutes obtained from porato or 
.urter starches 
Prepared foods obtained by the swel­
ling ne .­nasting of cereals or cereal 
products ipuffcd rice, corn flakes 
and similar produn»! 
llread. «hity** hitcu: 
narv bukctV urart 
iJdrd MI ILI r. hi 
ι h e w or 'nur, communion 
jnd nrhcr urdi­
nut containing 
». erja, fat«. 
f i;re. 
.achen it* a kind >uirabie for phar­
Tiaceuiic.il 'j»e. sealing wafers, nee 
paper and umiiar products 
IvOH I Pastrv. biscuits. cakci and other fine 
j riakers' ­rare*, whether or not con­
[ taming cocoa tn an» propomon 
Vegetables and fnitt, prepared cir 
preserved by »megar or acetic aod 
wtrh or without m&ar, whether uf 
nut containing .alt, spices or mus­
ía rd 
Manufacture from cerestis and de· 
n i invei thereof, meat and milk, or 
m which rhe »aluc oí products of 
Chapter 17 used excreda 3<>% ot the 
»alue of the finished product 
Manufacture from porato starch 
Manufacture 'nun any product other 
•han of Chapter 17 (■) or in which 
rhe »alue of rhe products of Chaprer 
17 used exceeds 30% of the »alue of 
the finished product 
Vcgetahlrs prepared or 
otnerwti*· rhan h ν »incgar 
icid 
'rruii prt­Nc­Picd b 
ης added lugar 
irescr»ed 
nr acene 
Manufacture from dururr 
Manufacture 
Chante- 1 1 
Manufacture 
Chapter 11 
products 
Preserving »egetables. fresh or froten I 
or preserved rempcranly or pre­
served in vinegar 
Preserving vegetables, fresh or froten 
Manufacture frnrr products ot 
Chapter 17 of which the »alue ex­
ceeds *0% of rhe value of the 
finished product 
ι 
Fruir, fruir peel ind part, of plants, | Manufacture from 
preserved h* tugar drained, glace or j Chapter 1" of » 
.rvst.tllitcdi ceeds 30% of 
ι finished product 
products 
the "ilue -
the »alue of r 
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ex 20 05 
20.06 
ex 20.07 
rx 21.02 
21.05 
ex 21.07 
22.02 
22.06 
22.0« 
ProUwd* otoawnl 
O n t i U M i 
Jams, fruit jcilirs. rruirrnalades. fruit 
purees and fruii pastes, bemg cooked 
prepanne*«, containing added sugar 
Fruit otherwise prepared nr prr­
served. whether or not cuntaimng 
added sugar or spinn 
Λ. Nuts 
Β. Other fruits 
Fruit juices (irHludtng grape mmt|, 
whether or not conta tmng added 
Sugar, but uniermenied and η κ 
conumtng spini 
Roasted chicorv and rxtracts ­.hereof 
Soups and broth* m liquid, solid or 
powder form; Hornogrniacd food 
preparations 
Sugar syrups, flavoured or coloured 
Lcrnorudc. flavoured spa waters and 
flavoured aerated waters, and other 
non­alcoholic beverages, not includ­
ing fruir and vegetarne luiers falling 
within heading No 20.07 
Vermouths, and utber wines of fresh 
grapes flavoured with aromatic ex­
tracts 
Ertivi alcohol or neutral spinta, 
undena rured. ot a strength of 80" or 
higher, denatured spmrs {including 
erhyl alcohol and neutral spirits) of 
any strength 
SB—t»— nr ( n x n u m i l w Λ·Λ ­™ ,o***i 
Manufacture from produca of 
Chapr­r 17 of which the value ex­
ceeds 30% of the »alue of rhe 
finished product 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 17 of which the value ex­
ceeds 30% of rhe value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture fmm products of 
Chapter 17 of which the value r i ­
cevo» ì0% of lhe »alue ^ the 
finished produci 
Manufacture irom chtvury mots, 
fresh or dned 
Manufacture from products of head­
ing N,. 2(1.02 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 17 of which the value ex­
ceeds 30% of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture from fruit luicesf') ur 
in wtuch rhe value of products of 
Chapter 17 used exceeds 30% of the 
value of the finished product 
Manufacture from products ot head­
ing No 08.04. 20.07. 22.0* or 22.05 
Manufacture from products of head­
ing No 08.04, 20.07, 22.04 or 22.05 
W W U « or p n n u i i rh» , i« irn (to 
• I M « <u i m m i n iMiJvkit ­ lm 
«to Mtowwa . ■—·«— MT VWI 
Manufacture, without added sugar 
or sptnt. in which the value of rhe 
commuent originating products ­if 
heading Nos 08.01. 08.05 and 
12.01. represents at least 60% of the 
value of rhe finished product 
• «*■" ­tow Irvi' —,n vt p i f ^ l li. I 
; opinis !υιher ihan rho*e ni 'ricadine, 
1 No 22.DS]: liqueurs and nine» 
ι tpintuous beverages; compound 
■ alcoholic preparations ; known aa 
I .­once­titrated extracts'] for rhe 
manufacture of beverages 
Manulacture Irom products of head­ ; 
ng No 1)8.04. 10.1)7. 22.04 or 22.05 [ 
Manufacture from products of head­
ing No OS.CM. 20.07. 12.LH ur 12.05 
Manulacture 'rum maize nr maize 
•lour 
Vinegar and wrrtnrures for 'inccar 
| rtesiduo from the manufacture of 
I "Ulfe March [excluding concenrr ned 
I wrrninp liyunrs). of a protnn con· 
ι ic­iit. caliuL­iicd >>o :hc dr» product, 
■ raci­eding Ml'~. h» wvi^ht 
i Oil­cake and other residues 'except 
J r ro l resulting fror­ rhe estra, non 
: of s'cttUhlc mi« 
Sweetened loraçct niher preparaiions Manufacture trom cereals and de­
nt a 'kind used in jnimal f redini; i π*'ed products, meat, milk, tugar I 
ind mouses 
Kl.lH , Medicamenti (including »etennanr 
. med KM η tent M 
Other fertilizers; ^oods of rhe pre­
sent Chapter m rabieis, lozenges and 
omilar prepared forms or m pack­
ings of a i^ ross weighr noi exceeding 
I IU kt; 
Manulacture from products of 
heading No 24.01 of which i t least 
T0""e by quantity are ongmanng 
products 
Manulacture in which rhe »alue of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of rhe »alue of the finished 
produci 
Manufacture in which rhe »alue of 
the products used does not exceed 
50'"» of ."he »alue ot' :he nnishcd 
product 
'. Manufacture m which rhe »aiue of 
¡ the product! u»ed does not exceed 
! 50% oí the »aiue of tne finished 
; product 
Manufacture ir 
mg No J2.Q4 , 
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15.05 
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37 .01 
3 T 0 2 
.17.04 
ÏX 11 
38.12 
tow.ii <w«M>l 
UVMSffwHM 
Other colounng matter, inneganic 
produers of ι kmd used as 
luminophores 
Aqueous cbanilaics and aqueous 
solutions "i esaential oils, including 
such products suitable for mcuiunal 
uses 
Oextnns and J e x m n glues; soluble 
or roasted starches; march glues 
Preparano«­!» used for danfysng beer, 
composed ot papain and bentonite; 
enzymatic p­reparanons for desisng 
rextilrs 
Photographic piares and fi lm m the 
Bat, semifixed, unexposed, of any 
marmai other ihan paper, paper­
hoard or ckxh 
Film m rolls, semifixed, unexposed, 
perforated or not 
Sensi n ied piate) and f i lm, exposed 
but not developed, negaove or pus»­
nve 
D I S I π (c i tant i . insevi ICI des, fun· 
giades, rai ΓΗ «son», hermades. i n n ­
sprounng products, piant growth 
regulators and similar producís, put 
up in forms or packings for sale by 
retail or as preparations or as articles 
(for example, sulphur·rreaird bands, 
wicks and candles, f lv­papen) 
Prepared glazings, prepared dressings 
and prepared mordants, of a kind 
used in rhe texnle, paper, leather or 
like industries 
•*fw,»» iM « n n n w l t*u «*■*« <MM \Omitr 
M i x i n g of oxides or salts of Qtaprer 
28 with exnrnders such as banum 
sulphaae. dudk, banum carbonate 
and sann white (') 
Manufacture from essential oils (ter· 
penetesi or not), crmcretes, absolûtes 
ot resinoidi (') 
Manufacture from products of head­
ing N o 17.02 f') 
Manufacture from products of head­
ing N o 37.01 (M 
Manufacture from products of head­
ing N o .17.01 Í K 37 .02 ('1 
· Λ « Ι Λ Ι ι ­ imu Γ·­.™· «tot , amir** ito 
■ ι JI^· of wwpmmn fWfcln.i* «ton 
ito mllH­wKi u n t o m .» ·*π 
Manufacture from maize ­κ­ potatoes 
Manufacture m which rhe value of 
the products used does not exceed 
5 0 % of (he value of .the finished 
product 
Manufacture in which the »alue of 
the products used does not exceed 
5 0 % of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture m which the value of 
the producís used does not exceed 
5 0 % of the »alue of rhe finished 
product 
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38.13 
ex 18.14 
18.15 
Î3.J7 
18.18 
ex 18.19 
u«em»— 
Pickling preparaoons for meal sur­
faces: tluxcs and other auxiliary 
preparadons­ for soldering, brazing 
or welding; soldenng. brazing or 
welding powders and pastes consist­
ing of metal and orher materials; 
preparations of a kind used as cores 
or coating* for welding rods and 
electrodes 
Λπη­knock preparations, uaidanon 
inhibtmrs, gum inhibitors, viscosity 
improvers. and­corrosi ve pre­
paranotu and similar prepared iddi­
nves for mineral ruts, excluding 
prepared addinves for lubncanes 
Prepared nibher accrlerarors 
Prcparanons and charges for fire­
exnnguishers; charged ftre­cxring­
uishing grenades 
Composire solvents and thinners for 
varnishes and similar products 
Chemical products and prcparanons 
of the chemical or allied indusrnes 
(including those consisting of mix­
tures of natural products!, not else­
where specified or included; residual 
products of the chemical or allied 
industries, not dscwhere specified or 
included, excluding: 
— Fu««l ml and tüppcTs uil; 
— Naphfhcnic acids and rhnr 
water­msoluble lairs; esters uf 
naphrhemc audi; 
— Sulphonaphthenic aads and their 
warer­insoluble sala; esters of 
sulphonaphthenic aads; 
— Petroleum sulphonatcs, exclud­
ing petroleum sulphonatcs of 
aikali metals, of ammonium or 
of ethanolamines, thiophenated 
sulphonit acids of cub obtained 
from bituminous minerals, ind 
their sal«; 
Vorhin! nr prattwni mir dim «H . ;wif Woewne it jKKoiini. ihn .omen ih» natu» of α n tt ruim! sinuuvii vfiffi 
ito iwlowun hOitJiunn· U T m« 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the produca used does not exceed 
50% of die value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture m which the value uf 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
rhe produca used does nor exceed 
50% oí (he value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in which rhe value of 
the produces used does not exceed 
50% ot che value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture m which rhe value of 
the products used does noe exceed 
50% of the »alue oi rhe finished 
product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the produca used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the finished 
product 
­ 108 ­
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ex 38.19 
(cont'd) 
­ M i x e d likvibenienes and mixed 
alkylna phc ha lenes; 
• Ion exchangers; 
■ Caialvsrs. 
­ Geners for vacuum nibes; 
• Kef factory ce m e n a or mortars 
and similar oomponnons. 
­ Alkaline iron osarle for the 
punficanon of gas; 
• Carbon (exchadirig that m a r a n ­
ciai graphite of heading N o 
38.01) in metal­graphite or orher 
compounds, in rhe form of small 
plates, b a n or orher »eira­manu­
fac tura 
­ Sorbitol orher rhan that ol head­
ing N o 29 .04 
< Ammoniacal gas liquors and 
spent osade produced in coal gas 
purincanon 
Pofyraerizaoon products 
Articles of materian of the lands 
desenbed in heading Nos 39 .01 to 
39 .06 with the exception of fans and 
hand screens, non­memamcaL 
frames and handles therefor and 
p a r a of such frames and handles, 
and corser busks and umi lar sup­
p o n i for a n i d e of apparel or 
clothing accessories 
Plates, sheen and i m p . of un­
vulcanized natural or synthetic rub­
ber, other than smoked sheets and 
crepe sheets of heading N o 40.01 or 
40 .02 ; granules of unvulcamzed 
naturai or synthetic rubber com­
pounded ready for vulcamzanon; 
unvulcanixcd natural or synthetic 
rubber, compounded before or aftet 
coagulaoon either with carbon black 
with or without the addioon of 
mineral eal) or with silica (with or 
without rhe addioon of mineral oil) , 
in any form, of a kind known as 
mastcrbatch 
Manulacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
5 0 % of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
die products used does not exceed 
5 0 % of the value of rhe finished 
product 
Manufacture in which rhe »alur ot 
the produca used does not exceed 
5 0 % of the »alue of the finished 
product 
­ 109 
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PniJutii »toxnnl 
ΙΗ ·%ϋ|ΜΜΜ 
l ' . itenr leather and im i ta t ion patent 
leather; metal l ized leather 
Article"« of f u n k i n 
C u m p l e t e wooden pack ing cases, 
boxes, crates, d r u m s and s imi la r 
puckini*,\ . except ing those made of 
h brefs« u r d 
M j t c h «pl ints; wooden pegs o r pins 
fit» ί ι U H wear. 
A m d c s of natura l cork 
P iper . ind pane rboa rd , ru led, l ined. 
nr H inared . but not o therw ise 
p r in ted , in rol ls i>r sheets 
W r i t i n g b locks , envelope*, l i t t e r 
card·., p i j i n postcards, correspon­
dence card»; boxes, pouches, wallet?, 
.uid w r i t i n g compend iums , of paper 
nr pnpe fhoard . con ta in ing on ly an 
.i>Mirtrm-ni of paper stanonery 
Other paner . inJ ρ j perhoa r d . cut to· 
* i /e n r shape 
H o i r * , bags and nfher p j c l u n ç eon· 
Miners, ut p;iper nr p­.inerbo.ird 
Picture postcards. Chns tmas and 
o ther p ic ture g r renng cards, pnn ted 
b* .my p n ^ c u . w i rh or w i thou t 
t n m m i n o 
• '«t i i l i ο» ρ"κπιι»| 'nu don TOI confer 
ito ' m u ai M i M i m i produci ι 
M a k i n g up f r o m f u n k i n m plates. 
.crosses and s imi lar forms (heading 
N o ex 43.02) i ' ) 
Manu fac tu re ( rum d r a w n w o o d 
Manufac tu re f r o m products o í head­
ing N o 49 11 
SVtwfcMf or anxniio« ihn confort ito 
ι ικι ι ι oi onguwiiii produco «*wn 
ito ι otto win t EDitdHHim ttt ·η«ι 
Varn ish ing or me ta l l i z ing of leather 
of heading No» 41 .02 t o 41 .06 
oiber than i k i n leather o f crossed 
Ind ian sheep and Ind ian goat or k i d . 
no t fu r ther prepared than vegetable 
tanned, o r i f o therw ise prepared 
obv ious ly unsui tab le for immediate 
use m the manufac ture of leather 
ameles) in wh i ch the value o f the 
skin leather used duet not exceed 
5 0 % of the value o f the f in ished 
p roduc t 
Manu fac tu re f r o m boards not cur to 
>izr 
Manu fac tu re f r o m products o f 
heading N o 45.01 
M a n u f a c t u r e f r o m paper pu lp 
Manu fac tu re m wh ich the »alue of 
tnc products used does not exceed 
5 0 % nf the »alue of the f inished 
p roduc t 
Manu fac tu re f r o m paper pu lp 
Manu fac tu re m wh ich 'he »alue oi 
riu­ products used does not exceed 
J ­ l % of the »alue of rhe f in ished 
product 
Γ ■­' j.HTil l i lW· p f u d l H l l ­ * l « l l Ί 
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It Mm of xi i tnumt ­rwJuiTi «to« 
">r loiln —in» , Ο Μ Ι Ι Χ Η Ι , irr mci 
5 l . 0 4 r 1 
Ca lendan of any kind, of paper or 
paperboard. inducting calendar 
blocks 
Silk y a m , other than y a m of nod or 
other waste silk, noi put up for retail 
u l e 
Y a m spun from rmsl or other waste 
siik. noi put up for retail sale 
Silk yam and y a m spun from noil or 
other waste silk, put up for retail sale 
Imtranon cargur of silk 
Woven r.ihncs of silk, of mul ι * ol 
other w­jMr «ilk 
Y a m ui man­made fibres (ennnn 
ou»), not pui up for retail sale 
M o n o til, i m p 'artificiai straw and 
the like) and imitation catgut, of 
man­made fibre materials 
Y a m of man­made fibres (connnu­
nus), put up for retail safe 
Woven fabrics of man­made fibres 
continuous,, including woven fab­
n o of mono'i l or strip of heading 
N o 51.01 or 51 .02 
Metallized v i m , being textile yam 
spun with m e a l or covered with 
metal by any process 
Manufacture from products of head­
ing N o 49.11 
Manulacture from products other 
than those of heading N o S υ . ι « 
Manufacture (rom products of 
heading N o 50.03 
Manufacture from products of 
heading N o · 50 .01 to 50.03 
Manufacture trom products ot 
heading N o 50.01 or of heading 
N o 50.03 nether carded nor combed 
Manufacture from products of 
heading N o 50 .02 or 50.03 
Manufacture i rom chemical products 
or rexnle pulp 
Manufacture from chemical products 
or texnle pulp 
Manufacture from ¿nemicai products 
or texnle pulp 
Manulacture from dicmical products 
or texnle pulp 
Manufacture trom chemical 
products, from texnle pulp or from 
natural texnle fibres, disconnnunus 
man­made fibres or (heir « a n e . 
neither carded nor combed 
n « of m or «en mnfc 
■ io (to M u d r m η cos 
n a r t (Ot. oi rtw rouJ watfte of ante 
not -ierre '■"­. of rftc m i i w*tpu 01 inn 
em J I 01 inda JI.07; 
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Ï 3 . 0 6 (») 
Voven fabrics of metal thread or of 
merallited yarn, of a kind used in 
arades of apparel, as furnishing 
fabncs or the like 
Y a m of carded sheep's or lambs' 
wool wooilen y a m ) , noi put up fnr 
retail sale 
Y a m of combed sheep's or lambs 
wool (worsted yam), not put up for 
'en i i sale 
Y a m of fine animal hair {carded or 
combed), not put up for retail u l e 
Y a m of horsehair or oí other coarse 
animal hair, not put up for retail sale 
Y a m of sheep's or lambs' wool , uf 
horsehair or uf orher animal hair 
(fine or coarsei. put up fnr retail laie 
wO­cn fabncs of sheep's or lambs 
wool ur of fine antrrul hair 
V o v e n fabncs of horsehair or of 
other coarse animal hair 
f lax or ramie y a m , nor put up for 
retail sale 
Rax or ramie yarn, put up for retail 
sale 
Woven fabncs of flax or of ramie 
Cotton yam, not put up for retail 
sale 
Cotton yam, put up for retail sale 
Manufacture from chemical 
procructs, from textile pulp or from 
naruni texnle fibres, discontinuous 
•nan­made fibres or thar waste 
Manufacture from ρ n «duct s oí 
heading N o 51.01 or 53.03 
Manufacture from products of 
heading N o 53.01 or 53.03 
Manufacture from raw fine animal 
hair of heading N o 53.02 
Manufacture from raw coarse 
animal hair of heading No 53 .02 or 
from raw horsehair of heading 
No 05.03 
Manufacture from, materials of 
heading Nos 05.03 and 53.01 io 
53.04 
Manufacture from marenals i l i 
heading No» W i l l to 53.05 
Manufacture from products of 
heading Nos 53 .02 to 53.05 or from 
hoc­­hair of heading N o 05.03 
Manufacture either from products of 
heading N o 54.01 neither carded nor 
combed or from products oí heading 
No 54 .02 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading N o 54.01 or 54.02 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading No 54.01 or 54.02 
Manufacture from matenals of 
heading N o 55.01 or 55.03 
Manufacture from matenats of 
heading N o 55.01 or 55.03 
■r in It miBitl l M ­rudi i sr nurd I »on* n te—on 
noa (M­red '0% at nW naai —nr,'« ui irenl* auren 
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Cotton gauze 
Terry towefling and. similar terry 
'anncs. of cotton 
Other woven r a n n o of corran 
Man­made fibres /discontinuous,. 
not carried, combed or otherwise 
prepared for spinning 
Conanuous filament tow for the 
manufacture of man­made fibres 
iciisconnruousl 
Waste including yarn waste and 
pulled or garnertrd raga) of man­
made fibres cofinnuous or discon­
tinuous), not carded, combed or 
orherwise prepared for spinning 
Man­made fibres (disamonuous or 
waste), carded, combed or otherwise 
prepared ¡or spinning 
Y a m of m art­made fibres ¡discon· 
rinuoua or «aste;, not put up for 
retail sale 
Yarn of man­made fibres (discon­
tinuous or waste), pur up for retail 
sale 
Woven fabncs of man­made fibres 
; discon ti n voua nr waste) 
V i m of 'un or of orher texnle hast 
i i b r n of heading N o 57.03 
Y a m of irue hemp 
Vorkuta vr ρπκπιιηι lho· eon w mwt (IMMI o* OnfMtatMB pnMmii vitan 
th* foMo'Mwa „uw. !« · ! are naai 
Manufacture trom matenali of 
heading N o 5 5 . 0 1 , 55.03 or 55 .04 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading N o 55 0 1 . 55.03 or 55.04 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading N o 5 5 . 0 1 . 55.03 or 55:04 
ManuiactufT from chemical products 
or texnle pulp 
Manufacture from chemical products 
or texnle pulp 
Manulacture from chemical products 
or textile pulp 
Manufacture from chemical products 
or texnle pulp 
Manufacture from chemical products 
or texnle pulp 
Manulacture from chemical products 
or rexnlc pulp 
Manufacture from products uf 
heading Nos 5o.01 to 56.03 
Manufacture from raw iute, iute tow 
or from orhef raw texnle bast fibres 
of heading.No 57.ÛJ 
Manufacture from true hemp, raw 
noa rieeed ΓΠ. .κ rhe laen — io ID* . w . ■« i»i e» 11.01 ird n J t.07; 
— ro «J­. «harr dx maaeni 
«Allenai 'heihr ι or noi cortad 
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Product· nimined 
Voran·* or peneri wi Vofktrt| or ifoctumi 'i 
5~.10(»1 
Yam of other vegetable textile fibres, 
excluding yara ot true hemp 
Paper yam 
Woven fabncs of iute or of other 
textile bast ­anr.es of heading No 
57.J3 
Werven t'abnes of other vegetable 
textile fibres 
Woven faoncs of paper yam 
Carpets, carpenng and rugs knotted 
'made up or not) 
Other carpets, carpeting, rugs, mats 
and matting. and 'Kelem', 
Schumacks' and 'ICarafnanie' rugs 
and the like Imade up or not) 
Woven pile fabncs and chenille fab­
ncs lother than terry towelling or 
limitar terry fabncs of cotton falling 
within heading No 55.08 and fabncs 
falling within heading No­53.05) 
I 
Manufacture from raw vegetable 
textile fibres of heading Nos J7 .02 
to 57.04 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 47, from chemical products, 
textile pulp or from natural texnle 
fibres, discontinuous mati­made 
fibres or their waste, neither carded 
nor combed 
Manufacture from raw jute, ;ute tow 
or from other raw textile hast fibres 
of heading No 57.03 
Manufacture from materials oí 
heading No 57.01. 57.02 or 57.04 or 
from coir yam of heading No 57.07 
Manu fjern re from paper. 'Vom 
«nemicai products, lexnlc pulp or 
from natural icxnle 'ibres, 
disconnnuous nun­made libres or 
their waste 
Manufacture from materials ot 
heading Nos 50.01 to 50.03. 51.01. 
5.3.01 ra Í3.05. 54.01, 55.01 to 
55.04. 56.01 to 5o.03 or Î7.01 to 
57.04 
Manufacture from matenats of 
heading Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 51.01. 
53.01 to 53.05. 54.01. 55.01 to 
55.04, 56.01 to 56.03 57.01 to 
57.U4 or from coir yam of heading 
No 57.07 
Manufacture from τι a tenais of 
heading Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 53.01 
to 53.05, 54.01. 55.01 to 55.04. 
56.01 to 56.03. 57.01 to 57.04 or 
from chemical products ne textile 
pulp 
­u—'ili tal ­ « ­ η ilte ­nini rar* ·» . —r—^a —mij hr itarattani. Ou» mir. «rnravti. .hm .­■ irfft W in· ­>■ 
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51.06 .; »i 
5K.07 ('J 
58.08 (') 
Natten* «rvjven fabncs, and narrow 
fabrics (bolduc) coojijoog of warp 
without tvett assembled by mean» of 
an aancsive, otner dun foods failing 
«nmm heading No 58.06 
Woven iaBeis, badges and che like, 
not cffibrotdrsted, in the piece, in 
imps or cur to shape or stav 
Chenille yam .including flock 
chenille yam), extnercd yam (ochcr 
than metallized yam of heading No 
52.01 and gunped horsehair yam); 
braids and ornamental rnrtsmtngs in 
the piece; tauesets, pompnos and the 
like 
Tulle ind other net fabrics (but not 
màuainç woven, toned or 
croeneted ¡abacs), plain 
Tulle ind other net fabrics (but not 
inducting woven. krarred or 
croche ted fabrics), figured; hand or 
mechanically made lace, in the piece, 
in srnps or in monis 
Embroidery, in the picce, in srnps or 
m motifs 
Wadding and ameles of wadding, 
texnle flock and dust and mill neps 
Felt and a meies of :'eit, with the 
exception of needled felt, whether or 
not impregnated or coared 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading Noa 50.01 to 50.03. 53.01 
to 53.05, 54.01. 55.01 to 55.04, 
56.01 to 56.03 or 57.01 to 57.04 or 
from chemical products or testale 
pulp 
Manufacrttre from rnacehals of 
heading Nos 50.01 ro 50.03. 53.01 
19 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 55.04. 
56.01 to 56.03 or from chemical 
producta or textile pulp 
Manufacture from materiali of 
heading Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 53.01 
to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 35.04, 
56.01 to 56.03 or from chemical 
produci! or textile pulp 
Manufacture from materials ot 
heading Nos 50.01 to 50.03. 53.01 
to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 55.04, 
56.01 to 56.03 or from chemical 
products or rettile pulp 
Manufacture from matenals of 
heading Nos 50.01 to 50.03. 53.01 
to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 55.04, 
56.01 to 56.03 or from chemical 
products or texnle pulp 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the product used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture either from natural 
fibres or from chemical products or 
texnle pulp 
Manufacture either from natural 
fibres or from chemical products or 
texnle pulp 
. dof rucre* 
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Needled felt, whether or not im­
pregnated or coated 
Bonded fibre fabric*·, umilar bonded 
yam fabncs, and artides of «.uch 
fabncs, whether or not impregnated 
or coated 
Twine; cordage, ropes and cables. 
piaited or nor 
Nets and netting made of twine, 
cordage or rope, and made up fish­
ing nets of yarn, rwine, cordage or 
Other anieles made from yarn, 
twine cordage, rope or cables, other 
than texnle fabncs and artides made 
from such fabncs 
Textile fabncs coated with gum or 
amylaceous lu batanees, of a kind 
used fur the outer covers of' hooks 
and the like: tracing cloth; prepared 
painong canvas; buckram and limi­
tar fabncs for hat foundanon« ind 
similar uses 
Texnle fabncs impregnated, cuated 
coveted nr laminated with prepara­
tions of celluiose denvanves or of 
other amficial plasnc materials 
Manufacture etcher from natural 
fibres or from chemical products or 
textile pulp or from fibre or 
continuous polypropylene filament 
of which the denomination of the 
filaments is less than eight denier and 
¡ii which the value Joes not exceed 
40­K. of the value nr me finished 
product 
Manufacture either from natural 
fibres or from chemical products or 
texnle pulp 
Manufacture either from natural 
fibres or from chemical product«, or 
textile pulp or from coir »im of 
heading No 57.07 
Manufacture either from natural 
ñbres or from chemical products or 
texnfc pulp or from coir vam of 
heading No 17.07 
Manufacture cither from natural 
ñbres or from chemical products or 
texnle pulp or from cmr vam of 
heading No 57.0" 
.Manufacture from yarn 
Manufacture from yarn 
cui piarne «tarmai. 
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Linoleum and matenali prepared on 
i teatrale bue m a umilar manner ro 
linoleum, wnetricr or noi cut m 
shape or oí a kind used as floor 
covennB; floor coverings consisting 
of a coa tin«, appired on a textile base. 
cat to shape or nor 
Rubberized textile fabncs, other dun 
rubbcnxcd krutted or crocheted 
goods, with the cxcrncion of ¡hose 
craruasnng of fabric oí connnuous 
ivntnmc restale fibres, or of fabnc 
crjmposecl of parallel yams of con­
tinuous ryrrthenc texnle fibres, im­
pregna tec or covered with mbber 
latex, containing at Ufatst 90"', by 
weight of lextiie mjumak and used 
for the manufacture οί π/η» nr ¡or 
other rechotcaJ uses 
Rubhemed texnic fabrics, other than 
nibbenzed Knitted or crocheted 
inods. . .musant ol fabnc of con· 
nnuous lyntheac ¡ex t ile fibres or of 
fabric ­oTtposed of panllel yams of 
conanuous jyneheac texnle fibres, 
ιmptegnated or covered wich rubber 
latex, containing at leatat 90'". by 
wcighr. of texnle materials and used 
tor the manufacture ol' rytes or for 
other technical uses 
Texnle fabrics umerwise 
nated or coated: painted canvas 
being cheatneal sct«nery, snidio 
back­doths or the like 
Elastic fabncs and tnmmings other 
than k π ι ned or crocheted goods) 
consjuing of texnle materiata .nm­
hincd wtth rubber ihreads 
Texnle hoseptping and similar 
tubing, with or without lining 
armour or accessories of other 
matenals 
Manufacture either from yam 
from textile fibres 
Manufacture from yam 
Manufacture from chemical products 
Manufacture from yam 
Manufacture from tingle yam 
Manufacture from matenals of 
heading Nos 50.01 to 50.03. 53.01 
to 53.05. 54.01, 55.01 to 55.04. 
56.01 to 5fi¿3 or 57.01 to 57.04 or 
from chernical products or cexole 
puip 
m «f « w t ote «utre «ioduri 
«■«M of (ramle «talman «cor· 
umpeal.JaU.rta. ­"fan rwaahnf .'·.» ai 
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Transmiss ion, conveyor o r elevator 
be t ts 'o r be long , of text i le m a i e n a l . 
whether o r n o t i r rengthened w i th 
metal or other mater ial 
Texn le fabncs and text i le ameles, o f 
a k ind common ly used in machinery 
or p lan t 
Kn i t ted and crocheted goods, ex­
c lud ing kn i t ted o r crocheted poods 
obta ined by sewing or by the as· 
sembly of pieces o f k n m e t l o r 
crocheted ; o o d s (cut or o b u i n c d 
d i tecdy t o shape) 
G love* , mit tens and m i n a , kn i t ted nr 
crocheted, not elastic o r rubbenzed . 
ob ta ined by sewing o r by rhe as­
tembly of pieces o f kn i t ted or 
crocheted goods (cut o r obta ined 
direct ly to shape J 
Siockmgs, u i idc rs iock ings , ­neks, 
ankle­socks, sockenes and the l ike, 
kn i t ted ur crocheted, not elasne or 
rubbenzed . ob ta ined by sewing nr bv 
the assemhly of peces o f kn i t ted or 
crocheted goods [cut o r ob ta ined 
d i rect ly to shape) 
Under l a m e n t s , k n i n e d or 
crocheted, not elasne' or rubber ized, 
obta ined by sewing or by the as­
sembly of pieces of kn i t ted or 
crocheted goods (cut o r obta ined 
directly tu d iape) 
»orarne ur frrexrtune. <hu don run conarr 
■«r tmi i i ¡it onainaiina, prwuuoi 
^¡*r,in< rtr rtrrKc^tine ihn .onlen ihr 
me 'π.Ιο — ιηκ .urWionnt Jrv ttet 
M a n u f a c t u r e t r o m matenals of 
heading N o s 50 .01 to 50 .03 . 53.01 
to 53 .05 , 5 4 . 0 1 . 55.01 t o 55 .04 . 
56.01 to 56.03 or 57.01 to 57.04 or 
f r o m chemical p roducts or text i le 
pulp 
Manu fac tu re ( rom matenals of 
heading Nos 50.01 to 50 .03 . 53.01 
to 53.U5. 5 4 . 0 1 . 55 .01 to 55.0*», 
56.01 to 56 .03 or 57.01 to 57.04 0 r 
f r o m chemical p roducts or texnle 
pulp 
M a n u f a c t u r e f r o m natura l f ibres. 
carded or combed , f r o m matenals of 
heading, Nos 56.01 to 56.03 f rom 
chemical prodiM.Es ur text i le pu ip 
M a n u f a c t u r e f r o m >arn ' : i 
M a n u f a c t u r e t r o m y a m ί1) 
Manu fac tu re f r o m y a m {'] 
it camearud. TKn m ( . howcrra. don nor ap 
poraled. "in prr am ne «till he intimée): 
ta I I 01 ind ca ».07. 
— io U>~, •nere rfte produci m quemo 
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ait pilene ­v.ii—in. 
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Outer «¿irnienti and lädier inicies, 
knitted or r roòetcd. not elasxic or 
.­undented, oocained by tewing or by 
rhe aisembty of pieces of knitted or 
cTochetrd goods four or jotamed 
directly to shape) 
Other arncJes. Vaulted or crocheted, 
elastic or rabbcnzed (induding dat­
QC knee­cacrs­anä eiaicc i tockinpl. 
ctbtained by sewing or by the assem­
bly of pieces of knined or croc­ieted 
goods (cut or obtained directly to 
shape) 
Men's "and boys' outer gaitnems. 
eatduding fire rosiszant equipment of 
doth covered by fod of alumintzed 
i^yesrer 
fire resistant equipment of doth 
covered by foil of alumtnized poly­
wOmen's, pr is ' and infants' outer 
(arments, not ernbrwdcred. exdud­
mg fire restsranr equipment of cloth 
ciivered by foii of aluminized poiv­
Fîre resisrant equipment of cloth 
covered by foil of alumiruzed poly­
ester 
Women's, gjrb' and infants' outer 
garments. imnroiCered 
Men's and hoys' under garments, 
nei u em q collars, shirt fronts and 
cuffs 
Women's, guls' and 
garrncnts 
Manufacture from yam (') 
Manufacture from yam (M 
Manufacture from yam (') (*) 
Manufacture from uncoated dorh of 
which the vglue does not exceed 
40% of the value nf the finished 
product 1') H 
Manufacture from yam (') (*) 
Manufacture from uncoared cioth of 
which the value does not exceed 
40% of the value of the finished 
product (■) (*) 
Manufacture from fabrica, not 
embroidered, the ­aiue of which 
does not exceed 40% of the value of 
the finished product (') 
Manufacture from yam (') Í1) 
Manufacture from yam ι') (*1 
I. rs ι uutrj¡ .ιlanaa tnd iMartuueJ ­rut* ma nee τ inri Krat«««, di 
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Protiuci« ohfaaned 
Harrdkcrchiefs. isot erriõroidered 
Handkerchiefs, embroidered 
Shawls, icarves, mufflers, mantillas, 
veils and the like, not embroidered 
Shawls, scarves, mufflers, mannllas, 
veils and the like, embroidered 
, bow ucs and cravats 
Corsets, corset­oelts. luspender­belis., 
brassieres, braces, suspenders, ganers 
and the liltr (including such articles 
of knitted or crocheted fabnc', 
whether or nor daanc 
Cloves, mirteti*, muts, stockings, 
socks and «ockenes. not being knit­
ted or crocheted goods, exduding 
fire resistant equipment of dorn 
covered by foil of aluminited poly­
ester 
Fire resistanr equipment of clnih 
covered by foil of aluminized poJv­
cster 
Made up accessories for ameles of 
apparel 'for example, dress shields, 
shoulder and other pads, belts, 
■nurii, lieevc protectors, pockets) 
«itti the excrpnnn of collars, tucit­
rrv fallal«., bodice­fronts, μηοι«·. 
cults, flounces, yokes and similar 
accessories and rnmmings for 
women'» and girls' Garments, em­
I broidered 
Mamifacture from unbleached single 
vam (') (« (J) 
Manufacture trom t'abnes. not 
embroidered, the v.ilue " Í which 
does not exceed 40*".. of the »nine of 
:hc finished product ['! 
Manufacture from unbleached single 
yam of natural texnle fibres or 
discontinuous man­made fibres or 
their waste or from chemical 
products or textile pulp (') (') 
Manufacture trom fabncs, nor 
embroidered, che value of which 
docs not exceed J 0 % of the value of 
the finished product ( ') 
Manulacture from rani ¡l) ( ; i 
Manufacture from »am (') ',1) 
Manulacture trom yarn 
Manufacture from uncoated cloth of 
which the value Joen not exceed 
41)% 0f we value oí the finished 
product (') (') 
Manuiacrure from yam ('1 i1} 
1*1 rhne pron*.ne du mx I M U 
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Collars, rucixrs. fallala, bodice­
fronts, labors, cuffs, flounces, yokes 
and similar accessones and tnm­
mings for wimen's and girls' "ar­
ment i , embroidered 
Travell ing rug* and blankets 
Bed linen, table l inen, roilet Hncn and 
kitchen linen; curtains and other 
furnishing ameles, not embroidered 
Bed linen, table l inen, toilet linen and 
kitchen linen; curtains and other 
furnishing articles, embrcwdered 
Sacks and hags, uf a kind used for 
the packirst; of jroods 
Tarpaulins, sails, awnings, «unhlinds, 
tents and camping goods 
Other made up textile anides (in­
duc ing dress parterns) cx d u ding 
tans and hand­screens, non­mcchan­
ical, frames and handles therefor and 
parrs uf such frames and h a n d l n 
Footwear with outer soles and 
upper· of rubber nr artificial plastic 
I ma tena I 
f­oorwenr with outer Miles uf leather 
or composition leather footwear 
,orher than footwear falling wirhin 
Scadine. N o M . 0 1 ) with outer soles 
of rubber «r artificial plastic matenal 
• 0 1 l Footwear with outer «xiles of < 
\ or of cork 
Manulacture from ( assemblies oí 
unpen affixed tn inner soles or to 
uther ­cole components, but without 
outer »oles, of any matenal except 
metal 
Manufacture from assemblies of 
uppers affixed 10 inner soles or to 
other snle components, but without 
outer so lo , of iny matertal ixcept 
metal 
Manufacture, from assemblies of 
uppers affixed 'o inner soles or to 
other sole components, bur wirhout 
outer soles, of anv matenal except 
metal 
Manulacture from fabncs, not 
r­n ero 1 acred, the ­alue of which 
does not exceed 4 0 % of the «aiue of 
the iinisfsed product | ' ) 
Manufacture from unbleached yam 
of Chapters 50 to 56 t1} (J) 
Manufacture from unbleached tingle 
y a m (*> (') 
Manufacture from fabncs, not 
embroidered, rhe value of which 
does not exceed 4 0 % of the value of 
the ri πι died product 
Manufacture from chemical 
products, texnle pulp nr from 
narural texnle titres, discisnnnuuus 
man­made ñbres or their waste­ ( 1 (J) 
Manufacture from single unbleached 
»am (») I») 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
4 0 % of rhe value of the finished 
product 
' Γη lum­bind 
ricrrd 1*1— 
: rhnr ttfitnetftx 
' Ir» 
M ">r 
ΛΙ t. 
produco ofuuned 
zj is 
»Pt"l 
htrrtu 
ruttine 
of ill 
r (fu ι 
" ­i ­'■—:■« 
hrurtf and inaartitanej "huh chinai mir 
he (eanie ■naienji, .acurpunacci. 
rouutii irr ne­
1». U > I H I P J 
■•ned from rtnnred lahrK 
'IMI ruir doei na« apcMr.r 
uncinai«! «luu» ai ihr proafucr οι 
m tn U M Λ 
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Piõdwcil ao tunc α 
ih« Mimi OÍ orninatin* produci! 
Torkinj or proemine ihai „onfrn lhe 
liiiui ol onejnaiinc ; m i a , n uhm 
the toilovini .on jmw. are mei 
Footwear < 
matenali 
ifh outer toles of other 
Fdr haa and other frit headgear, 
being headgear made from the Mr 
hoods* and plateaux falling within 
heading No 65.01, whether or not 
lined or tnmmed 
Hats and other rveadgear (including 
hair nets), knined or crocheted, or 
mane up from lace, felt or other tex­
tile fabric in the piece (bur not from 
scrip·!, .whether or not lined or 
tnmmed 
Umbcrellas and sunshades (induding 
walking­sack umbrellas, umbrdU 
tents, and garden and similar um­
brellas! 
Cast, roiled, drawn or blown glass 
(induding flashed or wired glass) cur 
to ihape other than rectangular 
ihape, or bent or otherwise worked" 
(for example, edge worked' or en­
graved) whether or not surface 
ground or polished; multiple·wailed 
insulanng glass 
Safety giais consisting of :oughened 
or laminated glass, shaped or not 
Glass mirrors (induding rear­view 
mirrors), untrained, framed or 
backed 
Ameles consisting of, or incorporat­
ing; pearls, preaous or semi­precious 
nones (natural, synrhenc or recon­
irrucied) 
Slooms, billets, slabs and sheet bars 
{induding nnplate bars), of' iron or 
sted; pieces roughly shaped by forg­
ing, of iron or steel 
iron or steel coils for re­rolling 
Manufacture from assemblies of 
uppers affixed to inner soles or to 
other sole components, but without 
outer soles, of any material except 
metal 
Manufacture from textile fibrt 
Manufacture either from yam or 
from texnle fibres 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed' 
50% of (he value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture from drawn, cast or 
rolled glass of heading Nos 70.04 to 
70.06 
Manufacture from drawn, cast or 
rolled glass of heading Nos 70.04 to 
70.06 
Manufacture from drawn, cast or 
rolled glass oí heading Nos 70.04 to 
70.06 
Manufacture from products of head­
ing No 73.06 
Manufacture from products of head­
ing No 73.07 
Manufacture in which the vaiue of 
rhe products used does not exceed 
J0% of the value of the finished 
product (') 
larott ­ ­ . ­ r r int producr* > o e m n e d from p> ' » a n n ol m r m i n n r . produca «ι icrordancr «τ ι rhe condmona u 
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■Voalucii nln.uracil 
73.09 ! Universal plates of iron or steel 
Bars and nuls ( imf tiding wtrr n id) , 
of iron or iteel. not­roiled, forged. 
extruded, .o i j ­ io rmcd or cold­
finished including prcciwon­made!· 
hollow mining dnl l «­red 
Angles, shapes and «xenons, of iron 
or steri, hot­rolled, forged, extmded. 
crjid­formed or cold­finished; sheet 
piling of iron or steel, whether or not 
dnl led, puncned or made from as­
sembled elements 
Hoop and srnp, of iron or sred, 
hor­rofled nr crald­rollcd 
Sheets and plates, of iron or steel, 
nor­m.lrd or cold­rolled 
[foil or Med wire, whether or noi 
coated, hut noe insulared 
Railway and t ramway track con­
irrucnon matenal of iron or sted, 
rhe following: rails, check­rails, 
switch blades, crossings (or frogs). 
crossing pieces, point rods, rack 
rails, sleepers, fish· pia res. chairs, 
chair wedges, sole piares (base 
plates), rail clips, bedplates, nes and 
orher marenals specialized for join­
ing or f ixing rails 
Tubes and pipes and blanks therefor, 
cif iron 'other than of casr iron) or 
sred, excluding high­pressure hydro­
."1*1.: π ι. conduits 
"4.1)3 l Wrought bars. rods, angles, shapes 
; and secnons, of copper, copper wire 
Manufacture from producís of head­
ing N o 73 .07 or 73.0« 
Manufacture f rom ­t­rodocts of head­
ing N o 73.07 
Manufacture from producís of head­
ing N o · 73 .07 to 7 3 . 1 0 , 73 .12 or 
73.1.1 
Manufacture from products of head­
ing No» 73 .07 to 73 .09 or 73.13 
Manufacture from products of head­
ing N o · 73 .07 to 73.09 
Manufacture frrun product­, oí head­
ing N o 73 .10 
Manufacture from products 
heading N o 73.06 
Manufacture from products of 
heading N o t 73.06 and 73 .07 or 
heading N o 73.1 J in the forms 
specified in heading Nos 73.06 and 
73 .07 
Manufacture m which the value of 
the products used docs ttot exceed 
5 0 % of the value of the fimshed 
product (') 
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"a ij4 I U'rouufii piales, sheers and stnp. of 
| ,'C­p­Jer 
I 
Copper foil ( u­heiher or not rm­
' hossed. cut to shape, penorated. 
I .cured, printed, nr backed with 
; r­jper gr other reinftircmg marenai:, 
ι uf a thickness icxduding in« hack­
¡ mgj not exceeding 0­1S mm 
"4 u#r Ι ι opper powders and flakes 
i unes and p«oes a 
nf copper; hollow 
ι ­«tanks rherr'i 
■jr­, ni coppe· 
□e and pipe (imnç. ¡for example, 
n\. eibtiu.­s. sockets and .'lance·.:, 
lOppC/ 
i Manufacurc in which the 'aiue of 
ι rhe prooucTs uKd does iot rxcera 
I 5U"t> oi the value ot the finished 
I product ι l) 
i ManutacTure in which :he value of 
the products used does not :xcreo 
ÍOWJ of the value of the finished 
product ! ') 
¡ Manufacture in which the vaiue 31 
I the products uved does noi cacecd 
; 50% of rhe value of rhe finished 
j product |') 
: Manufacture in which the value of 
; rhe products used does noi exceed 
! 50% uf the value Of' the η m shed 
1 prnduct 'Ί 
1 Manufacture in which the value ot 
rhe products used Joes rint rxcerd 
vranded - ire. c-tr-le-j. cordate, 
ropes, planed nands and the like, of 
.iipper wire, but excluding insulaied 
trienne wirei and cables 
Manufacture in which the value 
■ rhe product·, used Joes not rxo 
; ;"" . . of ;ne *alue of me finis» 
product f" 
(.'Juze. ctoth. gnu. nemnç, íencing, 
reininrnnc rabnc and similar mater­
ais including endless bands). of 
«'upper wire; expanded metal, ni 
,opper 
Manufacrure in which rhe vaiue jr 
. rhe products used aoes nor exceed 
i JO'"« of rhe vaiue oi :ne finished 
'product I') 
Nails, u i . i i . suplo hook­n: 
»piked cramps, ituds. spites 
arawin** pins, of copper, or of : 
or ne­! witn heads ot copper: S 
ind TUIS includine, boli mds 
strew studs;. whether or 
■nreaded :>r :appcd. screws ;induc 
icrew hfxjcs and screw rings;, nt 
cutters. LUfier­pins and simiiar ι 
Je* of' copper; wasners : inclue 
sprint* A­ashersj of cupper 
products 
"r. of the 
■jied does noi 
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rroOMt, « ι . . . 
car 
h u d » , 
Ne 
74.16 
7 t . 17 
7­1 m 
74.19 
7J.02 
75.0J 
75.04 
7 1 0 5 
75.1)6 
76.02 
76.03 
t * * ­
Spnngs, of copper 
Cooking i n d hcaong apparami ot' a 
«.tnd used for dorrtesnc purpo­scs. noi 
eseerncaiiy opera ted, and parts 
: hereof, of COpper 
Othcr ameles of a lund commonly 
used for domestic purposes, sannar* 
ware for indoor use, and p a m of 
such ameles and ware, of copoer 
<>ther ι nicies uf ct~*p*per 
'*'rout­fit bars, rods, angle­., shapes 
and ­«crions. Of' ni enei; nickel wire 
Wrought plates, ihcers and i m p . uf 
nickel; nickd foi l ; nickel powders 
and flakes 
Tubes and pipes and blanks therefor. 
of nicKes: hollow bars, and tube and 
pipe fining*, (for example, omis. 
(HIMJW­L, «octets and flanges), of 
nickel 
Elenrn­planng m o d n , of n ickd, 
wrought or unwrought, including 
those produced hv decrtnlvsii 
Orher ameles of nickel 
Wrought b a n , rod*, angles, shapes 
and sections, of a luminium: 
l i umtmum wire 
'A'rouent piares, sheets and strip, of 
aluminium 
Wo­tang 01 i i n u i a n 'fin ­lorn atcM con fet * O I I * I or r­rocniMi« ι hat c Bafar» lhe ■■•nu of orrtinatMri ptmêtxn ­Kr" 
ih« 'cio­ . ­ . ­ . intuin»­, ire arm 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does noe exceed 
5 0 % of the value of the fuuihcd 
product ' n 
Manufacrure in which the value of 
the prixfucTs used does noe exceed 
5 0 % otf the value of the finished 
product (') 
Manufacture m which the value ol 
the products used does not exceed 
5 0 % of the value of the finished 
product ('] 
Manu/svenire m which the ­aiue of 
the products used docs nor, exceed 
. 5 0 % of the value of the finished 
product ('1 
Manufacrure in which the vslue of 
the products used does riot exceed 
5 0 % of the value of rhe finished 
product ( l ) 
Manufacrure m which rhe value of 
the products used does not exceed 
5 0 % of the value of the finished 
product (') 
Manufacture tn which the value ot 
the products used does nor exceed 
5 0 % oí the vaiue of the finished 
product (') 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
5 0 % of the value of the finished 
product {') 
.Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
5 0 % of rhe value of ihe finished 
product (') 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the produca used iocs .­tot exceed 
5 0 % of rhe value of the finished 
product 
Manufacrure m which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
5 0 % of the value of the finished 
prrjduct 
("CT 
StMuni 
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[ A l u m i n i u m foi l ­ 'whe the r or not ■ 
ι embossed, cut to »nape, per to ra ied . 
¡ coated, pnn red . or ¡sacked w i rh 
I paper or other retn iorc ing ma tena Π, 
; o l a thickness (exciudin*· any back­
I mg) nor exceeding 0­20 m m 
| A l u m i n i u m powders and r l a k o 
lubes and pipes ano nlanks chcrefr 
of a l u m i n i u m ; hu i l ow bars of I 
a l um in ium 
Tube and pipe f ì t t i π ρ : :o r example, 
lo inrs. d h o w s , sockets and flanges), 
uf' a l u m i n i u m 
: Manu fac tu re in which the .­alue at 
! the products used does not exceed 
ί 5 0 % of the value ot me nnisnea 
[ Droduct 
Manu fac tu re in which the value of 
tne producís used does not exceed 
íü'*n of' the value or rhe f inished 
p roduc t 
Manu fac tu re in wh ich the value uf 
rhe products used does not exceed 
5 0 % u l the value of the f inished 
product 
! Manu fac tu re in wh ich rhe value of 
; the products used does not exceed 
j 5 0 % of" the value ot the f inished 
I p rnduc i 
Structures i n d parts of structures 
lor example, hangars and other 
hu i ldmgs. Sndçes and bnd*rc­­>ec­
' lons. towers, lattice mas t i , r iu ris. 
ηης 
. i n d i . utträdes ­inlärs 
i n d column­i), uf a l u m i n i u m : pluies, 
rods. anii ics, shapes, sections, ruhes 
and rhe l ike, prepared l'or use m 
■ tfucTures. ot i l u m i n i u m 
Manu fac tu re in which the value o í 
the products used does not ;.xceed 
5 0 % nt the value ni the t in ι shed 
p roduc i 
Reservoirs, ranks, vars and simi lar 
• n n t a i n e n , for anv marcnal otner 
than compressed or l iquef ied >u«·:. of 
a l u m i n i u m , or' a ­.apaciry exceeding 
300 l itres, whether or not l ined or 
neat­ insulated, but not f irted w i th 
mechanical o r thermal equtpmeni 
'..asks, d rums, can», bo ies and s imi­
lar containers ' includine, n t i d ­ind 
¿ul lapi ih le tubular con ia incrs i . of 
inoniv used ¡or me *.on*evancc ot 
packing of j o o d s 
Manu lac tu re m * 'h ich tne value of 
1 rnc products used Joes not exceed 
¡ 5 0 % oi the value of the f inished 
: product 
Manufac ture in wnicn th 
h e nruducts used does : ■xceed 
mined 
Container*,, ot a l u m i n i u m , for *um­
presied nr l iquef ied jas 
Manufac tu re .n which rhe value 3" 
the p r o d u c a jsccl does not :.xceed 
»0% of rhe value or the f inished 
product 
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rf u i | i » i> ­ | (imifcana ­«<­
Str­andcG wire, cables, cordage, 
rcroes. pLaired bands and the like, of 
a luminium wire, but excluding in*· 
tuiaied eteetne wires and cables 
Ärades of a lund commonly used for 
domestic pur­po­.es. saniarr ware for 
:ndoor tate, and para of such articles 
and ware , oí . 
O m e t articles of ahannnium 
Wrought bars, ­ods, angles, shapes 
and seen ons. of magnesium; mag­
nesium wir, ·; wrought plates, sheets 
and strip, of riugnesMim; magnesium 
foi l ; raspi­ics and shavings of Uni­
form size, po­rders and flakes, of 
m a Ene*­urn­ rubes and pipes and 
blanks raierefor, of itugnc­uum; hol­
low b a n of rnag­rrcsium­ other 
ärades of rnagnc­aum 
Wrought b a n , roos. angles, shapes 
and sections, of lead; lead wire 
Wrought plates, sheets and i m p , of 
lead 
Lead foal (whether or not embossed, 
cut to shape, n­Tt o rated, coated, 
printed, or backed wich paper or 
Other reinforcing rria renal), of a 
weighr ,'excludmg any backing) not 
exceedins; 1­7 kg/m1­, lead powders 
and flakes 
Tubes and pipe«, and blanks therefor, 
of lead: hollow bars, and lube and 
pipe fittings (for example, umts, 
elbows, sockets. flanges and 
S­bends), of lead 
Other articles of lead 
Wrought b a n , rods, angles, dunes 
and secnons. of u n e ; une wire 
Manufacture in which the m u t of 
the products used does riot exceed 
5 0 % of rhe value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the ptfraducts used does not exceed 
5 0 % of the value of the rimmed 
product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
5 0 % of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture m which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
5 0 % of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in which ihe ­aiue of 
rhe products used does not exceed 
5 0 % of the value of the finished 
product ■') 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
5 0 % of the value of the finished 
product [■) 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
5 0 % of the value of the finished 
product ( · ) 
Manufacture in which fhe value of 
rhe products used does not exceed 
507a of the value of the finished 
product (') 
Manufacture m which rhe value of 
rhe pttaducu used does not exceed 
507a of the value of the finished 
prodiict (') 
Manufacture in which rhe value of 
the products used does not exceed 
5 0 7 . of the value of the finished 
product 
Hiet* (urmuona do t m peueWn irr utu m ir,»n ansaat ­rttfk Kava irer»riel rl 
Wrought plates, sheets and srnp, of 
ane; tine noil: une powders and 
flakes 
7uhes and pipes and blanks therefor, j 
r>l tine; hollow han, and ruhe and ! 
­»or limngs lur example, uinti , 
elbows, soci­e­.s and flanges), of une ' 
Oiher articles ol ; 
10 02 Wrought ban. rodj, angle­;, »haoes I 
and >ectioní. of tin; rin wire 
Wrought plates, sheers and strip. 
Tin fin! whether or not r­mh­nwil 
cui ru shape, penoraird, coated 
pnnred. or backed wirh paper 
urner rem forcine, material!, or 
weignt excluding inv backing; noi 
exceedinc I kg'm­­. tin powders and 
rlakes 
Tunes ind pipes and blanks therefor, 
at' nn; hui luw ojrs, and ruhe and 
pipe rirtings .for example.­ joints. 
elbows, sockets and flan resi, uf nn 
: Iwerchangeable tools for hand tools. 
; 'or machine tools or for power­oper­
; ned und tools , tor example, for 
; ­jressini­. stampine. drilling, lappine, 
thrcaCintt. boring, broaching­, miil­
| mg, curong, turning, dressing, mor­
ι tionp or screw­drivin­fj, including 
■ dies for wire drawing, extrusión dies 
■ for metal, and ­nek drillin*­ hii\ 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the producti used d o « not exceed 
¿0% of' tfic value Of che finished 
product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of tne value of rhe finished 
product 
Manufacture m which rhe value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of rhe value of the finished 
product 
.Manufacture m which the value -jf 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of tne finished 
product 
Manufacrure n which the value of 
rhe products used does not exceed 
50% of rhe value ct the finished 
produci 
inuracture 
products used does noi exceed 
50% of the value of the finished 
product 
Manulacture >n which the value nt 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the finished 
product 
Working, processing or assemblv 
which the vaiue of :'ne .materiais a 
parts asco does not exceed ­+0% 
the value of tne finished product '. 
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Chapter 
84 
Chapter 
85 
Knives and ctirong blades, for 
machines or for mecfianical ap­
pliances 
•Soiier*­. machi nerv and mecfianical 
­­ipiiances and parts rhereof. ex­
cluding rrrfn­eeraron and refng­Ta­
ung equipment (decrncal and other) 
{ N o 84.15) and sewing machines, 
including rumi ture specially licauened 
for sewing machines (ex N o SH.­tl] 
Refrigerators and refngcranng 
­qnipmmt electncal and otner) 
Sewing machines, includine furniture 
speciali*' Jesi cried for vcwing 
rnachine­r 
E lecrnai machinery and equiprnenr: 
parts thereof: excluding products 
of heading N o Λ5.14 or 85.15 
Working, procesting or assembly in 
which the value of the rtutenals and 
parts used does not exceed 4 0 % of 
the value of rhe finished product (M 
'working, processing or aasembly in 
which rhe vaiue of rhe materials and 
pans used ekses not exceed 4 0 % of 
the value of rhe rimshed product 
Work ing , processing or assembly m 
which the «alue nf the rton­
onfpnanng ma renais and pans used 
d o « not exceed 4 0 7 · of rhe value of 
the finished product, and provided 
that at least 5 0 7 . m value of rhe 
Tuienais and parts ,'■) used are 
onginanng prodiacts 
Working, processing or assembly in 
which the value of the non· 
onginanng materials and pans used 
does HCM exceed 4 0 % of the «alur of 
the finished product.·" and provided 
ihar: 
— at least i"0% in value uf rhe 
matenals and pans!­'Ï used for 
rhe assembly of rhe head ¡motor 
excluded) are ongmanng prod­
ucts, and 
— the thread tension, crochet and 
ugxag mechara i n u are ung­
manng products 
Working, processing or assemoly m 
which the value of the non­
originanng matenal and parts used 
do not exceed 407* of the value ut 
the fimshed product 
t 'mi «π lutti* fame ψηιά. er irar ame 
irar tatu* ai armiaani vi a mirti inumei unem 
*Ì5 14 j Microphones and stands theretor; 
¡oudspeaiten; audio­tri­t­uencv elee­
rnc amplifiers 
Radioreiegraphic and radioreic­
phon 1 c transmission and reception 
apparatus; radio­hroadcasnng and 
television trans mission and reception 
apparatus including receivers incor­
porating sound recorders or repro­
ducers! jnd television cameras; radio 
navigational aid apparatus, radar 
ippararu» and radio remore control 
apparatus 
j Working, processing or assembly in 
I which rfic value of the non­
: ontpnafing materials and pans used 
does not exceed ­*0% of the value of 
: rhe finished product, and provided 
I that 
ι — at least 507,, m value of the 
materials and parts ι'1 used are 
originating products, and 
¡ — the vjiue of the non­onginanng 
transistors used does not exceed 
3% of the value of the finished 
product [­] 
Working, processing or assemhly in 
which the value ot ."fie non­
; onpnating .marenals ind parts, used 
; do« not exceed *0% of the value 01 
I tne finisncd product, and provided 
! ihar: 
j — at least )Q"'o π vaiue ot tne 
marenals and pans,'! used are 
onginanng products, and 
■he value of' the non­ontananng 
transistors used docs not exceed 
3'"­ 0/ rhe vaiue of rhe finished 
­iroduct '­' 
Railway and tramwav locomotive«,; 
rolling­stock, irvd parts thereof; rail­
way and tramwav track rìxrures ino 
rinings; traffic signalling equipmenr 
of all kinds ,nor decrncally poweredi 
1 Working, processing or assemolv m 
which tne value of tne materials and 
­«arts used does nor exceed ­­0% of 
[ tne vaiue or rhe finished product 
ei l Vehicles, other than railway or 
nacrer tramwav ­olling­stock, and pans 
' " thereof, excluding products of head­
ing No *~09 
Working, processing or issemrjlv 
which tne 'alue or rhe matenals an 
pans used Joes noi exceed ¿0"'-. 
:ne vaiue of the finished product 
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■teu. " i 
Ί ο 
Ä7.Q9 
ex 
Qiaprer 
90 
9".05 
ex 90 .07 
"0.08 
fVojuvii neoaaaW 
ΟΐΜΐιριίυΜ 
Moror -oc .es . -uro-ocies and ocles 
fitted wi th an auxdiary motor, with 
or without side-cars; side-car-, of all 
kinds 
Optical , photographic, cinernato-
graphic. measunng, checking, pre-
cuton, medical and surgical instru­
ments and apparatus and parts 
thereof, excluding products of head­
ing Nos 90 .05 , 90 .07 (except decrn-
cally igntted pnotographic flash-
bulbs!, 9 0 . 0 8 . 90 .12 and 90.2t>' 
Refracting idescopes m< inocular 
and b inocuüf i , prismatic or not 
Photographic ­amerai ; photographic 
flashlight apparatus and flashbulbs 
other than discharge lamps of head­
ing N o 35­10, wi th the excepdon of 
decrncal.y ignited photographic 
flashbulbs 
Crsemarograpbic :ameras. protec­
tors, voursd recorders and sound 
reproducen; any com bina non of 
these amues 
Workine. or ­rncrmni ihn doca «an. ..xiirr 
lhe 'laiut of onumnan çrnJuili 
i'om in t or petKMvm« Thai „ Ι Μ Ι Π lha 
natu* Oi animatimi jmou. i ' ­Iren 
ih* (aWowaOaj .rtrajai­aiat, irr natrl 
Work ing, processing or assembly m 
which the value of the non­
ompnanng matcnals and parrs 
used does not exceed 4 0 % of the 
value uf the finished piroduct, i n d 
provided rhar at least JQf* m value 
of the matenah and pan«. '! used 
are onginanng products 
Work ing, processing or assembly in 
which the value of the matenals and 
parts used does not exceed 4 0 % uf 
the value of rhe riniuied product 
Work ing, processing or assembly m 
which the »alue u( rhe nun­
unginating matenals and parts 
used docs not exceed 4 0 % of the 
value of the finished product, and 
provided that at least 5 0 % in value 
of che matenals and par ts; ' ) u­ed 
are originating products 
Work ing, processing or assemblv in 
which the value of the rvon­
on­pnanng materials i n d parts 
used does not exceed 4 0 % of the 
value of the finished product, and 
provided that at least 5 0 % in value 
of the materiaii and parts (') ui­ed 
are onginanng products 
Work ing, processing or assemblv in 
which the value of the non­
ongmanng marenals and parts used 
Joes nor exceed *0% of the value of 
the finished product, and provided 
that at least 5 0 % in value of the 
matenals and parts | ' ) used art 
originating products 
d be øa»i m caie aí taie, fnr lhe υ 
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Compound irpitcal microscope*,, 
wherher or not provided with mean·» 
for photugrsphini­ or pruiecnng rhe 
­maiie 
"*0 16 ' Cas. liquid and dectriijty luppiv or 
ι production merer*; calibrnring 
ι meters therefor 
­ ι ι I lock«, and watches ^mi [υπ«. 
h.ipu­r : ihereiH. excluding product» of H­­uJ­
­>1 mg Nn ·* 1.0­4 or 9l.DK 
o­f | Other do­Λι 
Musical insirumenrs. sound re­
corders uf reproducers, relevioon 
muge and *ound recorders or repro­
ducers; pans and accesiones of ­ucn 
irnclcs, deluding prihJucts of head­
ing No '»M 1 
j Working, procevrins; ur aucmbly m 
j which the value of the non­
I originating materiais and parts used 
: does nor exceed 40% of rhe vaiue of 
the finished product, and provided 
that ir leasr W". in value oí the 
matenals and pans [·) used are 
onginanng products 
Working, proce­siing or assembly in 
which the value of rhe non­
unginaring marcrtals and pans used 
does nor exceed 4trr­ of the value of 
the finished product, and provided 
that ar least 50% in value of the 
maienals and parts i,1) Uicil are 
onpnarnig producís 
'l'oritinu. processule; ur assemhlv m 
which me value uf the materiali and 
pans u*ed dor*** nor exceed ΊΟ"., uf 
rhe value of the finished product 
Working, processing or ¿­¿cmbl' .n 
, which rhe value o' rhe non­
ι on­çjnannï material» ,:nd pari' used 
'. does nor exceed ■iff'", of rhe value Ot 
1 rhe finished proJuct. and provided 
­hnt .τ least «0". m value of rhe 
■naît. —J. parts f'î used are 
tieunaring product ι 
■ 
Workinc. probes­sin­; ur av>c.­mhi> m 
whicn me value of the mm­
nri­pnanng maicnais and pans used 
j does not exceed 40% «Í rhe value of 
the finished product, ind provided 
! thai ar ieast 50'". in value of the 
j maicnais and parts i'1 used are 
¡ unginaring products 
! Working processing nr assemnls in 
: which me value of ;ne marcnals and 
I pans used does not exceed ­"J"., of 
the value Of ­he finished produa 
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Grimopf iooe­ , dictaong machines 
and other sound recorders or repro­
ducen , induding reCnrd­pla*yeri and 
rape decks, with or without sound­
heads; tcfe­rision image and sound 
recorders or reproducers 
Arris and a m m u n m o n ; parts thereof 
Other bnjoms and brushes (includ­
ing bi­ushr*· of a kind used as parts of 
mac­iinesi; paint rollers; sauces­ees 
(other than roller squeegees) and 
mops 
Other roys: work ing itiodcfs of a 
kind uircd for ­ccrcanonai purposes 
Buttons and burton moulds, iruds, 
cuff­links, and press­fasteners, in­
duding vn J ρ­1 aire tiers and presa­
sruds. blanks and parrs of such a n i ­
de«. 
Typewnrer and similar 
whether ur not on spools; ι 
with or without huxe*· 
nbiSvrn­. 
ik­pads. 
Work ing , processing or assemblv m 
which me value of the non­
onginanng matenals and parts used 
does nor exceed 4 0 % of rhe value of 
the finished product, and provided 
that: 
— at least 5 0 % in value of the 
.narr nais and parts ('1 used are 
onginanng products, and 
— rhe vjJue of rhe iwn­onginat ing 
transistors used does not exceed 
3 % of the value of the finished 
pri­iduCTÍ1! 
Manufacture m which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
5 0 % of the value oí the finished 
product 
Manufacture m which rhe value of 
rhe produci«, used docs not exceed 
5 0 % of rhe value of rhe finished 
produci 
Manufacture m which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
5 0 % of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture m which the value of 
rhe products used does not exceed 
W % ni the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture m which the value uf 
rhe products used does not e.ceed 
-<>".. of the value uf the finished 
product 
■n ­eieeei v i ππ petan mj » r u t t u m , meicnaia anal s i n t . i r * ' i r 
i t —r lOaanrr* ­ruTT ­ o r a r n e . ; n « . n i . n ( m i­aarrraMi n Cari 
•n resr­tei ot ■ *".­» area** t u . «teienart in-i p a n i , die pre­naai 
— me ­al­ae ai u n W 
le a or inai f ­nai 
h winattf he paid .n ,¿ i r ui .. 
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Li» of »ofkin­ or processing operations which do noi result m a change of unff heading, but which do 
confer the irarui of ungininin pi­oducts on the products undergoing such operanoni 
fSruOu­el prnrhiLi« 
Torini* or nroea­iiant 
Shellac seed lac. stick lac anu uther ¡au; natural gums, 
resins, iurn­resirts and balsam» 
farrv ikohols 
Beet sugar nnd ..ine sugar, in solid form, flavoured or 
coloured 
L­aciose. ducose. maple or orher sugars, m solid form. 
flavoured or coloured 
Incorporation ol non­on­pnanng matenais and pans in 
boilers, machinery, mechanical appliances, etc., of 
Chapters 3 4 to 92, m boder** and radiators of heading 
No 73.J7 and in the products contained in heading 
Nos 9~ 07 and 98.03 docs nor make such products lose 
their status of onginanng products, provided that the 
vaiue­ of these products does nor exceed 5% of rhe 
value ot rhe finished produci 
Working, processing or assembly in which the value of 
the non­ongmanng matenals and pana used does not 
exceed 50% of the value of the finished product 
VI ol a υ es, flavoured or coloured 
Prepared mustard 
Whukv of an alcoholic srrengih of less rhan 50* 
Marble «.quared by sawing, uf a thickness nor execcdinv· 
25 cm 
Cmnire. porphyrv, basalt, sandstone and other monu­
mentai and building srone. squared by sawing, of ι 
thickness nor exceeding 25 cm 
Manufacrure from tarry acids 
Manufacture from beer sugar and cane sugar in solid 
form wirhoui flavouring or colouring of which the 
vaiue does not exceed 30% of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture from other sugars in solid form withour 
flavounng. or colounng ol which rhe vaiue does not 
exceed 30% of the value of the finished producr 
Manufacture from products wirhour flavouring or 
colouring of which the vaiue Joes noi exceed 30"·· of 
the value of rhe finished product 
Manufacture from mustard flour 
Manufacture­ .'rom alcohol denving exclusively from 
the distillanon of cereals and m which rnc value of the 
non­onginanng constituent products Joes tot txceed 
15% of the value of the finished product 
Sawmg into slabs or sections, polishing, gnnding and 
cleaning of marble, induding marble nor further 
■worked rhan roughly split, roughly squared or squared 
by sawing, of a thickness exceeding 25 ση 
Sawing of granire, porphyry, basalt, sandstone and 
Other building stone, including such stone nor funher 
worked rhan roughly split, roughly squared or squared 
by sawing, of a thickness exceeding 25 cm 
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en Chapters 
28 to 37 
Calcined dolomite; agglomerated dolomite (induding 
tarred dolomitei 
Other - magnesium oxide, whether or not chemically 
pure 
Earth colour», calcined or powdered 
Products ni rhe chemical ' and allied industries. 
exdud-ng sulphunc anhvdnde (ex 111.1.1). calcined. 
crushed and powdered nanirai .iliinunium calaum 
phoKpharcs. rreated thermically (ex ϋ.ΟΛι. rannins (ex 
.12..U1 ), essential Otis, resinoidi- and rerpenic by-product* 
lot 33.01). preparaoon-i used for rrnòenzing ­near. 
pn­paratioirs used for clanfymg beer composed of pa­
pain and bentonite and enzymaoc preparations for the 
i CM ung of textiles (ex i ! J " ' 
Sulphuric anhydnde 
Calaned. crushed and powdered natural aluminium 
calcium phosphates, treated fhermically 
Tannins (tannic acids), induding w­jter­extracied 
{■ail­nut tannin, and their »alts, ethers, esrers ind uther 
den van­res 
Eswnoal oil«, (terpeneiess ­ir not), concrete* and ahsnl­
uiest resinoids; terpenic by­product o of the dererpe*· · ■ 
tum ot essential oils 
Pr­rpaiariona j>ed for t en den n n g mear, pra­paraiion» 
u»cd lor cliinfying beer, composed uf papain ami 
hemonire, rnr.vmatK prcparanons for the detuaring ol 
rr­ciiles 
Miscellaneous chemical products, other rhan refined 
call oil (ex 18.05). ipints of ¡ulphate rurpentine. 
purified iex 58.07) and wood pitch «wood tar pochi 
(ex 18.09) 
Calananon of unwnrked doiomitr 
Manuiacrure from natural magiiesium arhonate 
'magnesite) 
Crushing and culanauon or powdenng nf canh colours 
wOrlting or processine >n which the value uf rhe 
non­onginanng products used does not exceed 20% ot 
the value of the finished produci 
Manufacture Irom ìulphur dioxide 
Crushing and powdering of α la ned natural aluminium 
calcium ­mrvephates. rreated thermically 
Manufacrure from unmng extracts ol vecetaMe ungiu 
Manufacture from concentrates of essential tuk m fat», 
in rixed otl»; or in waxes or rhe tike, obtained by cold 
jost­mnon or hv maccranon 
Manufacture from eniinnes or prepared eniymc*· of 
which the vaiue dues noi exceed i<>% of rhe value ot 
the finished product 
¡ working or processing in which rhe value of tne 
non­onginanng matenals used does not exceed 20% of 
the vilue of the finished product 
Rrftned call ...1 
Sulphate rurpennne. pu n fled 
ex 38.("* Wood pitch (wood tar pitchl 
Chapter 3*i Arnficjal ­ Μ Π Ι and plasric marmai», cellulose e­tiers 
and ethers; arncies thereof, excepnnc film*, oí tom unen 
(ex .19 02) 
Refining of crude rail ml 
Punficahon consisting of the Jtstillanon or redning of 
raw sulphare cimentine 
Dt in II anon nf wood tar 
Working ite processing in which rhe value of the 
non­un­pnanng ­na tenais used does nui exceed 20% of 
the value of the finished product 
; .a f ÍN.5 CID 
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■411.01 S labs of c r e p e ­ labher for »oles 
[ü ail 07 Vulcanized ruhrier thread ami cord, restile cn­rered 
sheep and bmh duns wiihoui the wool 
Rerun ned hovme canle leather (including buffalo 
leathrn and equine leather prepared hut not 
paxdimcn ι­dressed, excepr learher failing wuhin 
heading Nos 41.06 and 41.08 
Manufacture from a thermoplasnc partial salt which is 
a copolymer of ethylene and meracrylic aad partly 
neutralized with metal ions, mainly une and sodium 
Laminaron of crepe sheets of natural rubber 
Manulacture from vulcanncd rubber thread or cord, 
riot textile covered 
Removing wool Irom sheep and lamb skins in the wool 
Retanmng of bovine canle learher (including buffalo 
leather) and equine leather, not further prepared rhan 
canned 
Rctanneii sheep and lamb slun leather, prepared bur 
nor pan'hii­B­nt­dre­,»ed. excepr leather falling within 
heading Nos 4|.iV· and 41.OR 
Retanned .­oat and kid skin learher. prepared but not 
parchmtmi­dre*i*ed. except ¡rather falling within head­
ing Ntn. 4i.ru· and 41,08 
ι >thi­r Linds ol reunncJ learher, prepared hui nm 
p.iixhmeni­Jri*<%ed, excepr leather fa I lint; ­vithin hc.nd 
III·· N.t» 4 | lie, j , , d 41.OX 
Retanmng ot ihcep and lamb skin learher. nor further 
prepared than canned 
Retanmng of stoai and kid skin leather, not further 
prepared rhan tanned 
Kctannin­f, of other kinds nf leather, riot 
ι prepared rhan ι a n ned 
­.»»em h Ir­1 turskin 
Casks, barrels, vars. rubs, buckets and other cooperi' 
products and pans thereof 
1 «iilk warne, . j rdc­d or combed 
Bleachinu. dyeing, dressing, slitting and assembling of 
tanned i>r dressed lurskins 
Manufacrure trum nven staves of wood, nor further 
prepared man sawn on one pnncpai >ur*'acet u w n 
siaves of wood, of which it least one pnncipal surface 
has been cylindncallv sawn, not further prepared ihan 
sawn 
Carding or combini; waste silk 
j Pnntint* ­cct'itipanied bv finishing operanons 
'.bleaching, drcs­nni;. drving. steaming, burling, 
| i­teitdin*­. impregnating, sanlnnting. merceniini*) of 
! f.ihncs the value oí which docs noi exceed 47,s% of 
I the­ value ni the finished product 
liKjndes­.ciii f­as maiities Manufacturc from tabular gas­mantle fabric 
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S­e­aéat­j N 
ex 67.01 
ex 68.03 
ex 68.04 
ex Γ0.20 
ex 71.02 
Deacnpiroaa 
Feather dusten 
Ärades of slate, including articles of aggJomerared slate 
H a n d polishing stones, wnetsroncs. otlsroncs, hones 
and the like, ot natural stone, of aej­inmer­iied natural 
or artificial l o r a ­ j v « , or of txinxr» 
Articles of asbestos* anides of mixtures with a basis of 
asbestos or of mixtures wich a basis of asbestos and 
magnesium carbonate 
A n i d e s of mica, itsduding b­mtied mica splittings on a 
lupport of paper or fabnc 
Cut­glass *>onicr' 
Glassware (other than articles tailing in heading N o 
70.19) of a kind commonly used for table, kitchen. 
toder or office purposes, for indoor decoraoon, or simi­
lar Js­C­l 
Arnctes made from glass fibre 
Pi­eoouj and sernt­prcaoui stones, cut or otherwise 
worked, but not ­nounte­i set or strung ; except un­
graded stones tertrporanly strung for convenience of 
trans port) 
äynthene or rccixfistracred preaous or semi­precious' 
store­, cut or otrserwise worked, but not mounted, set 
or strung .'except unpraacd stones temporanly srrung 
for convenience of transpon) 
Silver and silver alloys, induding silver gilt and 
plannum­plated silver, semi­manufactured 
Silver, induding silver c it and plannum­plated siiver. 
UChl 
Rolled i i iver. semi­manufactured 
Goad, induding pia anu m­ pi a red gold, semi­
manufactured 
< C i o. including plaanum­piated gold, unwrought 
Roiled gold on ' D U C f n r u l of tiivcf. trmi.marmfacrurcd 
' 
Manufacture trom íeathen, parts of feathers or down 
Manufacture of anadea of slate 
Cuttang. adiusnng and gluing of abrasive matenals, 
which, owing to their shape, are not recognizable i t 
b o n g intended for hand use 
Manufacture oi ameles of asbesto­a or Of mixtures «wirft 
a bans of asbestos, or of mixtures with a bans ol 
asbestos and magnesium carbonate 
.Manufacrure iti artides of mica 
Cutting of bottles the value of which áoa not exceed 
Í 0 * a ot the value of rhe finished product 
Cutting of glassware the value of which does nor 
exceed J U % of the value of the lintahed prrsduct or 
decoranon, with the execpaon of ulk­screen pnnang, 
earned out entirely by hand, of hand­blown glassware 
die value of which does not exceed J 0 % of the value of 
rhe finished product 
Manufacture trom unworked glass fibre 
.Manufacture from unworked precious and 
semi­precious Stones 
Manulacture I rom unworked tynthene or reconstructed 
precious or semi­precious stones 
Rolling, drawing, beanng or gnnding of unwrought 
silver and silver alloys 
Alloying or dectrolvnc separation ni unwrought silver 
and sliver alloys 
Rolling, drawing, beanng or gnnding of unwrought 
rolled silver 
Rolling, drawing, beating or gnnding of unwrought 
gold, induding plannum­plated gold 
Alloying or decrrolync separation of unwrought gold 
or gold alloys 
Rolling, drawing, beating or pnnding of unwrought 
rolled gold on hase m e n i or n i ver 
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Plannum and other metals of rhe plannum group, 
semi-manufactured 
?tannum and other merais of the platinum ¡-roup. 
unwrought 
Rolled plannum or orher plannum group mewls, on 
ba>e meal or pn-aous metal, sem i-m anu fa citi red 
Alloy sieri and high carhon steel: 
— in rhe forms rnennoned n heading Nos 73.07 to 
73.IJ 
— in the forms mentioned in heading No 71.14 
Unrefined copper (blister eir-pper and orher) 
Refined copper 
Cr>rtprr al lov 
Un wrought nickel ^exduding clectro-planng anodes of 
heading So 75.1'il 
Unwrmicht imket etcepi mckrl alloy 
Unwrouçhl aluminium 
Oini-r anides ui aiuminiun-
Other ameles of magnesiurr 
Rolling, drawing, beaang or gnnding of jnwroughr 
plannum or other metais of the plannum group 
Alloying or dectroiytic separanon or unwrought 
pbnnum or other metals of the plannum group 
Rolling, drawing, beating or grinding of unwrcughr 
rolled plannum or other unwroughr plannum ¿"roup . 
metal», on base meal or precious mewl 
Manufacture from products in the forms mentioned in 
heading No 73.06 
Manufacture from products in the forms r 
heading No 73.0* or 73.07 
Beryllium, wroughi 
Smclnng ol'cupper mane 
Firr-rrfining or electrolytic refining of unrenned copper 
tblisier copper and orhcrl copper waste or scrap 
Fusion and ihermaf treatmenr of refined copper, copper 
waste or scrap 
Refining bv electrolysis, bv fusion or chemical k, oi 
nickel mattes, nickel s pei ss and oiher intermediare 
producís of nickel metallurgy 
Refining ot wasri* hv elt-ctrolysis, hv melting nr by 
chemical means ui wa-ue .ind scrap 
Manufacture hv [hernial or eiectroivric rrearmenr ot 
unallovcd aluminium, wasie and scrap 
Manufacture in whicn gauie. cloth, grill, netting, 
fencinii. reinforcing fabnc ind similar marenais 
.including endles·. hand*! of aluminium wire, or ex-
panded metal of aluminium are used, rhe value of 
which Joes noi exceed i0% of the value ni the finished 
product 
Manufacture from wrought bars, rrxis, ingles, shaoes 
and sections, plates, sheers and stnp. wire, foil, raspings 
and shavings of uniform site, powders and .'lakes, tube! 
ind tupes and blanks therefor, hollow bars, of 
magnesium, rhe value of which does not er-ceed 50% ol 
rhe value of rhe finished produci 
Rolling. drawing or gnnding ui unwrought bervlhum 
rhe value of winch does not exceed 50% of the value ol 
ihe finished product 
Red.led lend Manufacrure bv rhermal refining from bullion lead 
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Tungsten, wrought 
MolybdCTuiTi, wrought 
Tantalum, wrought 
Other base .­netais. wrought 
Knives with cutting ­lade­, »erratcd or nc 
pruning knives) other than knives falling > 
mg No 82.0« 
(including 
irhtn head­
Indonr oimamenrs macie from base metals other than 
sta mettes 
arean*, engine*· {including mobile engines, bui not steam 
tractors falling within heading So s7 0 I or mechani­
cally propelled road rollers) with idf­contamed •­■■tiers 
Inremal comhusnon pistun engines 
r.nipncs and mrrtors, exdudmg reaction engines and gas 
turbines 
Calenden ng and similar rolling rnachines ­other ihan 
meul­tvorking and metal­rolling machines and glass­
working machines) and cylinders therefur 
Machinery, plani and similar laboratorv equipment, 
whether or not decrncally heated, for the treatment ni 
■mie­lais by a process involving a change of rempera­
rure, for wood, paper pulp, paper and paperboard 
manufactunng induimes 
Manufacture from unwrought runesten the value of 
which does not exceed jù"\, of the value of the finiihcd 
product 
Manufacture from unwi­oughr mnlvbdenum the value 
uf which doc* not exceed 50'*, nf rhe value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture from unwrought tantalum rhe value· of 
which doe» not exceed 50% of rhe value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture from other base metals, unwrought. the 
value of which does not exceed JO"., of the value oí the 
finished product 
Manufacture from knur blade* 
Working or ;'*<«­■··> mu in which the value of rhe 
non­ori gì nam ig matenal» UMtd dries not exceed 30'?·· nf 
the value ol the finished produci 
Working, pntccssinvt or assembly in which the value ui 
rhe products used dues noi exceed 40' ' . nf rhe ­alue uf 
inc Itniched nn­duci 
Wurking. prove­ *■«· ■*' '* ..nulv in which rhe value of 
the matrn.il«. and pans used Joes nor o­cced ΊΟ"", ot 
the value ul rhe lintshed product 
Working, priKCssinit or assemblv m which the value of 
rhe non-onpina tang mjienal» and pans used does noi 
exceed Ή)% ¡ι the value of the finished product, and 
provided that at least f 0 % in value oi the matcnals and 
pane {'] used are unginanng proJucr«. 
Working, procirsiing nr astcmblv η which the value nf 
rhe Ίοη-ortfciitanng marcnali and parts ¡-.a Joes nul 
exceed ­ 0 % ui the value of :he rinished product 
Working, processing or issemhly :n which rhe value ut 
rhe non­nnginanng marenals and pans used Joes noi 
exceed 2.5% of the value of the finished product 
unci*, f a ten ah and tran» irte Ma­aa­ataj, ntarvt iw <,«<­·> inan h t UHM 
•lutr*, < nai en th anal pan­ τ ttny •mnaMe ■•■ir paai. ■» trie ­mer ­·>>..­. ' un i 
ι». {treve»iifMj or nu—t... .1 (.arnesi —ι 
mah inai pani, me ,<roimiaai nt ­­,...­ . ot mn .''.m».« ckrrmrirtine; 
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Machinery for making or 
paper nr paperhoard 
finishing cHlulonc pulp. 
Paper or paperboard cumne machines of all kinds; 
other machinery for making up paper pulp, paper or 
paperboard 
Sewing machines, induding run 
for sewing 
specially designed 
I Microphones and stands I here for* loud-speakers: audio-
frequencv electnc amplifier*» 
Radjotdegraphic and radiorelephonic transmission and 
reccpnon apc-ararus; radio-broadcasting ;nd television 
transmission and recepnon appararus (including re­
ceiver*! incorporanng sound recorders or reproducer-») 
and tele-vision cameras; radio navigational aid ap­
pararus, radar apoararus and radio remote conrrol 
appararus 
ind acceiaones of the motor vch 
ι heading No 87.01. Ί7.02 ur 37 .OJ 
Λη«ιτη-4ΐιΐ|1 protím 
Working, processing or assembly in which the value of 
rhe ncrn­ortginanng matenais and parrs used does not 
exceed 15% of rhe value oi the finished product 
Working, processing or assembly in which die value of 
the non­t­te­tspnaong marenais and parts used docs not 
acred I j * · * of the value of the finished product 
Working, processing or assembly in which the value of 
the r>rjn­originannç matcnals and parts usttd does not 
exceed ­*0% of rhe value of the finished product, and 
provided chat: 
— ar Least j 0 % m value of rhe matcnals and pans ('1 
used for assembly ot the head (motor cxduded) are 
onpreanng products 
—­ and the thread tension, crochet and titrzag 
mr.­r.aais.Ti·, are onginanng products 
Working, processing or assembly in which rhe value of 
the non­onçinanng matenals and parts used does not 
exceed -}'■* of 'he value of rhe finished product and 
provide.; true ar ¡east Í 0 % of the matenals and pans 
used are onginanng products!,·') 
Workinc. proceuing or assembly in which rhe vaiue of 
rhe nc­r«­­ori­priaong matenals and parrs used does not 
exceed ­­ο% of rhe value of the finished product and 
providet: "hat i t least i 0% of the materials and pans 
used are ortsinaang products {'') 
ailing j Workir^. processing or assembly in which rhe valu 
j the rnasrul« and pans used does nor exceed 1J°' 
i rhe value of the finished product 
Chair, and other sears lother than tfio*,e falling within 
heading No ^4.02) whether or not convernbie ¡nio 
neds. made of base metals 
Woriocx. processing or assemblv in which unsruffed 
conon doen is used oí a weight of '00 g/mJ or less >n 
j the íom n­adv ro use. ol' whicn me value Joes noi 
I exceed 15% of rhe vaiue oi rhe fimsned product (J) 
• ak« ol prnuvm ol 
* ?..¿ .n cate jí uie. lor mr caul produm nn me it 
>ι .*. mile « .ι ­η.. Pro 
­itrniine οι .tv antrnne* of )"» ■ 
Jiitf ι» lp»«»­­! tu lhe o· 
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CCT 
■veia»­>( No 
ex 94.0J 
ex 95.05 
ex tí.08 
ex ­v H 
ex 98.11 
Orrwi­aaai­tM 
Other ru mi ru re of base metat 
Artides in tortoise shcil, mother of pean, ivory, bone, 
horn, coral (natural or afrsuomerated) and other animal 
carving matenai 
Arncles in ve­retable carving .macerai for example 
c'orozo), ­neer­chaum and amber, natural or reeonsn­
ruted, ¡ei (and .mineral suh­mtutes for jet) 
Brushes and brooms 
Smoking pipes, pipe bowls, of ­rood, root or other 
materais 
l ore ine. Or OracniarK otal tanten ihr '.nit· οι 
on ci num( pOUticli 
Working, processint or assembly in which unsruffed 
cocon doth is used of a weight of JOO aymJ or lesa m 
the fann ready ro use, of which the value does not 
exceed 25% of the value of the finished product («J 
Manufacture from tortoise shell, mother of pearl, ivory, 
bone, horn, coral {natural or sgglontentcd) and other 
animal carving matenal: worked 
Manufacture from vegetable carving matenal ¡for 
example cor.uo), meerschaum and amber, natural nr 
rr­conanrured, iet land mineral subsntutcs for ­et): 
worked 
.Manufacture using prepared knots and tufts tor broom 
or brush making rhe vaiue of' which docs not exceed 
50% of the value of the finished product 
Manufacture from roughly shaped hlocks 
ι Π ι * mie atoe* aejt i per» mitt» ·** · v put ol ih« ι ο m pm ■·< un oí the ­nai r"<«iu.i 
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DECISION No 3/81 
OF THE EEC-JORDAN CO-OPERATION COUNCIL 
° f 23. X. 198-1 
replacing the Unit of Account by the ECU 
in the Protocol on 
the definition of "originating products" 
and methods of administrative co-operation 
to the Co-operation Agreement between 
the European Economic Community 
and the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan 
THE CO-OFERATION COUNCIL, 
Having regard to the Co-operation Agreement between the 
European Economic Community and the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan 
and in particular Title I thereof, 
Having regard to the Protocol concerning the definition of the 
concept of "originating products" and methods of administrative 
co-operation, hereinafter called the "Protocol", and in particular 
Article 6(1) and Article 25 thereof, 
- 142 
Whereas, since the Unit of Account Is not appropriate to 
the current International monetary situation. It is necessary 
to adopt a new common value basis for determining when forms EUR 2 
may 'oe used instead of movement certificates EUR 1 and when no 
documentary evidence of origin is required; 
Whereas the European Communities introduced the ZCU as from 
1 January 1981; 
Whereas it is convenient to use the ECU to serve as a common 
value basis; 
Whereas, for administrative and commercial reasons, the 
common value basis must remain fixed for periods of at least 
two years, and whereas the ECU to be used must in consequence 
be exceptionally fixed at a base date to be updated every 
rwo years, 
HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
The Protocol shall be amended as follows: 
1. In the second subparagraph of Article 6(1) the 
amount "1 000 Units of Account" shall be replaced by 
"1 520 ECU"; 
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2. In Article 6(1), the third subparagraph shall be 
deleted and the following inserted: 
"Up to and including 30 April 19Θ3, the ECU to be 
used in any given national currency of a Member State 
of the Community shall be the equivalent in that national 
currency of the ECU as at 1 October 1980. For each 
successive period of two years It shall be the equivalent 
in that national currency of the ECU as at the first 
working day in October in the year immediately 
preceding that two year period. 
Revised amounts replacing the amounts expressed 
in ECU in this Article and in Article 17(2) may be 
introduced by the Community at the beginning of any 
successive two year period, if necessary, and shall be 
notified by the Community to the Customs Co-operation 
Committee not later than one month before they come 
into force. These amounts shall be, in any event, 
such as to ensure that the value .of the limits as 
expressed in the currency of any Member State shall not 
decline. 
If the goods are invoiced in the currency of anotr.er 
Member State of the Community the importing Member State 
shall recognize the amount notified by the Member State 
concerned." 
3. In Article 17(2) che amounts "60 Units of Account" 
and "200 Units of Account" shall be replaced by "105 ECU" 
and "325 ECU" respectively. 
Article 2 
This Decision shall enter into force on 23 October 1984. 
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Udfærdiget i 
Geschehen zu 
Έγινε στ'ς 
Done at 
Fait à Luxembourg, le 23 octobre 1984, 
Fatto a 
Gedaan te 
På Samarbejdsrådets vegne 
Im Namen des Rates für Zusammenarbeit 
Γιά té Συμβούλιο Συνεργασίας 
For the Co-operation Council 
Par le Conseil de coopération 
Per il Consiglio di cooperazione 
Voor de Samenwerkingsraad 
Formand 
Der Präsident 
"ο πρόεδρος 
The President 
Le president 
Il Presidente 
De Voorzitter 
Sekretærerne 
Die Sekretäre 
ΟΓ. Γραμματείς 
The Secretaries 
Les Secrétaires 
I Segretari 
De Secretarissen 
Peter 3AHHY 
E. CHIOCCIOLI L.A. AL-KHATEEB 
Co-operation EEC-MOROCCO 
The Compilation of Texts pertaining to "Co-operation 
between the European Economic Community and the Kingdom 
of Morocco" contains all the acts adopted by the various 
Co-operation Institutions pursuant to the Agreement signed 
at Rabat on 27 April 1976 as well as the acts adopted by 
the EEC concerning Morocco. 
GENERAL MATTERS 
1. Co-operation Agreement and related texts 

1 4 9 
16. 3. 84 Official Journal of the European Communities 
AGREEMENT 
in the form of an exchange of letters between the European Economic 
Community and the Kingdom of Morocco fixing the additional amount to be 
deducted from the levy on imports into the Community of untreated olive oil, 
originating in Morocco, for the period 1 November 1983 to 31 October 1984 
Sir, 
Annex Β to the Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Communiry 
and the Kingdom of Morocco stipulates that for untreated olive oil falling within sub­
heading 15.07 A I of the Common Customs Tariff the amount to be deducted from the 
amount of the levy in accordance with Article 17 (I) (b) of the Cooperation Agreement 
may, in order to take account of certain factors and of the situation on the olive oil 
market, be increased by an additional amount under the same conditions and arrange­
ments as laid down for the application of the above-mentioned provisions. 
I have the honour to inform you that, having regard to the criteria specified in the afore­
mentioned Annex, the Community will take the necessary steps to fix the additional 
amount at 12,09 ECU per 100 kilograms for the period 1 November 1983 to 31 October 
1984. 
I should be grateful if you would acknowledge receipt of this letter and confirm your 
Government's agreement to its content 
Please accept. Sir, the assurance of my highest consideration. 
On behalf of the Council 
of the European Communities 
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Utter No 2 
Sir, 
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today's date, which reads as 
follows : 
'Annex Β to the Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Commu­
nity and the Kingdom of Morocco stipulates that for untreated olive oil falling within 
subheading 15.07 A I of the Common Customs Tariff the amount to be deducted 
from the amount of the levy in accordance with Article 17 (1) (b) of the Cooperation 
Agreement may, in order to take account of certain factors and of the situation on the 
olive oil market, be increased by an additional amount under the same conditions 
and arrangements as laid down for the application of the above mentioned provisions. 
I have the honour to inform you that, having regard to the criteria specified in the 
aforementioned Annex, the Community will take the necessary steps to fix the addi­
tional amount at 12,09 ECU per 100 kilograms for the period I November 1983 to 
31 October 1984. 
I should be grateful if you would acknowledge receipt of this letter and confirm your 
Government's agreement to its content.' 
I am able to confirm the agreement of my Government to the foregoing. 
Please accept. Sir, the assurance of my highest consideration. 
For the Government 
of the Kingdom of Morocco 
GENERAL MATTERS 
2. Provisions within the Community relating 
to the Co-operation Agreement 

No L 73/4 
­ 1 5 3 ­
Official Journal of the European Communities 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 661/84 
of 13 March 1984 
on the conclusion of the Agreement Ín the form of an exchange of letters 
between the European Economic Communi ty and the Kingdom of Morocco 
fixing the additional amoun t to be deducted from the levy on imports into the 
Communi ty of untreated olive oil, originating in Morocco, for the period 
1 November 1983 to 31 October 1984 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES. 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 113 
thereof. 
Having regard to the Cooperation Agreement between 
the European Economic Community and the 
Kingdom of Morocco ('), which entered into force on 1 
November 1978, and in particular to Annex Β thereof, 
Having regard to the recommendation from the 
Commission, 
Whereas it is necessary to approve the Agreement in 
the form of an exchange of letters between the Euro­
pean Economic Communiry and the Kingdom of 
Morocco fixing the additional amount to be deducted 
from the levy on imports into the Communiry of 
untreated olive oil, falling within subheading 15.07 A 1 
of the Common Customs Tariff and originating in 
Morocco, for the period 1 November 1983 to 31 
October 1984, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
The Agreement in the form of an exchange of letters 
between the European Economic Community and the 
Kingdom of Morocco fixing the additional amount to 
be deducted from the levy on imports into the 
Community of untreated olive oil falling within 
subheading 15.07 A I of the Common Customs Tariff 
and originating in Morocco, for the period 1 
November 1983 to 31 October 1984, is hereby 
approved on behalf of the Community. 
The text of the Agreement is attached to this 
Regulation. 
Article 2 
The President of the Council is hereby authorized to 
designate the person empowered to sign the Agree­
ment for the purpose of binding the Community. 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day 
following its publication in the Official Journal of the 
European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 13 March 1984. 
For the Council 
The President 
C. CHEYSSON 
(') OJ No L 264. 27. 9. 1978, p. 2. 

PROVISIONS WITHIN THE EEC 
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No L 8/8 Official Journal of the European Communities 
COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 52/84 
of 10 January 1984 
fixing the amount by which the variable component of the levy applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia must be reduced 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES. 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
1512/76 of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement 
in the form of an exchange of letters relating to Article 
22 of the Cooperation Agreement and Article 15 of 
the Interim Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Republic of Tunisia 
and concerning the import into the Community of 
bran and sharps originating in Tunisia ('), and in parti-
cular the second subparagraph of paragraph 3 of the 
exchange of letters. 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
1518/76 of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement 
in the form of an exchange of letters relating to Article 
21 of the Cooperation Agreement and Article 14 of 
the Interim Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the People's Democratic 
Republic of Algeria and concerning the import into 
the Community of bran and sharps originating in 
Algeria ("), and in particular the second subparagraph 
of paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
1525/76 of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement 
in the form of an exchange of letters relating to Article 
23 of the Cooperation Agreement and Article 16 of 
the Interim Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Kingdom of Morocco 
and concerning the import into the Community of 
bran and sharps originating in Morocco (}), and in 
particular the second subparagraph of paragraph 3 of 
the exchange of letters. 
Whereas the Agreement in the form of an exchange of 
letters annexed to Regulations (EEC) No 1512/76, 
(EEC) No 1518/76 and (EEC) No 1525/76 provides 
that the variable component of the levy calculated in 
accordance with Article 2 of Council Regulation (EEC) 
No 2744/75 of 29 October 1975 on the import and 
export system for products processed from cereals and 
from rice ('), as last amended by Regulation (EEC) No 
414/83 0 , ' s t o D e reduced by an amount fixed by the 
Commission each quarter; whereas this amount must 
be equal to 60 % of the average of the variable 
components of the levies in force during the three 
months preceding the month during which the 
amount is fixed ; 
Whereas the variable components applicable to the 
products falling within subheading 23.02 A II of the 
Common Customs Tariff during October, November 
and December 1983 have been taken into considera-
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
The amount referred to in the second subparagraph of 
paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters forming the 
Agreement annexed to Regulations (EEC) No 1512/76, 
(EEC) No 1518/76 and (EEC) No 1525/76 to be 
deducted from the variable component applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Tunisia, Algeria and 
Morocco respectively, shall be as set out in the Annex 
hereto. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 February 
1984. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 10 January 1984. 
For the Commission 
Poul DALSAGER 
Member of the Commission 
(') OJ No L 169, 28. 6. 1976. p. 19. 
(') OJ No L 169, 28. 6. 1976. p. 37. 
(·) OJ No L 169, 28. 6. 1976, p. 53. 
(') OJ No L 281, 1. 11. 1975, 
(') OJ No L 51, 24. 2. 1983, 
p. 65. 
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ANNEX 
CCT heating No 
23Λ2 Λ 11 a) 
23.02 Λ II b) 
ECU/tonne 
20,14 
40.J5 
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Official Journal of the European Communities No L 35/11 
COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 306/84 
of 6 February 1984 
introducing a countervailing charge on clémentines originating in Morocco 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEQ No 
1035/72 of 18 May 1972 on the common organization 
of the market in fruit and vegetables ('), as last 
amended by Regulation (EEC) No 2004/83 (*), and in 
particular the second subparagraph of Article 27 (2) 
thereof. 
tion (EEC) No 3110/83 0 , t n e P n c e s t 0 De t a k e n i n t o 
consideration must be recorded on the representative 
markets or, in certain circumstances, on other 
markets ; 
Whereas, for Moroccan clémentines, the entry price 
calculated in this way has remained at least 0,6 ECU 
below the reference price for two consecutive market 
days ; whereas a countervailing charge should therefore 
be introduced for these clémentines ; 
Whereas, if the system is to operate normally, the 
entry price should be calculated on the following 
basis : 
Whereas Article 25 (1) of Regulation (EEC) No 
1035/72 provides that, if the entry price of a product 
imported from a third country remains at least 0,6 
ECU below the reference price for two consecutiye 
market days, a countervailing charge must be intro­
duced in respect of the exporting country concerned, 
save in exceptional circumstances ; whereas this charge 
is equal to the difference between the reference price 
and the arithmetic mean of the last two entry prices 
available for that exporting country ; 
in the case of currencies which are maintained in 
relation to each other at any given moment within 
a band of 2,25 %, a rate of exchange based on 
their central rate, 
for other currencies, an exchange rate based on the 
arithmetic mean of the spot market rates of each of 
these currencies recorded for a given period in 
relation to the Community currencies referred to 
in the previous indent, 
Whereas Commission Regulation (EEC) No 2512/83 
of 7 September 1983 fixing for the 1983/84 marketing 
year the reference price for clémentines (') fixed the 
reference price for products of class I for the period 1 
November 1983 to 29 February 1984 at 40.71 ECU 
per 100 kilograms net; 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Whereas the entry price for a given exporting country 
is equal to the lowest representative prices recorded for 
at least 30 % of the quantities from the exporting 
country concerned which are marketed on all repre­
sentative markets for which prices are available less the 
duties and the charges indicated in Article 24 (3) of 
Regulation (EEC) No 1035/72; whereas the meaning 
of representative price is defined in Article 24 (2) of 
Regulation (EEQ No 1035/72; 
Article 1 
A countervailing charge of 2,74 ECU per 100 kilo­
grams net is applied to clémentines (subheading 
08.02 B I of the Common Customs Tariff) originating 
in Morocco. 
Whereas, in accordance with Article 3 (1) of Regula­
tion (EEC) No 2118/74 fl, as last amended by Regula­
(') OJ No L 118, 20. 5. 1972, p. 1. 
(■) O J N o L 198, 2 1 . 7. 1983, p. 2. 
O O J N o L 248, 8. 9. 1983, p. 18. 
O O J N o L 220, 10. 8. 1974, p. 20. 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 8 February 
1984. 
0 OJ No L 303, 5. 11. 1983. p. 5. 
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This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 6 February 1984. 
For the Commission 
Poul DALSAGER 
Member of the Commission 
1 6 1 
Official Journal of the European Communities No L 50/5 
COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 424/84 
of 20 February 1984 
amending Regulation (EEC) No 306/84 introducing a countervailing charge on 
clémentines originating in Morocco 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES. 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
1035/72 of 18 May 1972 on the common organization 
of the market in fruit and vegetables ('), as last 
amended by Regulation (EEC) No 2004/83 (J), and in 
particular the second subparagraph of Article 27 (2) 
thereof. 
Whereas Commission Regulation (EEC) No 306/84 of 
6 February 1984(J) introduced a countervailing charge 
on clémentines originating in Morocco; 
Whereas Article 26 (I) of Regulation (EEC) No 
1035/72 laid down the conditions under which a 
charge introduced in application of Article 25 of that 
Regulation is amended ; whereas, if those conditions 
are taken into consideration, the countervailing charge 
on the import of clémentines originating in Morocco 
must be altered. 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article ! 
In Article 1 of Regulation (EEC) No 306/84, '2,74 
ECU' is replaced by '14,93 ECU'. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enterinto force on 21 February 
1984. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
Sutes. 
Done at Brussels, 20 February 1984. 
For the Commission 
Poul DALSAGER 
Member of the Commission 
(') OJ No L 118, 20. 5. 1972, p. 1. 
Í1) OJ No L 198, 21. 7. 1983. p. 2. 
(-) OJ No L 35. 7. 2. 1984, p. II. 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 544/84 
of 29 February 1984 
abolishing the countervailing charge on clémentines originating in Morocco 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEQ No 
1035/72 of 18 May 1972 on the common organization 
of the market in fruit and vegetables ('), as last 
amended by Regulation (EEQ No 2004/83 (·), and in 
particular the second subparagraph of Article 27 (2) 
thereof. 
Whereas Commission Regulation (EEQ No 306/84 of 
6 February 1984 (*), as amended by Regulation (EEC) 
No 424/84 (*), introduced a countervailing charge on 
clémentines originating in Morocco ; 
Whereas Article 25 of Regulation (EEQ No 1035/72 
on the introduction of countervailing charges applies 
to a given product only during the period in respect of 
which a reference price has been fixed for that 
product ; whereas Commission Regulation (EEC) No 
2512/83 of 7 September 1983 (-) fixed the reference 
prices for clémentines up to 29 February 1984; 
whereas Regulation (EEQ No 306/84 should therefore 
be repealed with effect from 1 March 1984, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article I 
Regulation (EEC) No 306/84 is hereby repealed. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 March 
1984. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
Sutes. 
Done at Brussels, 29 February 1984. 
For the Commission 
Poul DALSAGER 
Member of the Commission 
(') OJ No L 118. 20. 5. 1972, p. 1. 
(J) OJ No L 198. 21. 7. 1983. p. 2. 
(') OJ No L 35. 7. 2. 1984, p. 11. 
(*) OJ No L 50. 21. 2. 1984. p. 5. (1 OJ No L 248. 8. 9. 1983, p. 18. 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) N o 663/84 
of 13 March 1984 
amending Regulations (EEC) N o 1514/76 and (EEC) N o 1521/76 on imports of 
olive oil originating in Algeria and Morocco (1983/84) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty esublishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Articles 43 
and 113 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European 
Parliament {■), 
Whereas Articles 17 and 16 of Annexes Β to the 
Cooperation Agreements between the European 
Economic Community and Morocco (2) and Algeria (*) 
respectively stipulate that, if the country in question 
levies a special export charge on imports into the 
Community of olive oil falling within subheading 
15.07 A I of the Common Customs Tariff, the levy 
applicable to such oil is to be reduced by a fixed 
amount of 0,60 ECU per 100 kilograms and by an 
amount equal to the special charge, but not exceeding 
12,09 ECU per 100 kilograms in the case of reduction 
provided for in the aforementioned Articles and 12,09 
ECU per 100 kilograms in the case of the additional 
amount provided for in the aforementioned 
Annexes Β ; 
Whereas the aforementioned Agreements were 
implemented by Regulations (EEC) No 1514/76 (*) and 
(EEC) No 1521/76 0 , as last amended by Regulation 
(EEQ No 3488/82 0 ; 
Whereas the contracting parties have agreed, by 
exchanges of letters, to fix the additional amount at 
12,09 ECU per 100 kilograms for the period 
1 November 1983 to 31 October 1984; 
Whereas Regulations (EEC) No 1514/76 and (EEC) No 
1521/76 should accordingly be amended, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
Article 1 (1) of Regulations (EEC) No 1514/76 and 
(EEC) No 1521/76 are hereby replaced by the 
following : 
'(b) an amount equal to the special charge levied 
by Algeria and Morocco on exports of the said 
oil but not exceeding 12,09 ECU per 100 
kilograms, this amount being increased from 
1 November 1983 to 31 October 1984 by 
12,09 ECU per 100 kilograms.' 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day 
following its publication in the Official Journal of the 
European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
Sutes. 
Done at Brussels, 13 March 1984. 
For the Council 
The President 
C. CHEYSSON 
{') OJ No C 10, 16. 1. 1984, p. 274. 
(-) OJ No L 141, 28. 5. 1976, p. 98. 
(*) OJ No L 141, 28. 5. 1976. p. 2. 
(*) OJ No L 169, 28. 6. 1976, p. 24. 
(*) OJ No L 169, 28. 6. 1976. p. 43. 
(') OJ No L 372, 30. 12. 1982, p. 13. 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 795/84 
of 27 March 1984 
amending Regulation (EEC) N o 3636/83 introducing retrospective surveillance of 
die reimportation after outward processing of certain textile products 
originating in Morocco, Portugal, Spain and Tunisia 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES. 
Having regard to the Treaty esublishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEQ No 288/82 
of 5 February 1982 on common rules for imports ('), 
and in particular Article 10 thereof, 
After consulutions within the Committee set up by 
Article 5 of the said Regulation, 
Whereas Commission Regulation (EEQ No 
2819/79 (2), as last amended by Regulation (EEC) No 
3580/83 (*), makes imports of certain textile products 
originating in certain third countries, including Malta, 
subject to Community surveillance arrangements ; 
Whereas Commission Regulation (EEQ No 
3636/83 (*) introduced retrospective surveillance of the 
reimportation after outward processing of certain 
textile products originating in Morocco, Portugal, 
Spain, and Tunisia ; 
Whereas the reasons which led to the introduction of 
the said specific surveillance system also apply to 
Malta and that therefore Regulation (EEC) No 3636/83 
should be modified so as to include imports after 
outward processing of certain textile products origin­
ating in Malta. 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Regulation (EEQ No 3636/83 is hereby amended as 
follows : 
1. The end of the title is replaced by the following : 
' . . . introducing retrospective surveillance of the 
reimportation after outward processing of certain 
textile products originating in Malu, Morocco, 
Portugal, Spain and Tunisia'. 
2. The Annex is replaced by the Annex to this Regu­
lation. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day 
following its publication in the Official Journal of the 
European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
Sutes. 
Done at Brussels, 27 March 1984. 
For the Commission 
Wilhelm HAFERKAMP 
Vice-President 
(') OJ No L 35, 9. 2. 1982, p. 1. 
(-) OJ No L 320, 15. 2. 1979. p. 9. 
(') OJ No L 356, 20. 12. 1983, p. 16. 
Π OJ No L 360, 23. 12. 1983, p. 24. 
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ANNEX 
d í ­
te«, 
4 
5 
6 
7 
CCT helding No 
60.04 
Β I 
II .) 
b) 
­) 
IV b) 1 aa) 
dd) 
2 e e ) 
d) 1 ω) 
dd) 
2 dd) 
60.05 
A I 
II b) 4 bb) 11 aaa) 
bbb) 
ccc) 
ddd) 
eee) 
22 bbb) 
ccc) 
ddd) 
eee) 
fff) 
61.01 
Β V d) 1 
2 
3 
e) 1 
2 
3 
61.02 
Β II e) 6 aa) 
bb) 
cc) 
60.05 
Λ II b) 4 aa) 22 
33 
44 
55 
61.02 
B II e) 7 bb) 
ce) 
dd) 
NIMEXE code 
(1984) 
60.04­19, 20, 22, 
23. 24. 26, 41 , 50. 
58, 71, 79, 89 
60.05­01, 31, 33, 
34, 35, 36. 39. 40, 
41, 42, 43 
61.01­62, 64, 66, 
72, 74, 76 
61.02­66, 68, 72 
60.05­22, 23, 24, 
25 
61.02­78, 82. 84 
Description 
Under garments, knitted or crocheted, not 
elastic or rubberized : 
Shirts, T­shirts, lightweight fine knit roll, 
polo or turtle necked jumpers and pull­
overs, undervests and the like, knined or 
crocheted, not elastic or rubberized, 
other than babies' garments, of cotton or 
synthetic textile fibres ; T­shirts and 
lightweight fine knit roll, polo or turtle 
necked jumpers and pullovers, of regen­
erated textile fibres, other than babies' 
garments 
Outer garments and other articles, knitted 
or crocheted, not elastic or rubberized : 
A­ Outer garments and clothing accesso­
ries : 
Jerseys, pullovers, slip­overs, waistcoats, 
rwinscts, cardigans, bed jackets and 
jumpers, knitted or crocheted, not 
elastic or rubberized, of wool, of cotton 
or of man­made textile fibres 
Men's and boys' outer garments : 
Women's, girls' and infants' outer 
garments : 
B. Other : 
Men's and boys' woven breeches, shorts 
and trousers (including slacks) ; 
women's, girls' and infants' woven trou­
sers and slacks, of woo], of cotton or of 
man­made textile fibres 
Outer garments and other articles, knitted 
or crocheted, not elastic or rubberized : 
Λ. Outer garments and clothing accesso­
ries : 
II. Other 
Women's, girls' and infants' outer 
garments : 
B. Other : 
Blouses and shirt­blouses, knitted or 
crocheted (not elastic or rubberized), or 
woven, for women, girls and infants, of 
wool, of cotton or of man­made textile 
fibres 
Third 
countries 
Portugal 
Tunisia 
Portugal 
Spain 
Morocco 
Tunisia 
Malta 
Porrugal 
Morocco 
Tunisia 
Member 
Sutes 
D, F, BNL 
BNL 
D, F, I, BNL, 
IRL, DK 
D, BNL 
D. F, BNL 
D, F. BNL 
D. F, I, BNL, 
IRL, DK, GR 
D. F, BNL, 
IRL 
F, BNL 
BNL 
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Cate­
gory 
8 
21 
26 
CCT hexltng No 
61.03 
A 
61.01 
BIV 
61.02 
Β l i d ) 
60.05 
A II b) 4 cc) 11 
22 
33 
44 
61.02 
Β II e) 4 bb) 
cc) 
dd) 
«) 
NIMEXE code 
(1984) 
61.03-11, 15, 19 
61.01-29, 31. 32 
61.02-2S. 26. 28 
60.05-45. 46, 47, 
48 
6ΙΌ2-48. 52, 53, 
54 
Description 
Men's and boys' under garments, including 
collars, shirt fronts and cuffs : 
Men's and boys' shirts, woven, of wool, of 
cotton or of m .m -made- textile fibres 
Men's and boys' outer garments : 
Women's, girls' and infants' outer 
garments : 
B. O the r : 
Parkas, anoraks, windcheaters, waister 
jackets and the like, woven, of wool, of 
cotton or of man-made textile fibres 
Outer garments and other articles, knitted 
or crocheted, not elastic or rubberized : 
A Outer garments and clothing accesso­
ries : 
11. Other 
Women's, girls' and infants' outer 
garments : 
B. Other : 
Women's, girls' and infants' (other than 
babies') woven and knitted or crocheted 
dresses, of wool, of cotton or of man-
made textile fibres 
Third 
countries 
Portugal 
Morocco 
Tunisia 
Tunisia 
Morocco 
Member 
Sutes 
D, F, I, BNL, 
IRL, DK 
F 
D, BNL 
F 
F 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 923/84 
of 3 April 1984 
fixing the Amount by which the variable component of the levy applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia must be reduced 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
1512/76 of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement 
in the form of an exchange of letters relating to Article 
22 of the Cooperation Agreement and Article 15 of 
the Interim Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Republic of Tunisia. 
and concerning the import into the Community of 
bran and sharps originating in Tunisia ( ), and in parti­
cular the second subparagraph of paragraph 3 of the 
exchange of letters, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEQ No 
1518/76 of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement 
in the form of an exchange of letters relating to Article 
21 of the Cooperation Agreement and Article 14' of 
the Interim Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the People's Democratic 
Republic of Algeria and concerning the impon into 
the Community of bran and sharps originating in 
Algeria (*), and in particular the second subparagraph 
of paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
1525/76 of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement 
in the form of an exchange of letters relating to Article 
23 of the Cooperation Agreement and Article 16 of 
the Interim Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Kingdom of Morocco 
and concerning the import into the Community of 
bran and sharps originating in Morocco ('), and in 
particular the second subparagraph of paragraph 3 of 
the exchange of letters. 
Whereas the Agreement in the form of an exchange of 
letters annexed to Regulations (EEC) No 1512/76, 
(EEC) No 1518/76 and (EEq No 1525/76 provides 
that the variable component of the levy calculated in 
accordance with Article 2 of Council Regulation (EEC) 
No 2744/75 of 29 October 1975 on the impon and 
export system for products processed from cereals and 
from rice (*), as last amended by Regulation (EEC) No 
414/83 (*), is to be reduced by an amount fixed by the 
Commission each quarter ; whereas this amount must 
be equal to 60 % of the average of the variable 
components of the levies in force during the three 
months preceding the month during which the 
amount is fixed ; 
Whereas the variable components applicable to the 
products falling within subheading 23.02 A II of the 
Common Customs Tariff during January, February 
and March 1984 have been taken into consideration, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
The amount referred to Ín the second subparagraph of 
paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters forming the 
Agreement annexed to Regulations (EEC) No 1512/76, 
(EEC) No 1518/76 and (EEC) No 1525/76 to be 
deducted from the variable component applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Tunisia, Algeria and 
Morocco respectively, shall be as set out in the Annex 
hereto. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 May 1984. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 3 April 1984. 
For the Commission 
Poul DALSAGER 
Member of the Commission 
(') p j No L 169. 28. 6. 1976. p. 19. 
Π OJ No L 169, 28. 6. 1976. p. 37. 
O OJ No L 169, 28. 6. 1976, p. 53. Π OJ No L 281, 1. 11. 1975, p. 65. (·) OJ No L 51, 24 2. 1983. p. 1. 
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23.02 A 11 b) 
ECU/tonne 
22.90 
+1.96 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 1385/84 
of 15 May 1984 
opening, allocating and providing for the administrat ion of a Communi ty tariff 
quota for certain wines having a registered designation of origin, falling within 
subheading ex 22.05 C of the C o m m o n Customs Tariff and originating in 
Morocco (1984/85) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES. 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas the Cooperation Agreement between the 
European Economic Community and the Kingdom of 
Morocco (') stipulates in Article 21 that certain wines 
having a registered designation of origin, falling within 
subheading ex 22.05 C of the Common Customs 
Tariff and originating in Morocco, specified in the 
Agreement in the form of an exchange of letters of 12 
March 1977 (*), shall be imported into the Community 
free of customs duties within the limits of an annual 
Community tariff quota of 50 000 hectolitres ; whereas 
these wines must be put up in containers holding two 
litres or less ; whereas the tariff quota in question 
should therefore be opened for the period 1 July 1984 
to 30 June 1985; 
Whereas the wines in question are subject to compli-
ance with the free-at-frontier reference price ; whereas 
the wines in question may benefit from this tariff 
quota on condition that Article 18 of Regulation (EEQ 
No 337/79 P\ as last amended by Regulation (EEC) 
No 1595/83(% is complied with; 
Whereas it is in particular necessary to ensure equal 
and uninterrupted access for all Community importers 
to the above mention ed quota, and uninterrupted 
application of the rates laid down for this quota to all 
imports of the products concerned into the Member 
States until the quota has been used up ; whereas, 
having regard to the above principles, the Community 
nature of the quota can be respected by allocating the 
Community tariff quota among the Member States ; 
whereas, in order to reflect most accurately the actual 
development of the market in the products in ques-
tion, such allocation should be in proportion to the 
requirements of the Member States, assessed by 
0 OJ No L 264, 27. 9. 1978, p. 2. 
(-) OJ No L 65, 11. 3. 1977, p. 2. 
{·) OJ No L 54, 5. 3. 1979, p. 1. 
(*) OJ No L 163, 22. 6. 1983, p. 48. 
reference to both the statistics relating to imports of 
the said products from Morocco over a representative 
reference period and the economic outlook for the 
quota period concerned ; 
Whereas Ín this case, however, neither Community 
not national statistics showing the'breakdown for each 
of the types of wines in question are available and no 
reliable estimates of future imports can be made ; 
whereas, in these circumstances, the quota volume 
should be allocated in initial shares, taking into 
account demand for these wines on the markets of the 
various Member States ; 
Whereas, to take into account import trends for the 
products concerned in the various Member States, the 
quota amount should be divided into two instalments, 
the first being allocated among the Member States and 
the second held as a reserve intended to cover at a 
later date the requirements of Member States who have 
used up their initial share ; whereas, in order to 
guarantee some degree of security to importers in each 
Member State, the first instalment of the Community 
quota should be fixed at a level which could, in the 
present circumstances, be 50 % of the quota volume ; 
Whereas the initial shares of the Member States may 
be used up at different rates ; whereas, in order to take 
this into account and to avoid a break in continuity, 
any Member State which has used up almost all of its 
initial share should draw an additional share from the 
reserve ; whereas this should be done by each Member 
State each time one of its additional shares is almost 
used up, and so on as many times as the reserve 
allows; whereas the initial and additional shares must 
be valid until the end of the quota period ; whereas 
this form of administration requires close collaboration 
between the Member States and the Commission, and 
the Commission must be in a position to follow the 
extent to which the quota volume has been used up 
and inform the Member States thereof ; 
Whereas, if at a given date in the quota period a 
substantial quantity of its initial share remains unused 
in any Member State, it is essential that it should 
return a significant proportion thereof to the reserve, 
to prevent part of the Community quota remaining 
unused in one Member State when it could be used in 
others ; 
- 1 7 0 -
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Whereas, since the Kingdom of Belgium, the 
Kingdom of the Netherlands and the Grand Duchy of 
Luxembourg are united within and jointly represented 
by the Benelux Economic Union, all transactions 
concerning the administration of the shares allocated 
to that economic union may be carried out by any one 
of its members, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1. For the period 1 July 1984 to 30 June 1985, a 
Community tariff quota of 50 000 hectolitres shall be 
opened for the following products originating in 
Morocco : 
CCT 
heading 
No 
22.05 
Description 
Wine of fresh grapes ; grape must with 
fermentation arrested by the addition of 
alcohol : 
C. Other : 
— Wines entitled to one of the 
following designations of origin : 
Berkane, Sais, Beni MTir, Guer-
rouanc, Zcmmour, Zennata of an 
actual alcoholic strength, not ex-
ceeding 15 % vol, in containers 
holding two litres or leu 
2. Within this tariff quota the Common Customs 
Tariff duties applicable to these wines shall be totally 
suspended. 
Within the limits of these tariff quotas, the Hellenic 
Republic shall apply duties calculated in accordance 
with the relevant provisions in the 1979 Act of Acces-
sion and Regulation (EEQ No 3511/81 ('). 
3. The wines in question shall be subject to compli-
ance with the free-at-frontier reference price. 
The wines in question shall benefit from this tariff 
quota on condition that Article 18 of Regulation (EEC) 
No 337/79 is complied with. 
4. Each of these wines, when imported, shall be 
accompanied by a certificate of designation of origin, 
issued by the relevant Moroccan authority, in accor-
dance with the model annexed to this Regulation. 
Article 2 
1. The tariff quota laid down in Article 1 shall be 
divided into two instalments. 
2. A first instalment of the quota shall be allocated 
among the Member States ; the shares, which subject 
to Article 5 shall be valid up to 30 June 1985, shall be 
as follows : 
(hectolitres) 
Benelux 
Denmark 
Germany 
Greece 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
United K ngdom 
4 000 
2 350 
5 000 
950 
4 650 
1 700 
2 350 
4 000 
(') OJ No L 358. 14. 12 1981, p. 1. 
3. The second instalment of the quota, amounting 
to 25 000 hectolitres, shall constitute the reserve. 
Article 3 
1. If 90 % or more of a Member State's initial share, 
as specified in Article 2 (2), or of that share less the 
portion returned to the reserve where Article 5 has 
been applied, has been used up, that Member State 
shall, without delay, by notifying the Commission, 
draw a second share equal to 15 % of its initial share, 
rounded up where necessary to the next whole 
number, in so far as the amount in the reserve allows. 
2. If, after its initial share has been used up, 90 % 
or more of the second share drawn by a Member State 
has been used up, that Member State shall, in 
accordance with the conditions laid down in paragraph 
1, draw a third share equal to 7,5 % of its initial share. 
3. If, after its second share has been used up, 90 % 
or more of the third share drawn by a Member State 
has been used up, that Member State shall, in accor-
dance with the conditions laid down in paragraph 1, 
draw a fourth share equal to the third. 
This process shall continue to apply until the reserve 
is used up. 
4. Notwithstanding paragraphs 1, 2 and 3, Member 
States may draw smaller shares than those fixed in 
these paragraphs if there is reason to believe that those 
fixed might not be used up. They shall inform the 
Commission of their grounds for applying this para-
graph. 
Article 4 
The additional share drawn pursuant to Article 3 shall 
be valid until 30 June 1985. 
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Article ï 
Member States shall return to the reserve, not later 
than 1 April 1985, such unused portion of their initial 
share which, on 15 March 1985, is in excess of 20 % 
of the initial amount. They may return a greater quan-
tity if there are grounds for believing that this quantity 
might not be used in full. 
Member States shall notify the Commission, not later 
than 1 April 1985 of the total imports of the products 
concerned effected under the Community quotas up 
to and including 15 March 1985 and, where appro-
priate, the proportion of their initial share that they 
are returning to the reserve. 
Article 6 
The Commission shall keep an account of the shares 
opened by Member States pursuant to Articles 2 and 3 
and, as soon as it has been notified, shall inform each 
Member State of the extent to which the reserve has 
been used up. 
It shall notify the Member Sutes, not later than 5 
April 1985 of the sute of the reserve after quantities 
have been returned thereto pursuant to Article 5. 
It shall ensure that the drawing which uses up the 
reserve is limited to the balance available and, to this 
end, shall specify the amount thereof to the Member 
Sute making the final drawing. 
Article 3 are opened in such a way that imports may 
be charged without interruption against their aggregate 
shares in the Community quota. 
2. Member Sutes shall ensure that importers of the 
products concerned have free access to the shares 
allocated to them. 
3. The Member States shall charge the imports of 
the products concerned against their share as and 
when the products are entered with customs authori-
ties for free circulation. 
4. The extent to which a Member Sute has used up 
its shares shall be determined on the basis of the 
imports charged in accordance with paragraph 3. 
Article 8 
At the request of the Commission, Member Sutes 
shall inform it of imports actually charged against 
their shares. 
Article 9 
The Member Sutes and the Commission shall col-
laborate closely in order to ensure that this Regulation 
is observed. 
Article 7 
1. Member Sutes shall ukc all measures necessary 
to ensure that additional shares drawn pursuant to 
Article 10 
This Regulation shall enter into force on I July 1984. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 15 May 1984. 
For the Council 
The President 
C. CHEYSSON 
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ANNEX 
J I - Eksporte* - Ausfuhr* - Exporta* - Exporta­
teur - Esportatore - Eiporteur — Εξαγωγέας 
4 v J I J— j ~J I - Modtag« - Empfänger ­ Consign·· ­
Destinataire ­ Destinatario ­ Geadresseerd« ­ Παραλή­
πτης. 
β. ­Jfc­ü' *­C—­}, ­ Transportmidd·! ­ Beförderung smitt el 
­ Means ol transport ­ Moran d« transport ­ Marro di 
trasporto ­ Vervofwm­ddel­ Μεταφορικό μέσο: 
I. t J* * i j K · - Losningsstad - Entladungsort - Placa 
of unloading - Liau de décria -gement - Luogo d> sbarco -
Plaats van lossing _ Τόπος Εκφορτώσεως: 
2. f~^r»*J ' - Nummer - Nummer ■ 
Number - Numéro - Numero -
Nummer - Αριθμός 00000 
3 (Name ol authority guaranteeing the 
daaignation ol origin) 
camwrcAT rom owumotLiimmiwini 
MtOtHNKJUNO DiB URSMtUIMSMZUCHNUNO 
ccRTincATi or Μ » K > H A T K > N or O H M I N 
Cïl.TIBCAT DATTf LLATION O'OMOMI 
cumncATo oi D C N O M I N A Z I O N I ΟΙ o r n a i « 
ÇiRTinCAAT VAN UNAMINQ VAN OOftSmONO 
ftirronPIHTIKÖ ONOM«JI«J npotAEVnni 
7 (Designation ol ongin) 
g j j j j a j l j , · , J J * . r B , J l ­ t ^ V I 
Mærker og numre, kollienes antal og art 
Zeichen und Nummern. Amahl und Art der Packstucke 
Marks and numbers, number and kind of packages 
Marques et numéros, nombre et nature des colis 
Marca e numero, quantità e natura dei colli 
Merken en nummers, aantal en soort der colli 
Σήματα και αριθμοί, αριθμός και είδος των δεμάτων 
nr^uj>¡i ­i.­­.WJ 
brunovagt Liier 
Rohgewicht Liter 
Grou weight Lil 
Poids brut Litres 
Peso lordo Litri 
Brutogewicht Liter 
Μεικτό Αάρος] Λίτρα 
2 [ - - » i j ^ J L l - — I ^ J - Luer (ι bogstaver) - Liter (in Buchstaben) - Litres (in words) - Litres (en lettres) - Litri | 
Literlvoluit) _ Λίτρα (ολογράφως): 
i l 13 iU-f-JI «Ar t J ' * ■uuma authority - C __ 
Θεώρηση εκδίδοντος οργανισμού 
•j*»— »- - Påtegning fra udstedende organ ­ Bescheinigung der erteilenden Stelle ­ Certificate of the 
Visa de l'organisme émetteur ­ Visto dell'organismo emitíante ­ Visum van de instantia vanafgitte­
vllj L e u I ^ l ­ Toldstedets artest ­ Sichtvermerk der 
Zollsteile ­ Customs stamp ­ Visa de la douane ­ Visto della 
dogana ­ Vrsum van da douane ­ Θεώρηση τελωνείου 
(OversasttβIse se nr. 15 — Übersetzung siehe Nr. 15 — See 
the translation under No 15 — Voir traduction au n* 15 — 
Vedi traduzione al n. 15 — Zie voor vertaling nr. 15 — 
Βλέπε μετάφραση στον αριθ. 15) 
173 ­
15. Det bekræftes, at vinen, der er nævnt i dette certifikat, er fremstillet i området og ifølge marokkansk 
lovgivning er berettiget til oprindelsesbetegnelsen : ■ i . 
Alkohol tilsat denne vin er alkohol fremstillet af vin. 
Wir bestätigen, daß der in dieser Bescheinigung bezeichnete Wein im Bezirk gewonnen wurde und 
ihm nach marokkanischem Gesetz die Ursprungsbezeichnung ' zuerkannt wird. 
Der diesem Wein zugefügte Alkohol ist aus Wein gewonnener Alkohol. 
We hereby certify that the wine described in this certificate is wine produced within the wine district of 
and is considered by Moroccan legislation as entitled to the designation of origin ' '. 
The alcohol added to this wine is alcohol of vinous origin. 
Nous certifions que le vin décrit dans ce certificat a été produit dans la zone de et est reconnu, 
suivant la Ιοί marocaine, comme ayant droit à la dénomination d'origine f ». 
L'alcool ajouté é ce vin est de l'alcool d'origine vinique. 
Si certifica che il vino descrìtto nel presente certificato è un vino prodotto nella zona di ed è 
riconosciuto, secondo la legge marocchina, come avente diritto alla denominazione di origine · >. 
L'alcole aggiunto a questo vino é alcole di origine vínica. 
Wij verklaren dat de in dit certificaat omschreven wijn is vervaardigd in het wijndistrict van en dat 
volgens de Marokkaanse wetgeving de benaming van oorsprong " erkend wordt. 
De aan. deze wijn toegevoegde alcohol is alcohol, uit wijn gewonnen. 
Πιστοττοιείται ότι o οίνος που περιγράφεται στο παρόν πιστοποιητικό έχει παραχθεί στη ζώνη 
και αναγνωρίζεται, σύμφωνα με τη νομοθεσία του Μαρόκου, ότι δύναται να φέρει ονομασία προελεύσεως 
Η αλκοόλη που έχει προστεθεί σε αυτόν τον οίνο είναι οινικής προελεύσεως 
èj ­jLArJ I i j j ­jj 1 ο ­ α^­*­ ' 1 _ L Itft+J «J LkJ t 4 Juf^ t ­
(') Rubrik forbeholdt eksportlandets andre angivelser. 
Π Diet« Nummer ist weiteren Angaben des Ausfuhrlandes vorbehalten. 
('} Space reserved for additions) details given in the exporting country. 
(') Case réservée pour d'autres indications du pays exportateur. 
(') Spezio riservalo per altre indicanoni del paese esportatore. 
(') Ruimte bestemd voor andere gegevens ven het land van uitvoer. 
(') Χώρος προοριζόμενος γιο συμπληρωματικά στοιχεία που χορηγεί η χωρά εξαγωγής 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 1396/84 
of 18 May 1984 
introducing a countervailing charge on tomatoes originating in Morocco 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
tion (EEC) No 3110/83 (-), the prices to be taken into 
consideration must be recorded on the representative 
markets or, in certain circumstances, on other 
markets ; whereas it is necessary to multiply the prices 
with the coefficient fixed in Article 1 (2) of Regulation 
(EEC) No 908/84 ; 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
1035/72 of 18 May 1972 on the common organization 
of the market in fruit and vegetables ('), as last 
amended by Regulation (EEQ No 985/84 (·), and in 
particular the second subparagraph of Article 21 (2) 
thereof, 
Whereas Article 25 (1) of Regulation (EEC) No 
1035/72 provides that, if the entry price of a product 
imported from a third country remains at least 0,6 
ECU below the reference price for two consecutive 
market days, a countervailing charge must be intro­
duced in respect of the exporting country concerned, 
save in exceptional circumstances ; whereas this charge 
is equal to the difference between the reference price 
and the arithmetic mean of the last two entry prices 
available for that exporting country ; 
Whereas, for Moroccan tomatoes, the entry price 
calculated in this way has remained at least 0,6 ECU 
below the reference price for two consecutive market 
days ; whereas a countervailing charge should therefore 
be introduced for these tomatoes ; 
Whereas, if the system is to operate normally, the 
entry price should be calculated on the following 
basis : 
— in the case of currencies which arc maintained in 
relation to each other at any given moment within 
a band of 2,25 %, a rate of exchange based on 
their central rate, 
— for other currencies, an exchange rate based on the 
arithmetic mean of the spot market rates of each of 
these currencies recorded for a given period in 
relation to the Community currencies referred to 
in the previous indent. 
Whereas Commission Regulation (EEC) No 908/84 of 
3 April 1984 fixing for the 1984 marketing year the 
reference prices for tomatoes (-) fixed the reference 
price for products of class I for May 1984 at 127,43 
ECU per 100 kilograms net; HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Whereas the entry price for a given exporting country 
is equal to the lowest representative prices recorded for 
at least 30 % of the quantities from the exporting 
country concerned which are marketed on all repre­
sentative markets for which prices are available less the 
duties and the charges indicated in Article 24 (3) of 
Regulation (EEC) No 1035/72; whereas the meaning 
of representative price is defined in Article 24 (2) of 
Regulation (EEC) No 1035/72; 
Article 1 
A countervailing charge of 12,47 ECU per 100 kilo­
grams net is applied to tomatoes (subheading 07.01 M 
of the Common Customs Tariff) originating in 
Morocco. 
Whereas, in accordance with Article 3 (1) of Regula­
tion (EEC) No 2118/74 {«), as last amended by Regula-
(') OJ No L 118, 20. 5. 1972, p. I. 
(·) OJ No L 103, 16. 4. 1984. p. 1. 
(·) OJ No L 94. 4. 4. 1984, p. 8. 
Π OJ No L 220, 10. 8. 1974, p. 20. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 22 May 1984. 
O OJ No L 303. S. II. 1983. p. 5. 
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This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable Ín all Member 
Sutes. 
Done at Brussels, 18 May 1984. 
For the Commission 
Poul DALSAGER 
Member of the Commission 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 1456/84 
of 25 May 1984 
amending Regulation (EEC) N o 1396/84 introducing a countervailing charge on 
tomatoes originating in Morocco 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
1035/72 of 18 May 1972 on the common organization 
of the market in fruit and vegetables ('), as last 
amended by Regulation (EEC) No 985/84 (2), and in 
particular the first subparagraph of Article 27 (2) 
thereof, 
Whereas Commission Regulation (EEQ No 1396/84 
of 18 May 1984(-) introduced a countervailing charge 
on tomatoes originating in Morocco ; 
Whereas Article 26 (I) of Regulation (EEC) No 
1035/72 laid down the conditions under which a 
charge introduced in application of Article 25 of that 
Regulation is amended ; whereas, if those conditions 
are taken into consideration, the countervailing charge 
on the import of tomatoes originating in Morocco be 
altered. 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
In Article 1 of Regulation (EEQ No 1396/84, '12,47 
ECU' is hereby replaced by '42,05 ECU*. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 26 May 1984. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
Sutes. 
Done at Brussels, 25 May 1984. 
For the Commission 
Poul DALSAGER 
Member of the Commission 
(') OJ No L 118, 20. 5. 1972, p. I. 
f1) OJ No L 103, 16. 4. 1984, p. 1. 
(•J OJ No L 133, 19. 5. 1984. p. 37. 
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COMMISSION DECISION 
of 27 April 1984 
health conditions and veterinary certification for the import of fresh 
meat from the Kingdom of Morocco 
(84/295/EEC) 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Directive 72/462/EEC of 12 
December 1972 on health and veterinary inspection 
problems upon importation of bovine animals and swine 
and fresh meat from third countries ('), as last amended 
by Directive 83/91 /EEC (*), and in particular Article 16 
thereof, 
Whereas, following a Community veterinary mission, it 
appears that the animal health situation of domestic 
solipeds in Morocco is stable and completely controlled 
by well-structured and organized veterinary services, 
particularly as regards diseases transmissible through 
Whereas animal health conditions and veterinary 
certification must be adopted according to the animal 
health situation of the non-member country concerned; 
Whereas the measures provided for in this Decision are in 
accordance with the opinion of the Standing Veterinary 
Committee, 
conforming to the guarantees laid down in an animal 
health certificate which accords with the Annex hereto 
and which must accompany the consignment. 
2. Member States shall not authorize the import of 
castegories of fresh meat from Morocco other than those 
mentioned in paragraph 1. 
Article 2 
This Decision shall not apply to imports of glands and 
organs authorized by the country of destination for 
pharmaceutical manufacturing purposes. 
Article 3 
This Decision shall apply with effect from 1 May 
1984. 
Article 4 
This Decision is addressed to the Member States. 
HAS ADOPTED THIS DECISION: 
Article Î 
1. Member States shall authorize the importation 
from Morocco of fresh meat of domestic solipeds 
Done at Brussels, 27 April 1984. 
For the Commission 
Poul DALSAGER 
Member of the Commission 
(') OJ No L 302, 31. 12. 1972, p. 28. 
(·) OJNoL59, 5. 3. 1983, p. 34. 
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ANNEX 
ANIMAL HEALTH CERTIFICATE 
for fresh meal (') of domestic solipeds intended for consignment to the European Economic 
Communiry 
Country of desrinadon: _ 
Reference to public health certificate t1): 
Exporting country: M O R O C C O 
Ministry: 
Department: 
Reference: 
(Optional) 
I. Idem if ¡canon of meat 
Meat of domestic solipeds 
Nature of cuts: 
Type of packaging: 
Number of cuts or packages: 
Net weight: 
11. Origin oi' meat 
Addressles) and veterinary approval number(s) (·) of approved slaughterhouse{s): 
Address: cs ■ and veterinary approval number(s) ( :) of approved cutting pianti»: 
III. Destination of meat 
The meat will be sent from: 
(Place of loading) 
(Country and place of destination) 
by the following means of transport ('): 
Name and address of consignor: 
Name and address of consignee: 
{■ ) Fresh meat means all parts of domestic solipeds which are fit for human consumption and which have 
not undergone any preserving process, chilled and frozen meat being considered as fresh meat. 
(') Optional when the country of desrinadon authorizes die tmponation of fresh meat for uses other thsn 
human consumption in application of Article 19 (a) of Directive 7 2 / 4 6 2 / E E C . 
( '} For railway wagons or lorries the registration number should be given, for aircraft the flight number 
and for íhips the name. 
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IV. Attestation of health 
1, the undersigned, official veterinarian, certify that the fresh meat described above has been obtained 
from animals which have remained in the territory of Morocco for at least three months before being 
slaughtered or since birth in the case of animals less than three months old. 
Done at , on . 
(Signature of official veterinarian) 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) N o 1533/84 
of 30 May 1984 
amending for the second time Regulation (EEC) N o 1396/84 introducing a 
countervailing charge on tomatoes originating in Morocco 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
1035/72 of 18 May 1972 on the common organization 
of the market in fruit and vegetables ('), as last 
amended by Regulation (EEC) No 985/84 {*), and in 
particular the second subparagraph of Article 27 (2) 
thereof. 
Whereas Commission Regulation (EEQ No 1396/84 
of 18 May 1984 (*). as amended by Regulation (EEC) 
No 1456/84 (*), introduced a countervailing charge on 
tomatoes originating in Morocco ; 
Whereas Article 26 (1) of Regulation (EEC) No 
1035/72 laid down the conditions under which a 
charge introduced in application of Article 25 of that 
Regulation is amended ; whereas, if those conditions 
are taken into consideration, the countervailing charge 
on the import of tomatoes originating in Morocco 
must be altered, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
In Article 1 of Regulation (EEC) No 1396/84, '42,05 
ECU' is hereby replaced by '69,50 ECU'. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 31 May 1984. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 30 May 1984. 
For the Commission 
Poul DALSAGER 
Member of the Commission 
(') OJ No L 118, 20. 5. 1972, p. 1. 
(-) OJ No L 103. 16. 4. 1984, p. 1. 
(') OJ No L 112, 28. 4. 1984. p. 34. 
(') OJ No L 140. 26. 5. 1984, p. 31. 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 1649/84 
of 12 June 1984 
abolishing the countervailing charge on tomatoes originating in Morocco 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
1035/72 of 18 May 1972 on the common organization 
of the market in fruit and vegetables ('), as last 
amended by Regulation (EEC) No 985/84 P), and in 
particular the second subparagraph of Article 27 (2) 
thereof. 
Whereas Commission Regulation (EEC) No 1396/84 
of 18 May 1984 f1), as last amended by Reguladon 
(EEC) No 1533/84 (*), introduced a countervailing 
charge on tomatoes originating in Morocco ; 
Whereas for this product originating in Morocco there 
were no prices for six consecutive working days ; 
whereas the conditions specified in Article 26 (1) of 
Regulation (EEC) No 1035/72 are therefore fulfilled 
and the countervailing charge on imports of tomatoes 
originating in Morocco can be abolished, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
Regulation (EEC) No 1396/84 is hereby repealed. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 13 June 
1984. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 12 June 1984. 
For the Commission 
Poul DALSAGER 
Member of the Commission 
(') OJ No L 118. 20. 5. 1972, p. 1. 
(·) OJ No L 103, 16. 4. 1984. p. 1. 
(') OJ No L 133, 19. 5. 1984. p. 37. 
(*) OJ No L 145, 31. 5. 1984. p. 87. 
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COMMISSION DECISION 
of 13 June 1984 
concerning the establishments in Morocco from which Member States may 
authorize the importat ion of fresh meat 
(84/325/EEQ 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Directive 72/462/EEC of 12 
December 1972 on health and veterinary inspection 
problems upon importation of bovine animals and 
swine and fresh meat from third countries ('), as last 
amended by Directive 83/91/EEC(-), and in particular 
Articles 4 (l) and 18 (I) (a) and (b) thereof, 
Whereas establishments in non-member countries 
cannot be authorized to export fresh meat to the 
Community unless they satisfy the general and special 
conditions laid down in Directive'72/462/EEC ; 
Whereas Morocco has forwarded, in accordance with 
Article 4 (3) of Directive 72/462/EEC, a list of estab-
lishments authorized to export to the Community ; 
Whereas Community on-the-spot visits have shown 
that the case of these establishments has to be re-
examined on the basis of additional information 
regarding their hygiene standards and their ability to 
adapt quickly to the Community rules ; 
Whereas, in the meantime and so as to avoid any 
interruption of existing trade flows, these establish-
ments may be authorized temporarily to continue their 
exports of fresh meat to those Member States prepared 
to accept them ; 
Whereas it will therefore be necessary to re-examine 
and, if necessary, amend this Decision in the light of 
measures taken to this end and of improvements 
made ; 
Whereas the measures provided for in this Decision 
are in accordance with the opinion of the Standing 
Veterinary Committee, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS DECISION: 
Article 1 
1. Subject to the provisions of paragraph 2, Member 
Sutes shall prohibit the importation of fresh meat 
coming from establishments in Morocco. 
2. The Member States may continue to authorize 
until 31 January 1985 imports of fresh meat coming 
from establishments officially proposed by the 
Moroccan authorities on 25 February 1984, pursuant to 
Article 4 (3) of Directive 72/462/EEC, unless a deci-
sion is taken to the contrary, in accordance with 
Article 4 (1) of the abovementioned Directive, before 1 
February 1985. 
The Commission shall forward the list of these estab-
lishments to the Member States. 
Article 2 
This Decision shall apply from 1 July 1984. 
Article 3 
This Decision shall be reviewed and, if necessary, 
amended before 1 November 1984. 
Article 4 
This Decision is addressed to the Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 13 June 1984. 
For the Commission 
Poul DALSAGER 
Member of the Commission 
(') OJ No L 302, 31. 12. 1972. p. 28. 
{-') OJ No L 59, 5. 3. 1983. p. 34. 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 1905/84 
of 3 July 1984 
fixing the amount by which the variable component of the levy applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia must be reduced 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES. 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
1512/76 of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement 
in the form of an exchange of letters relating to Article 
22 of the Cooperation Agreement and Article 15 of 
the Interim Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Republic of Tunisia 
and concerning the import into the Community of 
bran and sharps originating in Tunisia ('). and in parti­
cular the second subparagraph of paragraph 3 of the 
exchange of letters. 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEQ No 
1518/76 of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement 
in the form of an exchange of letters relating to Article 
21 of the Cooperation Agreement and Article 14 of 
the Interim Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the People's Democratic 
Republic of Algeria and concerning the import into 
the Community of bran and sharps originating in 
Algeria (*), and in particular the second subparagraph 
of paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
1525/76 of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement 
in the form of an exchange of letters relating to Article 
23 of the Cooperation Agreement and Article 16 of 
the Interim Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Kingdom of Morocco 
and concerning the import into the Community of 
bran and sharps originating in Morocco ('), and in 
particular the second subparagraph of paragraph 3 of 
the exchange of letters. 
Whereas the Agreement in the form of an exchange of 
letters annexed to Regulations (EEC) No 1512/76, 
(EEC) No 1518/76 and (EEC) No 1525/76 provides 
that the variable component of the levy calculated in 
accordance with Article 2 of Council Regulation (EEC) 
No 2744/75 of 29 October 1975 on the import and 
export system for products processed from cereals and 
from rice (4), as last amended by Regulation (EEC) No 
1027/84 0 , is to be reduced by an amount fixed by the 
Commission each quarter; whereas this amount must 
be equal _to 60 % of the average of the variable 
components of the levies in force during the three 
months preceding the month during which the 
amount is fixed ; 
Whereas the variable components applicable to the 
products falling within subheading 23.02 A II of the 
Common Customs Tariff during April, May and June 
1984 have been taken into consideration, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
The amount referred to in the second subparagraph of 
paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters forming the 
Agreement annexed to Regulations (EEQ No 1512/76, 
(EEC) No 1518/76 and (EEC) No 1525/76 to be 
deducted from the variable component applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Tunisia, Algeria and 
Morocco respectively, shall be as set out in the Annex 
hereto. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 August 
1984. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 3 July 1984. 
For the Commission 
Poul DALSAGER 
Member of the Commission 
(') OJ No L 169, 28. 6. 1976, p. 19. 
O OJ No L 169. 28. 6. 1976. p. 37, 
Π OJ No L 169, 28. 6. 1976. p. 53. 
(·) OJ No L 281. 1. 1 
(') OJ No L 107, 19. 
1975, p. 
1984, p. 
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CCT heading No 
23.02 A 11 a) 
2.V02 A 11 b) 
ECU/ionnr 
24.67 
48.76 
No L 263/26 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) N o 2798/84 
of 3 October 1984 
fixing the amoun t by which the variable componen t of the levy applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia must be reduced 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
1512/76 of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement 
in the form of an exchange of letters relating to Article 
22 of the Cooperation Agreement and Article 15 of 
the Interim Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Republic of Tunisia 
and concerning the import into the Community of 
bran and sharps originating in Tunisia ('), and in parti­
cular the second subparagraph of paragraph 3 of the 
exchange of letters. 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEQ No 
1518/76 of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement 
in the form of an exchange of letters relating to Article 
21 of the Cooperation Agreement and Article 14 of 
the Interim Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the People's Democratic 
Republic of Algeria and concerning the import into 
the Community of bran and sharps originating in 
Algeria (-), and in particular the second subparagraph 
of paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
1525/76"of 14 June 1976 concluding the Agreement 
in the form of an exchange of letters relating to Article 
23 of the Cooperation Agreement and Article 16 of 
the Interim Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Kingdom of Morocco 
and concerning the import into the Community of 
bran and sharps originating in Morocco ('), and in 
particular the second subparagraph of paragraph 3 of 
the exchange of letters, 
Whereas the Agreement in the form of an exchange of 
letters annexed to Regulations (EEC) No 1512/76, 
(EEC) No 1518/76 and (EEC) No 1525/76 provides 
that the variable component of the levy calculated in 
accordance with Article 2 of Council Regulation (EEQ 
No 2744,75 of 29 October 1975 on the import and 
export system for products processed from cereals and 
from rice (*), as last amended by Regulation (EEC) No 
1027/84 (-), is to be reduced by an amount fixed by the 
Commission each quarter; whereas this amount must 
be equal to 60 % of the average of the variable 
components of the levies in force during the three 
mohths preceding the month during which the 
amount is fixed ; 
Whereas the variable components applicable to the 
products falling within subheading 23.02 A II of the 
Common Customs Tariff during July, August and 
September 1984 have been taken into consideration, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
The amount referred to in the second subparagraph of 
paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters forming the 
Agreement annexed to Regulations (EEC) No 1512/76, 
(EEC) No 1518/76 and (EEC) No 1525/76 to be 
deducted from the variable component applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Tunisia, Algeria and 
Morocco respectively, shall be as set out in the Annex 
hereto. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 November 
1984. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 3 October 1984. 
For the Commission 
Poul DALSAGER 
Member of the Commission 
0 OJ No L 169, 28. 6. 1976, p. 19. 
O OJ No L 169, 28. 6. 1976. p. 37. 
O OJ No L 169, 28. 6. 1976, p. 53. 
Π OJ No L 281, 1. 11. 1975. p. 65. 
0 OJ No L 107, 19. 4. 1984, p. 15. 
4. IO. 84 
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ANNEX 
to the Commission Regulation of 3 October 1984 fixing the amount by which the variable 
component of the levy applicable to bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and 
Tunisia must be reduced 
CCT heading No 
23.02 Λ II a) 
23.02 Λ II b) 
ECU/tonne 
21,44 
41,84 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 3214/84 
of 6 November 1984 
opening, allocating and providing for the administration of a Community tariff quota for 
apricot pulp falling within subheading ex 20.06 Β II c) 1 aa) of the Common Customs Tariff 
and originating in Morocco (1985) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, imports into the Community from Morocco of the 
product in question: 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Communiry, and in particular Article 113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas, the Cooperation Agreement between the 
European Economic Community and the Kingdom of 
Morocco (■), signed on 27 April 1976, provides for the 
opening by the Community of an annual Community 
tariff quota of 8 250 tonnes of apricot pulp falling 
within subheading ex 20.06 B II c) 1 aa) of the 
Common Customs Tariff and originating in Morocco; 
whereas the customs duties applicable to the quota are 
equal to 70 % of the customs duties actually applied to 
non­member countries; whereas the Community tariff 
quota in question should therefore be opened for 
1985; 
Whereas it is in particular necessary to ensure for all 
Community importers equal and uninterrupted access 
to the abovementioned quota and uninterrupted 
application of the rate laid down for that quota to all 
imports of the products concerned into all Member 
States until the quota has been used up; whereas, having 
regard to the above principles, the Community nature 
of the quota can be respected by allocating the 
Communiry tariff quota among the Member States; 
whereas, in order to reflect as accurately as possible the 
true trend of the market in the products in question, 
such allocation should be in proportion to the 
requirements of the Member States, calculated by 
reference to the statistics for imports from Morocco 
over a representative reference period and also to the 
economic outlook for the quota period in question; 
Whereas, during the last three years for which statistics 
are available, the corresponding imports of each 
Member State represent the following percentages of 
Member State 
Benelux 
Denmark 
Germany 
Greece 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
United Kingdom 
1981 
6 
— 28 
66 
— — — 
1982 
3 
— 7 
86 
— — 4 
1983 
1 
— — — 97 
— — 2 
Whereas both these percentages and the estimates from 
certain Member States should be taken into account as 
well as the need to ensure that, in the circumstances, the 
obligations contracted under the Agreement concerned 
are allocated fairly among all the Member States; 
whereas the approximate percentages of the initial 
quota shares may therefore be fixed as follows: 
Benelux 
Denmark 
Germany 
Greece 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
United Kingdom 
5,5 
1,3 
6,6 
0,2 
59,5 
1,3 
1,3 
24,3 
('ï OJ No L 264, 27. 9. 1978, p. 2. 
Whereas, in order to take into account import trends 
for the products concerned in the various Member 
States, the quota amount should be divided into two 
instalments, the first being shared among the Member 
States and the second constituting a reserve to cover at a 
later date the requirements of the Member States which 
have used up their initial quota shares; whereas, in 
order to give importers in each Member State a certain 
degree of security, the first instalment of the 
Community quota should under the circumstances be 
fixed at 55 % of the quota volume; 
Whereas the Member States' initial shares may be used 
up at different times; whereas, in order to take this fact 
into account and avoid any break in continuity, any 
Member State which has almost used up its initial quota 
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share should draw an additional share from the reserve; 
whereas this must be done by each Member State as and 
when each of its additional shares is almost used up, 
and repeated as many times as the reserve allows; 
whereas the initial and additional shares must be valid 
until the end of the quota period; whereas this method 
of administration requires close cooperation between 
the Member States and the Commission, and the latter 
must be in a position to monitor the extent to which the 
quota volume has been used up and to inform the 
Member States thereof; 
Whereas if, at a given date in the quota period, a 
substantial quantity remains unused in any Member 
State, it is essential that that Member State should 
return a significant proportion to the reserve to prevent 
a part of any tariff quota from remaining unused in one 
Member State when it could be used in others; 
Whereas, since the Kingdom of Belgium, the Kingdom 
of the Netherlands and the Grand Duchy of 
Luxembourg are united within and joindy represented 
by the Benelux Economic Union, any operation relating 
to the administration of the quota shares allocated to 
that economic union may be carried out by any of its 
members, 
subject to Article 5, shall be valid until 31 December 
1985 shall be as follows: 
Benelux 
Denmark 
Germany 
Greece 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
United Kingdom 
(tonnes) 
200 
50 
240 
10 
2 200 
50 
50 
900 
2. The second instalment amounting to 4 550 tonnes 
shall constitute the reserve. 
Article 3 
1. If 90 % or more of a Member State's initial share as 
specified in Article 2 (1), or 90 % of that share minus 
the portion returned to the reserve where Article 5 has 
been applied, has been used up, then, to the extent 
permitted by the amount of the reserve, that Member 
State shall forthwith, by notifying the Commission, 
draw a second share equal to 15 % of its initial share, 
rounded up where necessary to the next unit. 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1. From 1 January to 31 December 1985, a 
Community tariff quota of 8 250 tonnes shall be opened 
in the Community for apricot pulp falling within 
subheading ex 20.06 Β II c) 1 aa) of the Common 
Customs Tariff and originating in Morocco. 
2. Within the limits of this tariff quota the Common 
Customs Tariff duty applicable to these products shall 
be suspended at a rate of 11,9 %. 
Within the limits of this tariff quota, Greece shall apply 
duties calculated in accordance with the relevant 
provisions in the 1979 Aa of Accession and in 
Regulation (EEC) No 3511/81 ('). 
Article 2 
1. A first instalment amounting to 3 700 tonnes of the 
Community tariff quota referred to in Article I shall be 
allocated among the Member States; the shares which, 
2. If, after its initial share has been used up, 90 % or 
more of the second share drawn by a Member State has 
been used up, then that Member State shall, in 
accordance with the conditions laid down in para­
graph 1, draw a third share equal to 7,5 % of its initial 
share. 
3. If, after its second share has been used up, 90 % or 
more of the third share drawn by a Member State has 
been used up, that Member State shall, in accordance 
with the conditions laid down in paragraph 1, draw a 
forth share equal to the third. 
This process shall continue until the reserve is used 
up. 
4. By way of derogation from paragraphs 1, 2 and 3, a 
Member State may draw shares smaller than those fixed 
in those paragraphs if there are grounds for believing 
that they might not be used up. It shall inform the 
Commission of its reasons for applying this 
paragraph. 
{') OJ No L 358, 14. 12. 1981, p. 1. 
The additional shares drawn pursuant to Article 3 shall 
be valid until 31 December 1985. 
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Article S Article 7 
The Member States shall return to the reserve, not later 
than 1 October 1985, such unused portion of their 
initial shares as, on 15 September 1985, is in excess of 
20 % of the initial volume. They may return a larger 
quantity if there are grounds for believing that this 
quantity may not be used. 
The Member States shall notify the Commission, not 
later than 1 October 1985, of the total quantities of the 
products in question imported up to 15 September 1985 
and charged against the tariff quota and of any quantity 
of the initial shares returned to the reserve. 
1. The Member States shall take all measures 
necessary to ensure that additional shares drawn 
pursuant to Article 3 are opened in such a way that 
imports may be charged without interruption against 
their accumulated shares of the tariff quota. 
2. The Member States shall ensure that importers of 
the products in question have free access to the shares 
allocated to them. 
3. The Member States shall charge the imports of the 
products concerned against their shares as and when the 
products are entered with customs authorities for free 
circulation. 
Article 6 
4. The extent to which a Member State has used up its 
share shall be determined on the basis of the imports 
charged in accordance with paragraph 3. 
The Commission shall keep an account of the shares 
opened by the Member States pursuant to Articles 2 and 
3 and, as soon as it is notified, shall inform each 
Member State of the extent to which the reserve has 
been used up. 
Article 8 
At the Commission's request, the Member States shall 
inform it of imports actually charged against their 
shares. 
It shall inform the Member States, not later than 
5 October 1985, of the amount in the reserve after 
quantities have been returned thereto pursuant to 
Article 5. 
Article 9 
The Member States and the Commission shall 
cooperate closely to ensure that this Regulation is 
complied with. 
It shall ensure that the drawing which exhausts the 
reserve does not exceed the balance available and, to 
this end, shall notify the amount of that balance to the 
Member State making the last drawing. 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 
1985. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 6 November 1984. 
For the Council 
The President 
J. O'KEEFFE 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) N o 3596/84 
of 18 December 1984 
opening, allocating and providing for the administration of Community tariff 
quotas for prepared or preserved sardines, falling within subheading 16,04 D of 
the Common Customs Tariff and originating in Morocco (1985) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas the Cooperation Agreement between the 
Community and Morocco (■), supplemented by 
Council Regulation (EEQ No 3511/81 of 3 December 
1981 laying down the arrangements applicable to trade 
between Greece and Morocco f1), provides that 
prepared and preserved sardines, falling within sub­
heading 16.04 D of the Common Customs Tariff and 
originating in Morocco, may be imported into the 
Community free of duty ; whereas the detailed 
arrangements must be fixed by an exchange of letters 
between the Community and Morocco ; whereas, since 
this exchange of letters has not yet taken place, it is 
advisable to renew until 31 December 1985 the 
Community arrangements which were applied Ín 
1984 ; whereas it is advisable to open two Community 
tariff quotas for importations into the Community of 
the products in question, one duty­free tariff quota of 
14 000 tonnes and the other of 6 000 tonnes at a rate 
of duty of 10 % ; whereas these tariff quotas are to 
apply from 1 January 1985 until either the conclusion 
of the exchange of letters provided for in Article 19 of 
the Cooperation Agreement between the Community 
and Morocco or until such time as Community 
arrangements for imports of the products in question 
are applied, but until 31 December 1985 at the latest ; 
Whereas it is in particular necessary to ensure tor all 
Community importers equal and uninterrupted access 
to the abovementioned quotas and uninterrupted 
application of the rates laid down for these quotas to 
all imports of the products concerned into all Member 
States until the quotas have been used up ; whereas, 
having regard to the principles mentioned above* the 
Community nature of the quotas can be respected by 
allocating the Community tariff quotas among the 
Member States ; whereas, in order to reflect as accura­
tely as possible the true trend of the market in the 
products in question, such allocation should be in 
proportion to the requirements of the Member States, 
calculated by reference to the statistics for imports 
from Morocco over a representative reference period 
and also to the economic outlook for the quota period 
in question ; 
Whereas, during the last three years for which statistics 
are available, the corresponding imports into each of 
the Member States represent the following percentages 
of the imports into the Community from Morocco of 
the products concerned : 
M. tul·, r Slatti 
Benelux 
D e n m a r k 
Germany 
Greece 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
Un i ted K i n g d o m 
1981 
6.41 
021 
11.11 
2.69 
53.28 
0,00 
0.78 
2 5 J 2 
1982 
10,27 
0.3S 
11.64 
0.51 
64.64 
0,00 
0,04 
12.55 
198 J 
7.27 
0,00 
15.62 
1.02 
57,00 
0,00 
0.76 
18 J ] 
Whereas, in view of these factors and of the estimates 
submitted by certain Member States initial shares may 
be fixed approximately at the following percentages : 
(·) OJ No L 264. 27. 9. 1978, p. 2. 
{­) OJ No L 358. 3. 12. 1981, p. I. 
Benelux 
Denmark 
Germany 
Greece 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
United Kingdom 
7,8 
Π.2 
12,8 
1.1 
58,5 
0,1 
11,6 
18,4 
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Whereas, in order to take into account import trends 
for the products concerned in the various Member 
States, each quota should be divided into two instal-
ments, the first being shared among the Member 
States and the second constituting a reserve to cover at 
a later date the requirements of the Member States 
which have used up their initial quota shares ; whereas, 
in order to give importers in each Member State a 
certain degree of security, the first instalment of the 
Community quotas should, under the circumstances, 
be fixed at 70 % respectively of the quota volumes ; 
Whereas, the Member States' initial shares may be 
used up at different times ; whereas, in order to take 
this fact into account and avoid any break in con-
tinuity, any Member State which has almost used up 
its initial quota shares should draw an additional share 
from the corresponding reserve ; whereas this must be 
done by each Member State as and when each of its 
additional shares is almost used up, and repeated as 
many times as the reserve allows ; whereas the initial 
and additional shares must be valid until the end of 
the quota period ; whereas this method of administra-
tion requires close cooperation between the Member 
States and the Commission and the latter must be in a 
position to monitor the extent to which the quota 
amounts have been used up and to inform Member 
States thereof ; 
Whereas, if, at a given date in the quota period, a 
substantial quantity remains unused in any Member 
State, it is essential that that Member State should 
return a significant proportion to the corresponding 
reserve to prevent a part of any tariff quota from 
remaining unused in one Member State when it could 
be used in others ; 
Whereas, since the Kingdom of Belgium, the 
Kingdom of the Netherlands and the Grand Duchy of 
Luxembourg are united within and jointly represented 
by the Benelux Economic Union, any operation relat-
ing to the administration of the quota shares allocated 
to that economic union may be carried out by any of 
its members. 
2. From 1 January 1985 until either the conclusion 
of the exchange of letters referred to in Article 19 of 
the Cooperation Agreement between the Community 
and Morocco or until such time as Communiry import 
arrangements are applied but until 31 December 1985 
at the latest, a Community tariff quota of 6 000 tonnes 
at a duty rate of 10 % shall be opened for imports into 
the Community of prepared or preserved sardines 
falling within subheading 16.04 D of the Common 
Customs Tariff and originating in Morocco. 
3. Within the limits of these tariff quotas, Greece 
shall apply duties calculated in accordance with the 
relevant provisions in the 1979 Act of Accession and 
Regulation (EEC) No 3511/81. 
Article 2 
1. The tariff quotas laid down in Article 1 shall be 
divided into two instalments. 
2. A first instalment of each quota shall be shared 
among the Member States ; the respective shares 
which, subject to Article 5, shall be valid until the end 
of the period specified in Article 1 shall be as follows : 
Member Stain 
Benelux 
Denmark 
Germany 
Greece 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
United K ngdom 
Article 1 (1) 
760 
20 
1 260 
110 
5 720 
10 
60 
1 860 
9 800 
Article 1 (2) 
330 
10 
540 
50 
2 450 
S 
25 
790 
4 200 
3. The second instalment of each quota, i.e. 4 200 
and 1 800 tonnes respectively, shall constitute 
corresponding reserves. 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article I 
1. From 1 January 1985 until the conclusion of the 
exchange of letters referred to in Article 19 of the 
Cooperation Agreement between the Community and 
Morocco, until such time as Community import 
arrangements are applied or until 31 December 1985, 
whichever shall be the earliest, a duty-free Community 
tariff quota of 14 000 tonnes shall be opened for 
imports into the Community of prepared or preserved 
sardines falling within subheading 16.04 D of the 
Common Customs Tariff and originating in Morocco. 
Article 3 
1. If 90 % or more of a Member State's initial share 
as specified in Article 2 (2), or 90 % of that share 
minus the portion returned to the corresponding 
reserve where Article 5 has been applied, has been 
used up, then, to the extent permitted by the amount 
of the reserve, that Member State shall forthwith, by 
notifying the Commission, draw a second share equal 
to 10 % of its initial share, rounded up where neces-
sary to the next unit. 
2. If. after one of its initial shares has been used up, 
90 % or more of the second share drawn by a Member 
State has been used up, then that Member State shall, 
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in accordance with the conditions laid down Ín para-
graph 1, draw a third share equal to 5 % of its initial 
share, rounded up where necessary to the next unit. 
3. If, after one of its second shares has been used 
up, 90 % or more of the third share drawn by a 
Member State has been used up, that Member State 
shall, in accordance with the conditions laid down in 
paragraph 1, draw a fourth share equal to the third. 
This process shall continue until the reserve is used 
up. 
4. By way of derogation from paragraphs 1, 2 and 3, 
a Member State may draw shares smaller than those 
fixed in those paragraphs if there is reason to believe 
that they might not be used up. It shall inform the 
Commission of its reasons for applying this paragraph. 
Article 4 
The additional shares drawn pursuant to Article 3 shall 
be valid until the end of the period specified in Article 
1. 
Article i 
The Member States shall return to the reserve, not later 
than 1 October 1985, such unused portion of their 
initial share as, on 15 September 1985, is in excess of 
20 % of the initial volume. They may return a larger 
quantity if there are grounds for believing that this 
quantity may not be used. 
The Member States shall notify the Commission, not 
later than I October 1985, of the total quantities of the 
products in question imported up to 15 September 
1985 and charged against the tariff quota and of any 
quantity of the initial shares returned to the reserve. 
Article 6 
The Commission shall keep an account of the shares 
opened by the Member States pursuant to Articles 2 
and 3 and, as soon as it is notified, shall inform each 
State of the extent to which the reserves have been 
used up. 
It shall inform the Member States, not later than 5 
October 1985, of the amount in each reserve after 
quantities have been returned thereto pursuant to 
Article 5. 
It shall ensure that the drawing which exhausts any 
reserve does not exceed the balance available and, to 
this end, shall notify the amount of that balance to the 
Member State making the last drawing. 
Article 7 
1. The Member States shall take all measures neces-
sary to ensure that additional shares drawn pursuant to 
Article 3 are opened in such a way that imports may 
be charged without interruption against their accumu-
lated shares of the tariff quota. 
2. The Member States shall ensure that importers of 
the products ín question have free access to the shares 
allocated to them. 
3. The extent to which a Member State has used up 
its shares shall be determined on the basis of the 
imports of the products concerned originating in 
Morocco and entered with customs authorities for free 
circulation. 
Article 8 
At the Commission's request, the Member States shall 
inform it of imports of the products concerned 
actually charged against their shares. 
Article 9 
The Member States and the Commission shall 
cooperate closely to ensure that this Regulation is 
complied with. 
Article 10 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 
1985. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 18 December 1984. 
For the Council 
The President 
P. BARRY 
Ζ o - o p e r a t i o n -TT-yiST/: 
The Compilation of Texts pertaining to "Co-operation 
between the European Economic Community and the Republic 
of Tunisia" contains all the acts adopted by the various 
Co-operation Institutions pursuant to the Agreement 
signed at Tunis on 25 April 1976 as well as the acts adopted 
by the EEC concerning Tunisia. 
GENERAL MATTERS 
1. Co-operation Agreement and related texts 
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AGREEMENT 
in the form of an exchange of letters between the European Economic C o m m u ­
nity and the Republic of Tunisia fixing the additional amoun t to be deducted 
from the levy on imports into the Communi ty of untreated olive oil, originating 
in Tunisia, for the period 1 November 1983 to 31 October 1984 
4 April 1984 
Dear Mr Ambassador, 
Annex Β to the Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and the Republic of Tunisia stipulates that for untreated olive oil falling within subhead­
ing 15.07 A I of the Common Customs Tariff the amount to be deducted from the 
amount of the levy in accordance with Article 16 (1) (b) of the Cooperation Agreement 
may, in order to take account of certain factors and of the situation on the olive oil 
market, be increased by an additional amount under the same conditions and arrange­
ments as laid down for the application of the abovementioned provisions. 
I have the honour to inform you that, having regard to the criteria specified in the afore­
mentioned Annex, the Community will take the necessary steps to fix the additional 
amount at 12,09 ECU per 100 kilograms for the period 1 November 1983 to 31 October 
1984. 
I should be grateful if you would acknowledge receipt of this letter and confirm your 
Government's agreement to its content. 
Please accept, Mr Ambassador, the assurance of my highest consideration. 
On behalf of the 
Council of the European Communities 
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4 April 1984 
Dear Mr Chairman, 
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today's date, which reads as 
follows : 
'Annex Β to the Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Commu­
nity and the Republic of Tunisia stipulates that for untreated olive oil falling within 
subheading 15.07 A I of the Common Customs Tariff the amount to be deducted from 
the amount of the levy in accordance with Article 16 (1) (b) of the Cooperation Agree­
ment may, in order to take account of certain factors and of the situation on the olive 
oil market, be increased by an additional amount under the same conditions and 
arrangements as laid down for the application of the abovementioned provisions. 
I have the honour to inform you that, having regard to the criteria specified in the 
aforementioned Annex, the Community will take the necessary steps to fix the addi­
tional amount at 12,09 ECU per 100 kilograms for the period 1 November 1983 to 31 
October 1984. 
I should be grateful if you would acknowledge receipt of this letter and confirm your 
Government's agreement to its content* 
While recording its agreement to the foregoing, the Tunisian Government confirms the 
terms of its Note Verbale No 532 of 8 November 1983 addressed to the Commission and 
the Council. 
Please accept, Mr Chairman, the assurance of my highest consideration. 
For the 
Government of the Republic of Tunisia 
N. HACHED 
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AGREEMENT 
in the form of an exchange of letters between the European Economic C o m m u ­
nity and the Republic of Tunisia altering, for the period 16 December 1983 to 31 
October 1984, the additional amoun t to be deducted from the levy on imports 
into the Communi ty of untreated olive oil originating in Tunisia 
Letter No I 
Sir, 
Annex Β to the Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and the Republic of Tunisia stipulates that for untreated olive oil falling within sub­
heading 15.07 A II of the Common Customs Tariff the amount to be deducted from the 
amount of the levy in accordance with Article 16 (1) (b) of the Cooperation Agreement 
may, in order to take account of certain factors and of the situation on the olive oil 
market, be increased by an additional amount under the same conditions and arrange­
ments as laid down for the application of the abovementioned provisions. 
I have the honour to inform you that, by way of an exception, and only for the period 16 
December 1983 to 31 October 1984, the Community will take the necessary steps to 
increase the additional amount of 12,09 ECU per 100 kilograms by 10 ECU. 
I should be grateful if you would acknowledge receipt of this letter and confirm your 
Government's agreement to its content. 
Please accept. Sir, the assurance of my highest consideration. 
On behalf of the 
Council of the European Communities 
200 
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1 have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today's date, which reads as 
follows : 
'Annex Β to the Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Commu-
nirv and the Republic of Tunisia stipulates that for untreated olive oil falling within 
subheading 15.07 A 1 of the Common Customs Tariff the amount ίο be deducted 
from the amount of the levy in accordance with Article 16 (1) (b) of the Cooperation 
Agreement may, in order to take account of certain factors and of the situation on the 
olive oil market, be increased by an additional amount under the same conditions and 
arrangements as laid down for the application of the abovementioned provisions. 
I have the honour to inform you th3t, by way of an exception, and only for the period 
16 December 1983 to 31 October 1984, the Community will take the necessary steps 
to increase the additional amount of 12,09 ECU per 100 kilograms by 10 ECU. 
I should be grateful if you would acknowledge receipt of this letter and confirm your 
Government's agreement to its content.' 
I confirm that my Government is in agreement with the foregoing. 
Please accept. Sir, the assurance of my highest consideration. 
For the 
Government of the Republik of Tuttina 
GENERAL MATTERS 
2. Provisions within the Community relating 
to the Co-operation Agreement 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 1039/84 
of 10 April 1984 
on the conclusion of the Agreement in the form of an exchange of letters 
between the European Economic Communi ty and the Republic of Tunisia fixing 
the additional amoun t to be deducted from the levy on impor ts into the 
Communi ty of untreated olive oil, originating in Tunisia, for the period 
1 November 1983 to 31 October 1984 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 113 
thereof. 
Having regard to the Cooperation Agreement between 
the European Economic Community and the Republic 
of Tunisia (l), which entered into force on 1 November 
1978, and in particular to Annex Β thereof. 
Having regard to the recommendation from the 
Commission, 
Whereas it is necessary to approve the Agreement in 
the form of an Exchange of Letters between the Euro­
pean Economic Community and the Republic of 
Tunisia fixing the additional amount to be deducted 
from the levy on imports into the Community of 
untreated olive oil, falling within subheading 15.07 A I 
of the Common Customs Tariff and originating in 
Tunisia, for the period 1 November 1983 to 31 
October 1984, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
The Agreement in the form of an Exchange of Letters 
between the European Economic Community and the 
Republic of Tunisia fixing the additional amount to be 
deducted from the levy on imports into the Commu­
nity of untreated olive oil falling within subheading 
15.07 A I of the Common Customs Tariff and origina­
ting in Tunisia, for the period 1 November 1983 to 31 
October 1984, is hereby approved on behalf of the 
Community. 
The text of the Agreement is attached to this Regula­
tion. 
Article 2 
The President of the Council is hereby authorized to 
designate the person empowered to sign the Agree­
ment for the purpose of binding the Community. 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day 
following its publication in the Official Journal of the 
European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Luxembourg, 10 April 1984. 
For the Council 
The President 
C. CHEYSSON 
(') OJ No L 265, 27. 9. 1978. p. 2. 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 1111/84 
of 18 April 1984 
on the conclusion of the Agreement ín the form of an exchange of letters 
between the European Economic Communi ty and the Republic of Tunisia 
altering, for the period 16 December 1983 to 31 October 1984, the additional 
a m o u n t to be deducted from the levy on imports into the Communi ty of 
untreated olive oil originating in Tunisia 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the Cooperation Agreement between 
the European Economic Community and the Republic 
of Tunisia ('), which entered into force on 1 November 
1978, and in particular to Annex Β thereof. 
Having regard to the recommendation from the 
Commission, 
Whereas it is necessary to approve the Agreement in 
the form of an exchange of letters between the Euro­
pean Economic Community and the Republic of 
Tunisia altering, for the period 16 December 1983 to 
31 October 1984 only, and as an exception, the addi­
tional amount to be deducted from the levy on 
imports into the Community of untreated olive oil 
falling within subheading 15.07 A II of the Common 
Customs Tariff and originating in Tunisia, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
The Agreement in the form of an exchange of letters 
between the European Economic Community and the 
Republic of Tunisia amending, for the period 16 
December 1983 to 31 October 1984, the additional 
amount to be deducted from the levy on imports into 
the Community of untreated olive oil falling within 
subheading 15.07 A II of the Common Customs Tariff 
and originating in Tunisia is hereby approved on 
behalf of the Community. 
The text of the Agreement is attached to this Regula­
tion. 
Article 2 
The President of the Council is hereby authorized to 
designate the person empowered to sign the Agree­
ment for the purpose of binding the Community. 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day 
following its publication Ín the Official Journal of the 
European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
Sutes. 
Done at Brussels, 18 April 1984. 
For the Council 
The President 
M. ROCARD 
(') OJ No L 265, 27. 9. 1978, p. 2. 
PROVISIONS WITHIN THE EEC 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 52/84 
of 10 January 1984 
fixing the amount by which the variable component of the levy applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia must be reduced 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEQ No 
1512/76 of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement 
in the form of an exchange of letters relating to Article 
22 of the Cooperation Agreement and Article 15 of 
the Interim Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Republic of Tunisia 
and concerning the import into the Community of 
bran and sharps originating in Tunisia ('), and in parti-
cular the second subparagraph of paragraph 3 of the 
exchange of letters. 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEQ No 
1518/76 of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement 
in the form of an exchange of letters relating to Article 
21 of the Cooperation Agreement and Article 14 of 
the Interim Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the People's Democratic 
Republic of Algeria and concerning the import into 
the Community of bran and sharps originating in 
Algeria (*), and in particular the second subparagraph 
of paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters. 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEQ No 
1525/76 of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement 
in the form of an exchange of letters relating to Article 
23 of the Cooperation Agreement and Article 16 of 
the Interim Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Kingdom of Morocco 
and concerning the import into the Community of 
bran and sharps originating in Morocco ('). and in 
particular the second subparagraph of paragraph 3 of 
the exchange of letters. 
Whereas the Agreement in the form of an exchange of 
letters annexed to Regulations (EEQ No 1512/76, 
(EEQ No 1518/76 and (EEQ No 1525/76 provides 
that the variable component of the levy calculated in 
accordance with Article 2 of Council Regulation (EEQ 
No 2744/75 of 29 October 1975 on the import and 
export system for products processed from cereals and 
from rice (*), as last amended by Regulation (EEQ No 
414/83 (*), is to be reduced by an amount fixed by the 
Commission each quarter; whereas this amount must 
be equal to 60 % of the average of the variable 
components of the levies in force during the three 
months preceding the month during which the 
amount is fixed ; 
Whereas the variable components applicable to the 
products falling within subheading 23.02 A II of the 
Common Customs Tariff during October, November 
and December 1983 have been taken into considera-
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
The amount referred to in the second subparagraph of 
paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters forming the 
Agreement annexed to Regulations (EEC) No 1512/76, 
(EEC) No 1518/76 and (EEC) No 1525/76 to be 
deducted from the variable component applicable to 
bran and sharps originating ín Tunisia, Algeria and 
Morocco respectively, shall be as set out in the Annex 
hereto. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 February 
1984. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 10 January 1984. 
For the Commission 
Poul DALSAGER 
Member of the Commission 
(') OJ No L 169, 28. 6. 1976, p. 19. 
(·) OJ No L 169, 28. 6. 1976. p. 37. 
(') OJ No L 169. 28. 6. 1976. p. 53. 
(*) OJ No L 281, 1. 11. 1975, p. 65. 
(') OJ No L 51, 24. 2. 1983, p. 1. 
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ANNEX 
CCI" heading No 
23.02 A I I a) 
23.02 Λ II b) 
ECU/tonne 
20.84 
■10,55 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 795/84 
of 27 March 1984 
amending Regulation (EEQ N o 3636/83 introducing retrospective surveillance of 
the reimportation after outward processing of certain textile products 
originating in Morocco, Portugal, Spain and Tunisia 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEQ No 288/82 
of 5 February 1982 on common rules for imports ('), 
and in particular Article 10 thereof, 
After consultations within the Committee set up by 
Article 5 of the said Regulation, 
Whereas Commission Regulation (EEC) No 
2819/79 f1), as last amended by Regulation (EEC) No 
3580/83 0 , makes imports of certain textile products 
originating in certain third countries, including Malta, 
subject to Community surveillance arrangements ; 
Whereas Commission Regulation (EEC) No 
3636/83 (*) introduced retrospective surveillance of the 
reimportation after outward processing of certain 
textile products originating in Morocco, Portugal, 
Spain, and Tunisia ; 
Whereas the reasons which led to the introduction of 
the said specific surveillance system also apply to 
Malta and that therefore Regulation (EEC) No 3636/83 
should be modified so as to include imports after 
outward processing of certain textile products origin-
ating in Malta, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
Regulation (EEQ No 3636/83 is hereby amended as 
follows : 
1. The end of the title is replaced by the following : 
' . . . introducing retrospective surveillance of the 
reimportation after outward processing of certain 
textile products originating in Malta, Morocco, 
Portugal, Spain and Tunisia'. 
2. The Annex is replaced by the Annex to this Regu-
lation. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day 
following its publication in the Official Journal of the 
European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 27 March 1984. 
For the Commission 
Wilhelm HAFERKAMP 
Vice-Presidtnt 
(l) OJ No L 35, 9. 2. 1982, p. 1. 
(-) OJ No L 320. 15. 2. 1979, p. 9. 
0 OJ No L 356, 20. 12. 1983, p. 16. 
(*) OJ No L 360. 23. 12. 1983. p. 24. 
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ANNEX 
Cate. 
4 
5 
6 
7 
CCT helding No 
60.04 
Β I 
II .) 
b) 
c) 
IV b) 1 u ) 
dd) 
2 ee| 
d) 1 a») 
dd) 
2 dd) 
60.05 
Λ I 
II b) 4 bb) 11 aaa) 
bbb) 
ccc) 
ddd) 
eee) 
22 bbb) 
ccc) 
ddd) 
eee) 
iff) 
61.01 
B V d) 1 
2 
3 
e) 1 
2 
3 
61.02 
Β II e) 6 aa) 
bb) 
cc) 
60.05 
Λ II b) 4 aa) 22 
33 
44 
55 
61.02 
B II e) 7 bb) 
cc) 
dd) 
NIMF.XE code 
(1984) 
60.04-19, 20, 22, 
23, 24, 26, 41, 50, 
58, 71, 79, 89 
60.05-01, 31. 33, 
34. 35, 36, 39, 40, 
41, 42, 43 
61.01.62. 64, 66. 
72, 74, 76 
61.02-66. 68, 72 
60.05-22. 23. 24, 
25 
61.02-78, 82, 84 
Description 
Under garments, knitted or crocheted, not 
elastic or rubberized : 
Shirts, T-shirts, lightweight fine knit roll. 
polo or turtle necked jumpers and pull­
overs, undervests and the like, knitted or 
crocheted, not elastic or rubberized, 
other than babies' garments, of cotton or 
syntheric textile fibres ; T-shirts and 
lightweight fine knit roll, polo or turtle 
necked jumpers and pullovers, of regen­
erated textile fibres, other thin babies' 
garments 
Outer garments and other articles, knitted 
or crocheted, not elastic or rubberized : 
A. Outer garments and clothing accesso­
ries : 
Jerseys, pullovers, slip-overs, waistcoats, 
twinsets, cardigans, bed jackets and 
jumpers, knitted or crocheted, not 
clastic or rubberized, of wool, of cotton 
or of man-made textile fibres 
Men's and boys' outer garments : 
Women's, girls' and infants' outer 
garments : 
B. Other: 
Men's and boys' woven breeches, shorts 
and trousers (including slacks) ; 
women's, girls' and infants' woven trou­
sers and slacks, of wool, of cotton or of 
man-made textile fibres 
Outer garments and other articles, knitted 
or crocheted, not elastic or rubberized : 
A Outer garments and clothing accesso­
ries : 
II. Other 
Women's, girls' and infants' outer 
garments : 
B. Other : 
Blouses and shirt-blouses, knitted or 
crocheted (not elastic or rubberized), or 
woven, for women, girls and infants, of 
wool, of cotton or of man-made textile 
fibres 
Third 
countries 
Portugal 
Tunisia 
Portugal 
Spain 
Morocco 
Tunisia 
Malta 
Portugal 
Morocco 
Tunisia 
Member 
States 
D, F. BNL 
BNL 
D. F, I, BNL, 
IRL, DK 
D, BNL 
D, F, BNL 
D, F, BNL 
D, F, I, BNL, 
IRL. DK, GR 
D, F, BNL, 
IRL 
F, BNL 
BNL 
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Cate­
gory 
8 
21 
26 
CCI' heading No 
61.03 
A 
61.01 
BIV 
61.02 
Β l id ) 
60.05 
A II b) 4 cc) 11 
22 
33 
44 
61.02 
Β II e) 4 bb) 
cc) 
dd) «) 
Ν IM EXE code 
(1984) 
61.03-11, 15, 19 
61.01-29. 31, 32 
61Λ2-25, 26, 28 
60.05-45, 46, 47. 
48 
61.02-48, 52, 53. 
54 
Description 
Men's and boys' under garments, including 
collars, shirt fronts and cuffs : 
Men's and boys' shirts, woven, of wool, of 
cotton or of man-made textile fibres 
Men's and boys' outer garments : 
Women's, girls' and infants' outer 
garments : 
B. Other : 
Parkas, anoraks, windcheaters, waister 
jackets and the like, woven, of wool, of 
cotton or of man-made textile fibres 
Outer garments and other anieles, knitted 
or crocheted, not elastic or rubberized : 
A. Outer garments and clothing accesso­
ries: 
II. Other 
Women's, girls' and infants' outer 
garments : 
B. Other : 
Women's, girls' and infants' (other than 
babies') woven and knitted or crocheted 
dresses, of wool, of cotton or of man-
made textile fibres 
Third 
countries 
Ponugal 
Morocco 
Tunisia 
Tunisia 
Morocco 
Member 
S u m 
D, F, I, BNL, 
IRL, DK 
F 
D, BNL 
F 
F 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 923/84 
of 3 April 1984 
fixing the amount by which the variable component of the levy applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia must be reduced 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEQ No 
1512/76 of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement 
in the form of an exchange of letters relating to Article 
22 of the Cooperation Agreement and Article 15 of 
the Interim Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Republic of Tunisia 
and concerning the import into the Community of 
bran and sharps originating in Tunisia (!), and in parti­
cular the second subparagraph of paragraph 3 of the 
exchange of letters, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
1518/76 of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement 
in the form of an exchange of letters relating to Article 
21 of the Cooperation Agreement and Article 14 of 
the Interim Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the People's Democratic 
Republic of Algeria and concerning the import into 
the Community of bran and sharps originating in 
Algeria (:), and in particular the second subparagraph 
of paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters. 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEQ No 
1525/76 of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement 
in the form of an exchange of letters relating to Article 
23 of the Cooperation Agreement and Article 16 of 
the Interim Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Kingdom of Morocco 
and concerning the import into the Community of 
bran and sharps originating in Morocco ('), and in 
particular the second subparagraph of paragraph 3 of 
the exchange of letters. 
Whereas the Agreement in the form of an exchange of 
letters annexed to Regulations (EEQ No 1512/76, 
(EEQ No 1518/76 and (EEC) No 1525/76 provides 
that the variable component of the levy calculated in 
accordance with Article 2 of Council Regulation (EEQ 
No 2744/75 of 29 October 1975 on the import and 
export system for products processed from cereals and 
from rice (4), as last amended by Regulation (EEQ No 
414/83 (*), is to be reduced by an amount fixed by the 
Commission each quarter ; whereas this amount must 
be equal to 60 % of the average of the variable 
components of the levies in force during the three 
months preceding the month during which the 
amount is fixed ; 
Whereas the variable components applicable to the 
products falling within subheading 23.02 A II of the 
Common Customs Tariff during January, February 
and March 1984 have been taken into consideration, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
The amount referred to in the second subparagraph of 
paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters forming the 
Agreement annexed to Regulations (EEC) No 1512/76, 
(EEC) No 1518/76 and (EEC) No 1525/76 to be 
deducted from the variable component applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Tunisia, Algeria and 
Morocco respectively, shall be as set out in the Annex 
hereto. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on I May 1984. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 3 April 1984. 
For the Commission 
Poul DALSAGER 
Member of the Commission 
(') OJ No L 169, 28. 6. 1976. p. 19. 
(J) OJ No L 169. 28. 6, 1976. p. 37, 
O OJ No L 169. 28. 6. 1976. p. 53. 
Π OJ No L 281. 1. 11. 1975. 
(Ó OJ No L 51. 24. 2. 1983, 
p. 65. 
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23.02 A II a) 
23.02 A II b) 
ECU/tonne 
22,90 
44,96 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) N o 1040/84 
of 10 April 1984 
amending Regulation (EEC) N o 1508/76 on imports of olive oil originating in 
Tunisia (1983/84) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Communiry, and in particular Articles 43 
and 113 thereof. 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European 
Parliament ('), 
Whereas Article 16 and Annex Β to the Cooperation 
Agreement between the European Economic Commu­
nity and Tunisia (*) stipulate that, if the country in 
question levies a special export charge on imports into 
the Community of olive oil falling within subheading 
15.07 A I of the Common Customs Tariff, the levy 
applicable to such oil is to be reduced by a fixed 
amount of 0,60 ECU per 100 kilograms and by an 
amount equal to the special charge, but not exceeding 
12,09 ECU per 100 kilograms in the case of reduction 
provided for in the aforementioned Article and 12,09 
ECU per 100 kilograms in the case of the additional 
amount provided for in the aforementioned Annex Β ; 
Whereas the aforementioned Agreement was imple­
mented by Regulation (EEC) No 1508/76 ('), as last 
amended by Regulation (EEC) No 3488/82 (*); 
Whereas the Contracting Parties have agreed, by 
exchanges of letters, to fix the additional amount at 
12,09 ECU per 100 kilograms for the period 1 
November 1983 to 31 October 1984; 
Whereas Regulation (EEC) No 1508/76 should accor­
dingly be amended, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
.article 1 (1) (b) of Regulation (EEC) No 1508/76 is 
hereby replaced by the following : 
'(b) an amount equal to the special charge levied 
by Tunisia on exports of the said oil but not 
exceeding 12,09 ECU per 100 kilograms, this 
amount being increased from 1 November 
1983 to 31 October 1984 by 12,09 ECU per 
100 kilograms.' 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day 
following its publication in the Official Journal of the 
European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
Sutes. 
Done at Luxembourg, 10 April 1984. 
For the Council 
The President 
C. CHEYSSON 
(') OJ No C 10, ¡6. 1. I9H4, p. 274. 
(:) OJ No L 141, 28. 5. 1976. p. 195. 
(') OJ No L 169. 28. 6. 1976. p. 9. 
(*) OJ No L 372, 30. 12. 1982, p. 13. 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) N o 1112/84 
of 18 April 1984 
amending Regulation (EEC) No 1508/76 on imports of olive oil originating in 
Tunisia (1983/84) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Articles 43 
and 113 thereof, 
10 ECU per 100 kilograms of olive oil other than that 
which has undergone refining on import into the 
Community on the terms agreed ; 
Whereas therefore Regulation (EEC) No 1508/76 
should be amended accordingly. 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commis­
sion ('X 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parli­
ament (*), 
Whereas Article 1 of Regulation (EEC) No 1508/76 (J), 
as last amended by Regulation (EEQ No 1040/84 (*), 
lays down the terms under which olive oil other than 
that which has undergone refining, falling within 
subheading 15.07 A II of the Common Customs Tariff 
and originating in Tunisia, is to benefit from the 
advantages provided for in the Cooperation Agreement 
between the European Economic Community and the 
Republic of Tunisia (*) as well as the level of the 
concession in the period 1 November 1983 to 31 
October 1984; 
Whereas the European Economic Community and 
Tunisia have agreed, by an exchange of letters, to 
increase, as an exceptional measure, from 16 
December 1983 to 31 October 1984 the said level by 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
Article 1 (1) (b) of Regulation (EEC) No 1508/76 is 
hereby replaced by the following : 
'(b) an amourit equal to the special charge levied 
by Tunisia on exports of the said oil but not 
exceeding 12,09 ECU per 100 kilograms, this 
amount being increased : 
— from 1 November 1983 to 31 October 
1984, by 12,09 ECU per 100 kilograms, 
— from 16 December 1983 to 31 October 
1984. by a further 10 ECU per 100 kilo­
grams.' 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day 
following its publication in the Official Journal of the 
European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 18 April 1984. 
For the Council 
The President 
M. ROCARD 
O OJ No C 65, 6. 3. 1984, p. 7. 
f1) Opinion delivered on 30 March 1984 (not yet published in 
the Official Journal). 
O OJ No L 169, 28. 6. 1976. p. 9. 
Π OJ No L 102, 14. 4. 1984. p. 7. 
(Ó OJ No L 265, 27. 9. 1978. p. 1. 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 1142/84 
of 25 April 1984 
on the sale by tender, for export to Tunisia, of olive-residue oil held by the 
Italian intervention agency 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES. 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation No 136/66/EEC 
of 22 September 1966 on the establishment of a 
common organization of the market in oils and fats('), 
as last amended by Regulation (EEC) No 1413/82 j1), 
and in particular Article 12 (4) thereof. 
Whereas Article 2 of Council Regulation (EEC) No 
2754/78 (]) provides that olive oil held by the interven­
tion agencies is to be put up for sale by tender ; 
common detailed rules for the application of the 
system of export refunds on agricultural products ('). as 
last amended by Regulation (EEC) No 519/83(7), 
specifies the evidence required to prove importation 
into non-Community countries ; 
Whereas the measures provided for in this Regulation 
are in accordance with the opinion of the Management 
Committee for Oils and Fats, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
Whereas, pursuant to Article 12 (1) of Regulation No 
136/66/EEC, the Italian intervention agency has 
bought in, since the 1975/76 marketing year, large 
quantities of olive oil ; 
Whereas Commission Regulation (EEC) No 
2960/77 (4), as last amended by Regulation (EEQ No 
2041/83 0 , 'aid down the conditions for the sale by 
tender of olive oil ; whereas at the moment there is a 
market for crude olive-residue oil in Tunisia; 
The Italian intervention agency 'Azienda di Stato per 
gli interventi nel mercato agricolo', hereinafter referred 
to as 'AIMA', shall open an invitation to tender in 
accordance with the provisions of this Regulation and 
of Regulation (EEC) No 2960/77 for the sale for export 
to Tunisia of approximately 2 000 tonnes of olive-
residue oil. By way of derogation from Article 1 (2) of 
Regulation (EEC) No 2960/77 this oil must not have 
been made edible. 
Whereas the Community has large quantities of olive-
residue oil, held by the Italian intervention agency ; 
whereas some of this oil has been in storage for several 
years ; whereas this oil should be sold by tender and a 
derogation introduced from Article 1 (2) of the above-
mentioned Regulation specifying that exported oil 
must be directly edible; 
Whereas the minimum selling price is so fixed that 
the Community operators enjoy equal conditions of 
competition with operators in non-member countries ; 
whereas, accordingly, oil should under this Regulation 
qualify neither for the export refund provided for in 
Article 20 of Regulation No 136/66/EEC nor for the 
consumption aid provided for in Article 11 of the 
same Regulation ; 
Whereas Article 20 of Commission Regulation (EEC) 
No 2730/79 of 29 November 1979 laying down 
(') OJ No 172, 30. 9. 1966. p. 3025/66. 
{') OJ No L 162. 12. 6. 1982, p. 6. 
(*) OJ No L 331, 28. 11. 1978. p. 13. 
('J OJ No L 348. 30. 12. 1977. p. 46. 
O OJ No L 200. 23. 7. 1983. p. 25. 
Article 2 
The invitation to tender shall be published on 4 May 
1984. 
Particulars of the lots of oil offered for sale and the 
places where they are stored shall be displayed at the 
head office of ΑΙΜΑ, via Palestro 81, I-Rome. 
A copy of the invitation to tender referred to above 
shall be sent without delay to the Commission. 
Tenders must reach ΑΙΜΑ, via Palestro 81, I-Rome, 
not later than 2 p.m. (local time) on 25 May 1984. 
Article 4 
1. Tenders shall be made for an oil of 15° acidity. 
(') OJ No L 317. 12. 12. 1979, p. 1. 
0 OJ No L 58, 5. 3. 1983, p. 5. 
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2. Where the oil awarded has a different degree of 
acidity from that for which the tender was submitted, 
the price to be paid shall be equal to the price 
tendered, reduced or increased by Lit 2 682 for each 
degree or fraction of a degree above or below 15°. 
Article ï 
The minimum selling price for olive-residue oil of 15"3 
acidity shall be Lit 65 000 per 100 kilograms. 
Article 6 
The oil shall be sold by AIMA not later than 8 June 
1984. 
AIMA shall supply the agencies responsible for storage 
with a list of the lots remaining unsold. 
Article 7 
The security referred to in Article 7 of Regulation 
(EEC) No 2960/77 shall be Lit 13 000 per 100 kilo-
grams. 
The security referred to in Article 12 (3) of Regulation 
(EEC) No 2960/77 shall be Lit 100 000 per 100 kilo-
grams of olive-residue oil. 
Article 8 
The storage charge provided for in Article 15 of Regu-
lation (EEC) No 2960/77 shall be Lit 3 500 per 100 
kilograms. 
Article 9 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day of its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European 
Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 25 April 1984. 
For the Commission 
Poul DALSAGER 
Member of the Commission 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) N o 1905/84 
of 3 July 1984 
fixing the amoun t by which the variable component of the levy applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia must be reduced 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEQ No 
1512/76 of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement 
in the form of an exchange of letters relating to Article 
22 of the Cooperation Agreement and Article 15 of 
the Interim Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Republic of Tunisia 
and concerning the import into the Community of 
bran and sharps originating in Tunisia ('), and in parti­
cular the second subparagraph of paragraph 3 of the 
exchange of letters. 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
1518/76 of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement 
in the form of an exchange of letters relating to Article 
21 of the Cooperation Agreement and Article 14 of 
the Interim Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the People's Democratic 
Republic of Algeria and concerning the import into 
the Community of bran and sharps originating in 
Algeria f:). and in particular the second subparagraph 
of paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters. 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
1525/76 of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement 
in the form of an exchange of letters relating to Article 
23 of the Cooperation Agreement and Article 16 of 
the Interim Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Kingdom of Morocco 
and concerning the import into the Community of 
bran and sharps originating in Morocco ('), and in 
particular the second subparagraph of paragraph 3 of 
the exchange of letters. 
Whereas the Agreement in the form of an exchange of 
letters annexed to Regulations (EEC) No 1512/76, 
(EEC) No 1518/76 and (EEQ No 1525/76 provides 
that the variable component of the levy calculated in 
accordance with Article 2 of Council Regulation (EEQ 
No 2744/75 of 29 October 1975 on the import and 
export system for products processed from cereals and 
from rice (*), as last amended by Regulation (EEC) No 
1027/84 0 , is to be reduced by an amount fixed by the 
Commission each quarter ; whereas this amount must 
be equal to 60 % of the average of the variable 
components of the levies in force during the three 
months preceding the month during which the 
amount is fixed ; 
Whereas the variable components applicable to the 
products falling within subheading 23.02 A II of the 
Common Customs Tariff during April, May and June 
1984 have been taken into consideration, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
The amount referred to in the second subparagraph of 
paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters forming the 
Agreement annexed to Regulations (EEC) No 1512/76, 
(EEC) No 1518/76 and (EEQ No 1525/76 to be 
deducted from the variable component applicable to 
bran.and sharps originating in Tunisia, Algeria and 
Morocco respectively, shall be as set out in the Annex 
hereto. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 August 
1984. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 3 July 1984. 
For the Commission 
Poul DALSAGER 
Member of the Commission 
(') OJ No L 169, 28. 6. 1976, p. 19. 
(■') OJ No L 169, 28. 6. 1976, p. 37. 
(') OJ No L 169. 28. 6. 1976. p. 53. 
Π OJ No L 281, I. II. 1975, p. 65. 
(') OJ No L 107, 19. 4. 1984. p. 15. 
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24.67 
48,76 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) N o 2583/84 
of 10 September 1984 
opening, allocating and providing for the administration of a Community tariff 
quota for certain wines having a registered designation of origin, falling within 
subheading ex 22.05 C of the C o m m o n Customs Tariff and originating in 
Tunisia (1984/85) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 113 
thereof. 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas Article 20 of the Cooperation Agreement 
between the European Economic Community and the 
Republic of Tunisia (') stipulates that certain wines 
having a registered designation of origin, falling within 
subheading ex 22.05 C of the Common Customs 
Tariff and originating in Tunisia, specified in the 
Agreement in the form of an exchange of letters of 16 
October 1978 f2), and produced from the 1977 and 
subsequent harvests, shall be imported into the 
Community free of customs duties within the limits of 
an annual Community tariff quota of 50 000 hecto-
litres ; whereas these wines must be put in containers 
holding two litres or less; whereas these wines must 
be accompanied by a certificate of designation of 
origin in accordance with the model given in Annex 
D to the Agreement in question ; whereas the 
Community tariff quota in question should therefore 
be opened for the period 1 November 1984 to 31 
October 1985; 
Whereas the wines in question are subject to compli-
ance with the free-at-frontier reference price ; whereas 
the wines in question shall benefit from this tariff 
quota on condition that Article 18 of Regulation (EEC) 
No 337/79 ('), as last amended by Regulation (EEC) 
No 1208/84 (4), is complied with; 
Whereas it is in particular necessary to ensure equal 
and uninterrupted access for all Community importers 
to the abovementioned quota, and uninterrupted 
application of the rates laid down for this quota to all 
imports of the products concerned into the Member 
(') OJ No L 265, 27. 9. 1978, p. 2. 
O OJ No L 296. 21. 10. 1978, p. 2. 
(') OJ No L 54, 5. 3. 1979, p. 1. 
(') OJ No L 115. I. 5. 1984. p. 77. 
States until the quota has been used up ; whereas a 
system of using a Community tariff quota, based on 
allocation among the Member States, appears likely to 
comply with the Community nature of the said quota 
having regard to the above principles ; whereas, in 
order to reflect most accurately the actual development 
of the market in the products in question, such alloca-
tion should be in proportion to the requirements of 
the Member States, assessed by reference both to the 
statistics relating to imports of the said products from 
Tunisia over a representative reference period and to 
the economic outlook for the quota period concerned ; 
Whereas in this case, however, neither Community 
nor national statistics showing the breakdown for each 
of the types of wines in question are available and no 
reliable estimates of future imports can be made ; 
whereas in these circumstances the quota volumes 
should be allocated in initial shares, taking into 
account demand for these wines on the markets of the 
various Member States ; 
Whereas, to take into account import trends for the 
products concerned in the various Member States, the 
quota amount should be divided into two instalments, 
the first being allocated among the Member States and 
the second held as a reserve intended to cover at a 
later date the requirements of Member States who have 
used up their initial share ; whereas, in order to 
guarantee some degree of security to importers in each 
Member State, the first instalment of the Community 
quota should be fixed at a level which could, in the 
present circumstances, be 50 % of the quota volume ; 
Whereas the initial shares of the Member States may 
not be used up at the same rate ; whereas, in order to 
take this into account and avoid disruption, any 
Member State which has used up almost all its initial 
share should draw a supplementary share from the 
reserve ; whereas this should be done by each Member 
State each time one of its supplementary shares is 
almost used up, and so on as many times as the 
reserve allows ; whereas the initial and supplementary 
shares should be valid until the end of the quota 
period ; whereas this form of administration requires 
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close collaboration between the Member States and the 
Commission, and the Commission must be in a posi-
tion to follow the extent to which the quota volume 
has been used up and inform the Member States 
thereof ; 
Whereas, if at a given date in the quota period a 
Member State has a considerable quantity of the initial 
share left over, it is essential that it should return a 
significant proportion thereof to the reserve, to prevent 
a part of the Community quota remaining unused in 
one Member State when it could be used in others ; 
Whereas, since the Kingdom of Belgium, the 
Kingdom of the Netherlands and the Grand Duchy of 
Luxembourg are united within and jointly represented 
by the Benelux Economic Union, all transactions 
concerning the administration of the shares allocated 
to that economic union may be carried out by any one 
of its members, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
1. From 1 November 1984 to 31 October 1985, a 
Community tariff quota of 50 000 hectolitres shall be 
opened for the products indicated below and origin-
ating in Tunisia : 
CCT 
heading 
No 
22.05 
Description 
Wine of fresh grapes ; grape must with 
fermentation arrested by the addition of 
alcohol : 
C. Other: 
— Wines entitled to one of the fol-
lowing designations of origin : 
Coteaux de Tebourba, SÌdi-Salem, 
Kelibia, Thibar, Mornag, grand cru 
Mornag of an actual alcoholic 
strength of 15 % vol or less and in 
containers holding two litres or less 
2. Within the tariff quota referred to in paragraph 1, 
the Common Customs Tariff duties applicable to these 
wines shall be totally suspended. 
Within the limits of these tariff quotas, the Hellenic 
Republic shall apply duties calculated in accordance 
with the relevant provisions in the 1979 Act of Acces-
sion and Regulation (EEC) No 1080/83 ('). 
3. Wines produced from the 1977 and subsequent 
harvests shall be accorded the benefit of the tariff 
quota referred to in paragraph 1. 
4. The wines in question are subject to compliance 
with the f ree-at- frontier reference price. 
The wines in question shall benefit from this tariff 
quota on condition that the provisions of Article 18 of 
Regulation (EEC) No 337/79 are complied with. 
5. Each of these wines, when imported, shall be 
accompanied by a certificate of designation of origin, 
issued by the relevant Tunisian authority, in accord-
ance with the model annexed to this Regulation and 
certifying in box 16 that these wines have been 
produced from the 1977 and subsequent harvests. 
Article 2 
1. The tariff quota laid down in Article 1 shall be 
divided into two instalments. 
2. A first instalment of the quota shall be allocated 
among the Member States ; the shares, which subject 
to Article 5 shall be valid up to 31 October 1985, shall 
be as follows : 
Benelux 
Denmark 
Germany 
Greece 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
United Kingdom 
(hectolitres) 
4 500 
2 500 
5 000 
800 
5 000 
Ί 000 
2 000 
4 200 
(') OJ No L 120, 6. 5. 1983. p. 1. 
3. The second instalment of the quota, amounting 
to 25 000 hectolitres, shall constitute the reserve. 
Article 3 
1. If 90 % or more of one of a Member State's 
initial share, as specified in Article 2 (2), or of that 
share less the portion returned to the reserve where 
Article 5 has been applied, has been used up, that 
Member State shall, without delay, by notifying the 
Commission, draw a second share equal to 15 % of its 
initial share, rounded up where necessary to the next 
whole number, in so far as the amount in the reserve 
allows. 
2. If, after its initial share has been used up, 90 % 
or more of the second share drawn by a Member State 
has been used up, that Member State shall, in accord­
ance with the conditions laid down in paragraph 1, 
draw a third share equal to 7,5 % of its initial share, 
rounded up where necessary to the next whole 
number, in so far as the amount in the reserve allows. 
3. If, after its second share has been used up, 90 % 
or more of the third share drawn by a Member State 
has been used up, that Member State shall, ín accord-
ance with paragraph 1, draw a fourth share equal to 
the third. 
This process shall continue to apply until the reserves 
are used up. 
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4. Notwithstanding paragraphs 1, 2 and 3, Member 
States may draw smaller shares than those fixed in 
these paragraphs if there is reason to believe that those 
fixed might not be used up. They shall inform the 
Commission of their reasons for applying this para-
graph. 
Article 4 
The additional shares drawn pursuant to Article 3 shall 
be valid until 31 October 1985. 
Article S 
Member Sutes shall return to the reserve, not later 
than 1 September 1985, the unused portion of their 
initial share which, on 15 August 1985, is in excess of 
20 % of the initial amount They may return a greater 
portion if there are grounds for believing that such 
portion might not be used in full. 
Member States shall notify the Commission, not later 
than 1 September 1985, of the total imports of the 
products concerned effected under the Community 
quotas up to and induding 15 August 1985 and, where 
appropriate, the proportion of their initial share that 
they are returning to the reserve. 
Article 6 
The Commission shall keep account of the shares 
opened by Member States pursuant to Articles 2 and 3 
and shall inform each State of the extent to which the 
reserve has been used up as soon as it has been noti-
fied. 
The Commission shall notify the Member States, not 
later than 5 September 1985, of the state of the reserve 
after the return of shares pursuant to Article 5. 
The Commission shall ensure that the drawing which 
uses up the reserve is limited to the balance available 
and, to this end, shall specify the amount thereof to 
the Member State making the final drawing. 
Article 7 
1. Member States shall take all measures necessary 
to ensure that additional shares drawn pursuant to 
Article 3 are opened in such a way that imports may 
be charged without interruption against their aggregate 
shares in the Community quota. 
2. Member States shall ensure that importers of the 
products concerned have free access to the shares allo-
cated to them. 
3. Member-States shall charge imports of the said 
goods against their shares as and when the goods are 
entered for free circulation. 
4. The extent to which a Member State has used up 
its shares shall be determined on the basis of the 
imports charged in accordance with paragraph 3. 
Article 8 
At the request of the Commission, Member States 
shall inform it of imports actually charged against 
their shares. 
Article 9 
The Member States and the Commission, shall colla-
borate closely in order to ensure that this Regulation is 
observed. 
Article 10 
This Regulation shall enter into force on I November 
1984. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 10 September 1984. 
For the Council 
The President 
P. OTOOLE 
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ANNEX 
J I­ Eksportør ­ Ausführe' ­ F »porte' ­ E »porla 
leur ­ Esportatori ­ Eaporteur — Εξαγωγέας 
4 * * J ' J — ^ , - J l - Modtager - Empfänger ­ Consigne« ­
Destinataire ­ Destinatario,­ Geadresseerde ­ Παραλή-
τττης: 
6 ( J A - J ' ' 'Λ—j) - Transportmiddel - Beförderungsmittel 
­ Means of transport ­ Moyen de transport ­ Mezzo di 
trasporto ­ Vervoermiddel­ Μεταφορικό μέσο: 
6 t J* · \j & · - Losningssted - Entladungsort - Place 
ot unloading - Lieu de déchargement - Luogo di sbarco * 
Plaats van lossing _ Τόττος Εκφορτώσεως 
2 f - 0 " J ' - Nummer - Nummer -
Number - Numéro - Numero -
Nummer - Αριθμός ooooo 
3 (Name of authority guaranteeing (he 
designation of origin) 
CERTIFIKAT FOR OPRINDELSESBETEGNELSE 
BESCHEINIGUNG D U URSPRUNGSSEZEICHNUNa 
CERTIFICATE O f DESIGNATION OF O H M I N 
CERTIFICAT D'APPELLATION D'ORIGINE 
CERTIFICATO D I DENOMINAZIONE Ol ORIGINE 
SERT1FICAAT V A N M N A M I N O V A N OORSPRONO irronoiHTiKo ΟΝΟΜΑΓΙΑΙ ΠΡΟΈΛΕΓΧΕ« 
7 (Designation oí origin) 
Merker og numre, kollienes antal og art 
Zechen und Nummern. Anzahl und Art der Packstucke 
Marks and numbers, number and kind of packages 
Marques et numéros, nombre et nature des-cohs 
Marca e numero, quantité e natura dei colli 
Merken en nummers, aantal en soort der colli 
Σήματα και αριθμοί, αριθμός και είδος των δεμάτων 
Bruttovægt 
Rohgewicht 
Gross weight 
Poids brut 
Peso lordo 
Brutogewicht 
Μεικτό Βάρος 
Liter 
Liter 
Litres 
Litres 
Litri 
Liter 
Λίτρα 
Liter (voluit) _ 
- Ij-a^J - Liter (ι bogstaver) -
Λίτρα (ολογράφως) 
Liter (in Buchstaben, - Litres (in words) - Litres (en lettres) - Litri (ín lettere) ­
13 * J — j - J * * V t ■ J ' * je«­ i L ­ Pètegmng fra udstedende organ ­ Bescheinigung der erteilenden Stelle ­ Certificate of the 
issuing authority ­ Visa de l'organisme émetteur ­ Visto dell'organismo emittente ­ Visum van de Instantie van afgifte ­
Θεώρηση εκδίδοντος οργανισμού' 
«¿J¡J U * J I ' j * ­ ¿ L· ­ Toldsteders aneet ­ Stchtvermerk der 
Zollitene ­ Customs stamp ­ Vi'sa de la douane ­ Visto delia 
dogana ­ Visum van de douane ­ Θεώρηση τελωνείου (Oversættelse se nr 15 — Übersetzung siehe Nr 15 — See 
the translation under No 15 — Voir traduction au π' 15 — 
Vedi traduzione al n 15 — Zie voor vertaling nr 15 — Βλέ ­
πε μετάφραση υπ' αριθ 15) 
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15. Det bekræftes, at vinen, der er nævnt i dette certifikat, er fremstillet i området og ifelge tunesisk lovgivning 
er berettiget til oprindelsesbetegnelsen : » i. 
Alkohol tilsat denne vin er alkohol fremstillet af vin. 
Wir bestätigen, deft der in dieser Bescheinigung bezeichnete Wein im Bezirk gewonnen wurde und ihm 
nach tunesischem Gesetz die Ursprungsbezeichnung " zuerkennt wird. 
Der diesem Wein zugefügte Alkohol ist aus Wein gewonnener Alkohol. 
We hereby certify that the wine described in this certificate is wine produced within the wine district of 
and is considered by Tunisisn legislation as entitled to the designation of origin * '. 
The alcohol added to this wine is alcohol of vinous origin. 
Nous certifions que le vin décrit dans ce certificat a été produit dsns la zone de et est reconnu, suivant Is 
loi tunisienne, comme ayant droit é la dénomination d'origine c ι. 
L'alcool ajouté é ce vin est de l'alcool d'origine vinique. 
Si certifica che il vino descritto nel presente certificato è un vino prodotto nella zons di ed β riconosciuto, 
secondo la legge tunisina, come avente diritto alla denominazione di origine < ι. 
L'alcole aggiunto a questo vino è alcole di origine vinica. 
Wij verklaren dat de in dit certificaat omschreven wijn is vervaardigd in het wijndistrict van en dat volgens 
de Tunesische wetgeving da benaming van oorsprong " erkend wordt. 
De aan deze wijn toegevoegde alcohol is alcohol, uit wijn gewonnen. 
Πιστοποιούμε 6τι o οίνος ο περιγραφόμενος σ' αυτό το πιστοποιητικό παρήχθη στη ζώνη και αναγνωρίζεται, σύμφω-, 
να με τη νομοθεσία της Τυνησίας, ότι δικαιούται της ονομασίας προελεύσεως « ·. 
Η αλκοόλη που έχει προστεθεί σ' αυτόν τον οίνο είναι οινικής προελεύσεως. 
èj .JLaJ 1 i j j o j I ^ ijjM» t v_ L· \++j Ai U J 1 4 J L ^ 
) Rubnk forbeholdt eksportlandets andre angivelser 
) Diese Nummer ist weiteren Angaben des Ausfuhrlandes vorbehalten 
) Space reserved tor additional details given in the exporting country 
) Case réservée pour d'autres indications du pays exportateur 
) Spano riservato per artre indicazioni del paese esportatore 
) Ruimte bestemd voor andere gegevens van hel land van uitvoer 
Ι Χυοος trou τιροοοιζςτοι yo αλΧις ινδίιξίΊς της χυρας ιξαγωγπς 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 2798/84 
of 3 October 1984 
fixing the amoun t by which the variable componen t of the levy applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia mus t be reduced 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
1512/76 of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement 
in the form of an exchange of letters relating to Article 
22 of the Cooperation Agreement and Article 15 of 
the Interim . Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Republic of Tunisia 
and concerning the import into the Community of 
bran and sharps originating in Tunisia ('), and in parti­
cular the second subparagraph of paragraph 3 of the 
exchange of letters. 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
1518/76 of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement 
in the form of an exchange of letters relating to Article 
21 of the Cooperation Agreement and Article 14 of 
the Interim Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the People's Democratic 
Republic of Algeria and concerning the import into 
the Community of bran and sharps originating in 
Algeria (:), and in particular the second subparagraph 
of paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEQ No 
1525/76 of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement 
in the form of an exchange of letters relating to Article 
23 of the Cooperation Agreement and Article 16 of 
the Interim Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Kingdom of Morocco 
and concerning the import into the Community of 
bran and sharps originating in Morocco ('). and in 
particular the second subparagraph of paragraph 3 of 
the exchange of letters. 
Whereas the Agreement in the form of an exchange of 
letters annexed to Regulations (EEC) No 1512/76, 
(EEC) No 1518/76 and (EEC) No 1525/76 provides 
that the variable component of the levy calculated in 
accordance with Article 2 of Council Regulation (EEC) 
No 2744/75 of 29 October 1975 on the import and 
export system for products processed from cereals and 
from rice (4), as last amended by Regulation (EEC) No 
1027/84 (*), is to be reduced by an amount fixed by the 
Commission each quarter ; whereas this amount must 
be equal to 60 % of the average of the variable 
components of the levies Ín force during the three 
months preceding the month during which the 
amount is fixed ; 
Whereas the variable components applicable to the 
products falling within subheading 23.02 A II of the 
Common Customs Tariff during July, August and 
September 1984 have been taken into consideration, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
The amount referred to in the second subparagraph of 
paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters forming the 
Agreement annexed to Regulations (EEC) No 1512/76, 
(EEC) No 1518/76 and (EEQ No 1525/76 to be 
deducted from the variable component applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Tunisia, Algeria and 
Morocco respectively, shall be as set out in the Annex 
hereto. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 November 
1984. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
Sutes. 
Done at Brussels, 3 October 1984. 
For the Commission 
Poul DALSAGER 
Member of the Commission 
(') OJ No L 169. 28. 6. 1976, p. 19. P) OJ No L 169, 28. 6. 1976, p. 37. (*) OJ No L 169, 28. 6. 1976, p. 53. Π OJ No L 281, I. 11. 1975, p. 65. Π OJ No L 107, 19. 4. 1984, p. 15. 
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to the Commission Regulation of 3 October 1984 fixing the amount by which the variable 
component of the levy applicable to bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and 
Tunisia must be reduced 
CCT heading No 
23.02 Λ II a) 
23.02 Λ II b) 
ECU/tonne 
li,** 
41,84 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 3213/84 
of 6 November 1984 
opening, allocating and providing for the administration of a Community tariff quota for 
prepared or preserved sardines falling within subheading 16.04 D of the Common Customs 
Tariff and originating Ín Tunisia (1985) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, the other hand, by reference to the economic outlook 
for the quota period in question; 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Communiry, and in particular Article 113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas the Cooperation Agreement between the 
Community and Tunisia ('; provides that prepared and 
preserved sardines, falling within subheading 16.04 D 
of the Common Customs Tariff and originating in 
Tunisia, may be imported into the Community free of 
duty; whereas the detailed arrangements must be fixed 
by an exchange of leners between the Community and 
Tunisia; whereas, since this exchange of letters «has 
not yet taken place, it is advisable to renew until 
31 December 1985 the Communiry arrangements which 
were applied in 1984; whereas it is advisibje to open a 
Community tariff quota for the importation into the 
Community of the products in question of 100 tonnes 
free of duty; whereas this tariff quota is to apply from 
1 January 1985 until either the conclusion of the 
exchange of leners provided for in Article 18 of the 
Cooperation Agreement between the Community and 
Tunisia or until such time as Community arrangements 
for imports of the products in question are applied, but 
until 31 December 1985 at the latest; 
Whereas, during the last three years for which statistics 
are available, the corresponding imports into each of 
the Member States represent the following percentages 
of imports into the Communiry from Tunisia of the 
products concerned: 
Member Stare 
Benelux 
Denmark 
Germany 
Greece 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
United Kingdom 
1981 
_ 
— — 
— 
— — 
— 
1982 
_ 
— — 
— 100 
(= 14 
tonnes) 
— — 
— 
1983 
_ 
— _ 
— 
— — 
— 
Whereas these data cannot be considered as 
representative and cannot serve as a basis for allocation 
of the quota among the Member States; whereas it is 
difficult to forecast the Member States' imports for 
1985 because of the absence of any panern in previous 
years; whereas, in order that the quota may be allocated 
fairly, the initial quota shares may be fixed 
approximately at the following percentages: 
Whereas it is in particular necessary to ensure for all 
Communiry importers equal and uninterrupted access 
to the abovementioned quota and uninterrupted 
application of the rate laid down for that quota to all 
imports of the products concerned into all Member 
States until the quota has been used up; whereas, having 
regard to the above principles, the Community nature 
of the quota can be respected by allocating the 
Community tariff quota among the Member States; 
whereas, in order to reflect as accurately as possible the 
true trend of the market in the products in question, 
such allocation should be in proportion to the 
requirements of the Member States, calculated, on the 
one hand, by reference to the statistics for imports from 
Tunisia over a representative reference period and, on 
Benelux 
Denmark 
Germany 
Greece 
France 
heland 
Italy 
United Kingdom 
4 
16 
2 
50 
2 
2 
16 
(') OJNoL265, 27.9. 1978, p. 1. 
Whereas, in order to take into account impon trends 
for the products concerned in the various Member 
States, each of the quota amounts should be divided 
into two instalments, the first being shared among the 
Member States and the second constituting a reserve to 
cover at a later date the requirements of the Member 
States which have used up their initial quota shares; 
whereas, in order to give importers in each Member 
State a certain degree of security, the first instalment of 
the Community quota should, under the circumstances, 
be fixed at 50 % of the quota volume; 
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Whereas the Member States' initial shares may be used 
up at different times; whereas, in order to take this fact 
into account and avoid any break in continuity, any 
Member State which has almost used up its initial quota 
share should draw an additional share from the reserve; 
whereas this must be done by each Member State as and 
when each of its additional shares is almost used up, 
and repeated as many times as the reserve allows; 
whereas the initial and additional shares must be valid 
until the end of the quota period; whereas this method 
of administration requires close cooperation between 
the Member States and the Commission, and the latter 
must be in a position to monitor the extent to which the 
quota volume has been used up and to inform the 
Member States thereof; 
Whereas if, at a given date in the quota period, a 
substantial quantity of an initial share remains unused 
in any Member State, it is essential that that Member 
State should rerum a significant proportion to the 
reserve to prevent a part of any tariff quota from 
remaining unused in one Member State when it could be 
used in others; 
Article 2 
1. The tariff quota referred to in Article 1 shall be 
divided into two instalments. 
2. A first instalment, amounting to 50 tonnes of the 
Community tariff quota referred to in Article 1, shall be 
allocated among the Member States; the shares, which 
subject to Article 5 shall be valid until the end of the 
period specified in Article 1, shall be as follows: 
Benelux 
Denmark 
Germany 
Greece 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
United Kingdom 
(tonnes) 
4 : 
s ι 
25 
I 
1 
3. The second instalment of 50 tonnes shall constitute 
the reserve. 
Whereas, since the Kingdom of Belgium, the Kingdom 
of the Netherlands and the Grand Duchy of 
Luxembourg arc united within and jointly represented 
by the Benelux Economic Union, any operation relating 
to the administration of the quota shares allocated to 
that economic union may be carried out by any of its 
members, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 3 
1. If 90 % or more of a Member State's initial share as 
specified in Article 2 (2), or 90 % of that share minus 
the portion returned to the reserve where Article 5 has 
been applied, has been used up, then, to the extent 
permitted by the amount of the reserve, that Member 
State shall forthwith, by notifying the Commission, 
draw a second share equal to 15 % of its initial share, 
rounded up where necessary to the next unit. 
Article 1 
From 1 January 1985 until the conclusion or the 
exchange of letters referred to in Article 18 of rhe 
Cooperation Agreement between the Community and 
Tunisia, until such time as Community import 
arrangements are applied or until 31 December 1985, 
whichever shall be the earliest, a duty­free Community 
tariff quota of 100 tonnes shall be opened for imports 
into the Community of prepared or preserved sardines 
falling within subheading 16.04 D of the Common 
Customs Tariff and originating in Tunisia. 
Within the limits of these tariff quotas, the Hellenic 
Republic shall apply duties calculated in accordance 
with the relevant provisions in the 1979 Act of 
Accession and Regulation (EEC) No 1080/83 (')■ 
2. If, after one of its initial shares has been used up, 
90 % or more of the second share drawn by a Member 
State has been used up, then, to the extent permitted by 
the amount of the reserve, that Member State shall, in 
accordance with the conditions laid down in para­
graph 1, draw a third share equal to 7,5 % of its initial 
share, rounded up where necessary to the next unit. 
3. If, after one of its second shares has been used up, 
90 % or more of the third share drawn by a Member 
State has been used up, that Member State shall, in 
accordance with the conditions laid down in para­
graph 1, draw a fourth share equal to the third. 
This process shall continue until the reserve is used 
up. 
(') OJ No L 120, 6. 5. 1983, p. 1. 
4. By way of derogation from paragraphs 1, 2 and 3, a 
Member State may draw, shares smaller than those fixed 
in those paragraphs if there is reason to believe that they 
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might not be used up. It shall inform the Commission of 
its reasons for applying this paragraph. 
Article 4 
The additional shares drawn pursuant to Article 3 shall 
be valid until the end of the period specified in 
Article 1. 
Article 5 
The Member States shall return to the reserve, not later 
than 1 October 1985, such unused portion of their 
initial share as, on 15 September 1985, is in excess of 
20 % of the initial volume. They may return a larger 
quantity if there are grounds for believing that this 
quantity may not be used. 
The Member States shall notify the Commission, not 
later than 1 October 1985 of the total quantities of the 
products in question imported up to 15 September 1985 
and charged against the tariff quota and of any quantity 
of the initial shares returned to the reserve. 
Article 6 
The Commission shall keep an account of the shares 
opened by the Member States pursuant to Articles 2 and 
3 and, as soon as it is notified, shall inform each 
Member Sute o'f the extent to which the reserve has 
been used up. 
It shall ensure that the drawing which exhaust* any 
reserve does not exceed the balance available and, tn 
this end, notify the amount of that balance to the 
Member State making the last drawing. 
Article 7 
1. The Member States shall take all measures 
necessary to ensure that additional shares drawn 
pursuant to Article 3 are opened in such a way that 
imports may be charged without interruption against 
their accumulated shares of the tariff quota. 
2. The Member States shall ensure that importers of 
the products in question have free access to the shares 
allocated to them. 
3. The extent to which a Member State has used up its 
shares shall be determined on the basis of the imports oí 
the products in question originating in Tunisia and 
entered with customs authorities for free circulation. 
Article 8 
At the Commission's request, the Member States shall 
inform it of imports of the products concerned actually 
charged against their shares. 
Article 9 
The Member States and the Commission shall 
cooperate closely to ensure that this Regulation is 
complied with. 
It shall inform the Member 'States, not later than 
5 October 1985 of the amount in the reserve after 
quantities have been returned thereto pursuant to 
Article 5. 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 
1985. 
This Regulation shall be binding in irs entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 6 November 1984. 
For the Council 
The President 
J. O'KEEFFE 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 3215/84 
of 6 November 1984 
opening, allocating and providing for the administration of a Community tariff quota for 
apricot pulp falling within subheading ex 20.06 B II c) 1 aa) of the Common Customs Tariff 
and originating in Tunisia (1985) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, imports into the Communiry from Tunisia of the 
product in question: 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Communiry, and in particular Article 113 
thereof. 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas the Cooperation Agreement between the 
European Economic Community and the Republic of 
Tunisia ('), signed on 25 April 1976, provides for the 
opening by the Community of an annual Community 
tariff quota of 4 300 tonnes of apricot pulp falling 
within subheading ex 20.06 Β II c) 1 aa) of the 
Common Customs Tariff and originating in Tunisia; 
whereas the customs duties applicable to the quota are 
equal to 70 % of the customs duties actually applied to 
non-member countries; whereas the Community tariff 
quora in question should therefore be opened for 
1985; 
Whereas it is in particular necessary to ensure for all 
Communiry importers equal and uninterrupted access 
to the abovementioned quota and uninterrupted 
application of the rate laid down for that quota to all 
imports of the products concerned into all .Member 
States until the quota has been used up; whereas, having 
regard to the above principles, the Community nature 
of the quota can be respected by allocating the 
Communiry tariff quota among the Member States; 
whereas, in order to reflect as accurately as possible the 
true nend of the market in the products in question, 
such allocation should be in proportion to the 
requirements of the Member States, calculated by 
reference to the statistics for imports from Tunisia over 
a representative reference period and also to the 
economic outlook for the quota period in question; 
Whereas, during the last three years for which statistics 
are available, the corresponding imports of each 
Member State represent the following percentages oí 
Member Starei 
Benelux 
Denmark 
Germany 
Greece 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
United Kingdom 
1981 
3 
— 1 
— 95 
— — — 
1982 
_ 
— 1 
— 99 
— — — 
1983 
_ 
— — — 100 
— _ — 
Whereas both these percentages and the estimates from 
certain Member Sutes should be taken into account as 
well as the need to ensure that, in the circumstances, the 
obligations contracted under the Agreement concerned 
are allocated fairly among all the Member States; 
whereas the approximate percentages of the initial 
quota shares may therefore be fixed as follows: 
Benelux 
Denmark 
Germany 
Greece 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
United Kingdom 
2,3 
2,3 
4,1 
0,5 
79,3 
2.3 
2,3 
6,9 
{') OJ No L 265, 27. 9. 1978. p. 2. 
Whereas, in order to take into account import trends 
for the products concerned in the various Member 
States, the quota amount should be divided into two 
instalments, the first being shared among the Member 
States and the second constituting a reserve to cover at a 
later date the requirements of the Member States which 
have used up their initial quota shares; whereas, in 
order to give importers in each Member State a certain 
degree of security, the first instalment of the 
Communiry quota should under the circumstances be 
fixed at 50 % of the quota volume; 
Whereas the Member States' initial shares may be used 
up at different times; whereas, in order to take this fact 
into account and avoid any break in continuity, any 
Member State which has almost used up its initial quota 
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share should draw an additional share from rhe reserve; 
whereas this must be done by each Member Sute as and 
when each of its additional shares is almost used up, 
and repeated as many times as the reserve allows; 
whereas the initial and additional shares must be valid 
until the end of the quota period; whereas this method of 
administration requires close cooperation between the 
Member Sutes and rhe Commission, and the 1 arter must 
be in a position to monitor the extent to which the 
quota volume has been used up and to inform the 
Member States thereof; 
Whereas if, at a given date in the quota period, a 
substantial quantity remains unused in any Member 
Sute, it is essential that that Member State should 
return a significant proportion to the reserve to prevent 
a part of any tariff quou from remaining unused in one 
Member State when it could be used in others; 
allocated among the Member States; the shares which, 
subject to Article 5, shall be valid until 31 December 
1985 shall be as follows: 
Benelux 
Denmark 
Germany 
Greece 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
United Kingdom 
(tonnes) 
50 
50 
90 
10 
1700 
50 
50 
150 
2. The second instalment amounting to 2 150 tonnes 
shall constitute the reserve. 
Whereas, since the Kingdom of Belgium, the Kingdom 
of the Netherlands and the Grand Duchy of 
Luxembourg are united within and jointly represented 
by the Benelux Economic Union, any operation relating 
to the administration of the quota shares allocated to 
that economic union may be carried out by any of its 
members, 
Article 3 
1. If 90 % or more of a Member State's initial share as 
specified in Article 2 (1), or 90 % of that share minus 
the portion returned to the reserve where Article 5 has 
been applied, has been used up, then, to the extent 
permitted by the amount of the reserve, that Member 
State shall forthwith, by notifying the Commission, 
draw a second share equal to 15 % of its initial share, 
rounded up where necessary to the next unit. 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1. From 1 January to 31 December 1985, a 
Community tariff quota of 4 300 tonnes shall be opened 
in the Communiry for apricot pulp falling within 
subheading ex 20.06 Β II c) 1 aa) of the Common 
Customs Tariff and originating in Tunisia. 
2. Within the limits of this tariff quota the Common 
Customs Tariff dury applicable to these products shall 
be suspended at a rate of 11,9 %. 
Within the limits of this tariff quota, Greece shall apply 
duties calculated in accordance with the relevant 
provisions in rhe 1979 Aa of Accession and ín 
Regulation (EEC) No 1080/83 ( l). 
1. A first instalment amounting to 2 150 tonnes of the 
Communiry tariff quota referred to in Article 1, shall be 
2. If, after its initial share has been used up, 90 % or 
more of the second share drawn by a Member State has 
been used up, then that Member State shall, in 
accordance with the conditions laid down in para­
graph 1, draw a third share equal to 7,5 % of its initial 
share. 
3. If, after its second share has been used up, 90 % or 
more of the third share drawn by a Member State has 
been used up, that Member State shall, in accordance 
with the conditions laid down in paragraph 1, draw a 
fourth share equal to the third. 
This process shall continue until the reserve is used 
up. 
4. By way of derogation from paragraphs 1 ,2 and 3, a 
Member State may draw shares smaller than those fixed 
in those paragraphs if there are grounds for believing 
that they might not be used up. It shall inform the 
Commission of its reasons for applying this 
paragraph. 
{*) OJ NoL 120, 6.5. 1983, p. 1. 
The additional shares arawn pursuant to Article 3 shall 
be valid until 31 December 1985. 
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Article S 
The Member States shall return to the reserve, not later 
than 1 October 1985, such unused portion of rhcir 
initial share as, on 15 September 1985, is in excess of 
20 % of the initial volume. They may return a larger 
quantity if there are grounds for believing that this 
quantity may not be used. 
The Member States shall notify the Commission, not 
later than 1 October 1985, of the total quantities of the 
products in question imported up to 15 September 1985 
and charged against the tariff quota and of any quantity 
of the initial shares returned to the reserves. 
Article 6 
pursuant to Article 3 are opened in such a way that 
imports may be charged without interruption against 
their accumulated shares of rhe tariff quota. 
2. The Member States shall ensure that importers of 
the products in question have free access to the shares 
allocated to them. 
3. The Member States shall charge the imports of rhe 
products concerned against their shares as and when the 
products are entered with customs authorities for free 
circulation. 
4. The extent to which a Member State has used up its 
share shall be determined on the basis of the imports 
charged in accordance with paragraph 3. 
The Commission shall keep an account of the shares 
opened by the Member States pursuant to Articles 2 and 
3 and, as soon as it is notified, shall inform each 
Member State of the extent to which the reserve has 
been used up. 
It shall inform the Member States, not later than 
5 October 1985, of rhe amount in the reserve after 
quantities have been returned thereto pursuant to 
Article 5. 
It shall ensure that the drawing which exhausts the 
reserve does not exceed the balance available and, to 
this end, notify the amount of that balance to the 
Member State making the last drawing. 
Article 8 
At the Commission's request, the Member States shall 
inform it of imports actually charged against their 
shares. 
Article 9 
The Member States and the Commission shall 
cooperate closely to ensure that this Regulation is 
complied with. 
Article 7 
1. The Member States shall take ail measures 
necessary to ensure that additional shares drawn 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 
1985. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 6 November 1984. 
For the Council 
The President 
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